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ABSTRACT 

The purpa~e at this dissertation ls the examination of syntactic 

changes in the Portuguese Noun Phrase. The data on which it is based 

con~ist ot successlve texts whlch are taken as representativa of 

consecutiva periods of the Portuguese \anguage, from the 14th C 

onwards. Some information about present-day Brazilian Portuguese is 

also given. 

Firstly, the position ot the Adjective with respect to the Noun in 

the Noun Phrase is investigated within a word arder change 

framework. According to the statistica\ analysis of the Adjective, 

0\d/Midd\e Portuguesa has shown a predominant arder Adjective/Noun 

<AN) whereas Modern Portuguesa is predominantly Noun/Adjective <NA). 

The data available show a sharp decrease in the use of Anteposition 

of Adjectives around the 18th C. After that time Postposition 

rep\aced Anteposition as the preferred arder. 

A great deal of discussion is dedicated to Anteposition. This is due 

to the high frequency of two Adjectives Bom and Grande in the 

texts up to the 18th C and their almost entire absence from the 

modern texts. These Adjectives presented two characteristics: first. 

in the Old/Middle Portuguesa texts their meaning was largely 

determined by the context; second, in some particular cases they 

have been retained in Set Phrases. This retention has proved to 

depend on features of both Adjecti_ve and Noun. A 

explanation is given for both aspects. 

tenta ti v e 

Secondly, the relativizar ~ present in Restrictive Relative 

clauses was examined in Hodern and Old/Middle Portuguesa in an 

attempt to justify its analysis either as a Complementizer ar a 

Relative Pronaun. In this respect some comparativa considerations 

between Portuguesa and Spanish are made. Rivero's (1980,1982} 

analys1s for Spanish, Frenoh and Catalan is rejected for Portuguesa 

data as no evídence has been found in defence of a purely 

complementizer nature for the Portuguesa Que 

Thirdly, Relative clauses introduced by the form were 
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analyssd. Diffsrsnt syntactic typss of Rslalivs clausss witll ~ 

were identified. In the earlier texts guem occurs only in Free 

Relatlves and 1s considered to be indefinite. Thls for1n can be 

claimod lo have undergona a process of syntacllc rea11Rivsls f1·om 

HeaJiess to Headed Relatives and to have been analogically eKtended 

to Headed Relativa clauses with [+humanl antecedents. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation deals with syntactic changes in the Portuguese 

Noun Phrase. Some aspects of the Noun Phrase were diachronically 

investigated in Portuguese texts from the 14th C up to the 20th C. 

lt is a longitudinal investigation on the structure of the NP in the 

history of Portuguesa. The time dimension therefore plays a major 

role in this study, since the linguistic phenomena are taken as 

embedded in and changing over time. Both the positioning of the 

adjective relative to the Noun it modifies <AN/NA)--mostly 

anteposability-- and some aspects of the internai structure of the 

Restrictive Relative Clause <RRC), itself also a modifier to the 

Noun, are examined. 

The guideline of the diachronic methodo!ogy employed in this 

dissertation develops directly from Bynon's (1977) views on 

Historical Linguistics, as in the passages quoted below: 

nHistorical Linguistics seeks to investigate and describe the way in 

which languages change or maintain their structure during the 

course of timej its domain therefore is language in its diachronic 

aspect, 

{,,, >But that language does in fact change during the course of time 

soon becomes evident when documents written in the same language but 

at different periods in time are subjected to examination.(. ,,) This 

means that it is possible to abstract the grammatical structure of 

the Janguage of each period from the documents and in this way a 

series of synchronic grammars may be set up and compared. The 

differences in their successive structures may then be interpreted 

as reflecting the historical development of the language. 

< ••• ) however many language states are considered over 

period their succession will never provide a true picture 

a given 

ot the 

unbroken continuity of a language in time. lt is thus due to the 

limitation of our methodology that we are faced with the rather 

absurd situation that Janguage evolution, although observable 

respect1vely in lts rosults, appears to tota!ly alude observation 
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as a process while it is actually taking place.n 

CBynon, 1977!1/2) 

Thfs work thus sets up synchronic successive grammars, in the sense 

of th~ above quotation, for the processes under investigation. In 

other words, synchronic grammars are set up 

itself but rather as a methodological need 

not as a target in 

to achieve the main 

diachronic goal. Various frameworks of linguistic data description 

are used as demanded by the data on the synchronic side of the 

analysis. lt is thus an empirical work, since the data themselves 

suggest the theoretical path to be followed. (cf, Tara! lo, 1986: 

17/18). 

The changes dealt with in this study are treated 'a posteriori'. 

Although dealing with the results of the changes, hypotheses as to 

how Janguage has arrived at a particular forro in a particular period 

of time are put forward. Conditions ~hich determine the changes 

identified by a preliminary description of the data are postulated. 

Such conditions are established for the cases of reanalysis treated 

here in Chapters 1 and 3. As will be seen in these cases there seems 

to be an interplay of semantic, syntactic and pragmatic factors at 

work behind the purely syntactic resuit of the reanalyses 

processes. 

This intersection of severa! grammatical leveis in diachronic 

processes indicates a varied treatment of the material examined, so 

that it is not the case that only one framework would be sufficient 

to account for the changes. Since syntactic changes are the 

object under investigation in this dissertation, the 

different models/frameworks of data description and language 

is justified. (See Bynon, 1985, for the interplay of 

grammatical leveis in diachronic processes), 

proper 

use of 

change 

severa! 

The present work to some extent reflects this interplay of different 

leveis of analyses in that it is not only one framework either of 

I inguistic descri-ption o r language change has been employed to 

account for the data. On the contrary: at least three frameworks or 
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framework fractions have been invoked to àccount fcir them. The 

choice o f these apparatuses o f linguistic description/change Wa9 

itself· gover-ned by the data: this is one o f the senses in which the 

present piece o f work can be called data-oriented. Being so, 

attention was paid mainly to facts which stocd out shikingly fi"om 

the corpus and appeared to seek for a diachronic t!"eatment. 

PI"eliminarily 1 three facts called for a diachronic account within 

the Po!'tuguese NP structuJ"e in the corpus analysed: 1l the r-elative 

positioning of the Adjective <Al and governing Noun CNl AN/NAi 2l 

the paradigm of QUE relativizers; 3) QUEM clauses governed by 

prepositions <Prep+Quem constructionsl, both 2) and 3) inside the 

relative clause proper. 

As far as the pcsition of the Adjective (A) relative to the Noun <Nl 

is concerned CChapter 1 l I invoke a word o r der change typology 

framework (Lehmann, 1972j Vennemann, 1974, 1975} to account for the 

change AN>NA postulated here firstly on a purely quantitative 

analysis <Chapter 1- sections 3- 3.1 to 3.7 and 4- 4.1), Such a 

quantitativa analysis stems mainly from Greenberg (1966l statistical 

universais 'in particular reference to the arder of meaningful 

elements' and the word arder change·typologists' work cited above. 

The mi~ed pattern of Adjective ordering <AN/NAl displayed by the 

data throughout the history of Portuguesa, however 1 has called for a 

more detailed account than a crude word arder change typology one. 

The work of \.Jaugh (1977), based itself on Jakobson's, has been 

lnvoked to account for the semantics of 

modification situation~ 

the Noun/Adjective 

In addltion, Dixon's (1977) classification of adjectives into 

semantic classes, itself a universalistic taxonomy based on a 

considerable sampling of languages, has been used here as a device 

for the description of Portuguesa adjective classes. His approach is 

thus in keeping with the previously mentioned universal istic 

typologica\ point of view which I adopt to account for the general 

trend showed by the changes discussed in the adjective section of 

this work. 
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Also in the section on 'Latin Adjective Ordering' !Chapter 1-1.) the 

discussion waS restricted to a typological point of view with Adams' 

approach 11977) and to a taxonomic account of adjectival classes by 

Marouzeau 11922). 

SUl I within the modifier/modifi~d 

constituents, which underlies ali the 

relationship 

discussion in 

between 

this 

dissertation, is the linear modification of constituents on an 

informational levei. Part of this aspect is discussed here following 

Bolinger 11952). 

The eKistence of pairs such as GRANDE HOMEM/HOMEM GRANDE in 

Contemporary Portuguesa is accounted for on the basis of diachronic 

evidence, In these pairs the role of the proper positioning of the 

adjective relative to the noun is maKimized. A process of reanalysis 

<Timberlake, 1977) seems to be responsible for the fixing of some 

adjectives, with a particular lÍieaning in a particular arder. 

Chapter 2 and 3 deal with RRC headed by QUE and headless ones with 

QUEM, respectively. At this point the data demanded a more accurate 

ana!ys!s of Re!ative Clauses than the one offered by word arder 

change typologists, since the position of the RRC in re!ation to the 

Noun remained unchanged. Since the time of the first texts analysed 

here, ie. the 14th C, the RRC follows the Noun it modifies N/RRCl. 

lnside the relative clause itself, however, the re!ativizers QUE and 

QUEM have been shown to be in a process of change, not related to 

position, but rather to relativization strategies. On the synchronic 

side, the data are described by means of a standard TG approach as 

it would properly account for them. 

Chapter 3 discusses Free Relative clauses with QUEM headed by a 

prepos1t!on (Prep+Quem construct!ons) and a description/explanation 

is proposed for the change occurred involving this syntactic type of 

c!auses after the 17th C. Also in this chapter a TG ana!ysis is used 

as a device for data description, although the change itself is 

accounted for in terms of reanalysis (Timber!ake,1977) and 

traditional neogrammarian analogical extension !Bynon, 1977:35/43). 
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1. The corpus 

The corpus consists of 14 excerpts of texts from the period between 

the 14th C- 20th C. Two texts have been chosen from each century. In 

the chapter concerning Adjective position, whenever possible 150 

NP's with qualifying adjectives (preposed or postposed to the Noun) 

have been collected per text and recorded on cards. This made a 

total of approximately 2,100 occurrences of Adjectives in modifying 

positions in the NP's. 

For the chapters on _Relative clauses, ali the occurrences of 

Relative Clauses with QUE and QUEM (and relevant contexts) have been 

collected from the same passages used for the study on Adjective/ 

Noun arder and recorded on cards. The total of Relativa Clauses 

analysed per century is as shown below. The massive majority of 

clauses show the form Que. Quem shows a low occurrence, 

(i) 14th C: 316 RC - DnlY 3 occurrences of QUEM. 

15th C: 289 RC - Only 2 clauses with the form Quem. 

16th C: 214 RC - Only 2 occurrences of Quem. 

17th C: 237 RC - 14 occurrences of Quem. 

18th C: 197 RC - 18 occurrences of Quem. 

19th C: 280 - 11 Quem in EQ 

20th C:180 - 2 Quem in FG 

Although not incorporated in the thesis, these cards are available 

for reference. 

The style chosen is always Prose, although varying between narrativa 

and edifying Prose. The first dated documents in Prose of the 

Portuguese Language are from the 12th C, such as the "Testamento" 
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'Will of Eluira Sanches' (1193). Other• foi'mu!aic documents from the • 
13th C are also representativa of this early period of the language, 

such as "Noticia de Torto" ·(13th C> and "Titulo de Compra" (13th C>. 

Unfortunately only fragments of these texts were available to me and 

preference has been given to texts which could be handled as a 

unity, even if the entire text was not to be used as pa.rt of the 

corpus. 

The first documents in Prose of the Portuguesa Language available to 

me and which show a considerable unity are collected in the 

Portugaliae Monumenta Historica The texts chosen as 

representativa of the oldest periods of Portuguesa analysed here 

date from the 14th C and have been extracted from this collection, 

such as Rei Ramiro , Batalha de Salada ( ca.1361 ), 

Two editions of the Portugaliae Monumenta Historica have been used 

in this work. The old one, edited by Herculano, dates from 1861. The 

new ane, edited by Piei & Mattoso is from 1980. These editions 

gather texts which have been collated on the basis of various 

manuscripts and comprise texts of different dates and different 

themes. There is an ancestry book, for example, the Livro de 

Linhagens do Conde D. Pedro , from which excerpts like "Rei Ramiro" 

used in this work has been taken, which dates presumably from the 

14th C, whereas Chronicas Breves e Memorias Avulsas de Santa Cruz 

de Coimbra, from the sarna collection, dates from the 15th C. In the 

same volume, under lhe same general name of Livro de Linhagens is 

inserted the description of a famous battle against the moors, 

Batalha de Salada , also chosen as one of our texts. 

Many of the real authors and dates of these texts are unknown. These 

tssues have given rise to extensiva phi lological work and 

argumentation (see Piei & Mattoso (1980>> for detailed philo!ogical 

discussion). Therefore some of the texts used as data here may not 

be dated with precision, and although the 14th C has been chosen as 

the oldest chronological mark, some of the texts may belong to an 

earl ier period. 

Whenever possible the data have been limited to texts of narrativa 
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Prosa, such as tha Chronicas Breves e Me·morias Avulsas· de Santa 

Cruz de Coimbra , from the 15th C, or the Comp~ndio Narrativo do 

~no da Amé'rica , from the 17th C. 

A mixture of edifying and narrativa Prose constitutes part of the 

data, since for certain periods, like the 18th c, purely 

descriptive/ narrativa texts were not available. Sarar M. Céu•s 

Aves I lustradas {18th Cl and also to a certain extent, although 

basical ly utilitarian, Dom Duarte's Arte e Ensinanca de Bem 

Cavalgar Toda 

sty I e. 

Sela , from the 15th C, are examples of this mixed 

Letters are also used in our corpus. The Carta de Pera Vaz de 

Caminha, from 1500, is actually an informative/descriptive report 

which Pera Vaz de Caminha, the scrivener of the Portuguesa fleet 

which firstly carne ashore on the Brazilian Coast, wrote to the King 

of Portugal describing the local scenery. Jt is included in the 

so-called 'discovery cycle' of Portuguesa Literatura. 

The Cartas dos JesuÍtas , from the 16th C, and Cartas de Dom 

Pedro V , from the 19th C, are also narrativa, although sometimes 

forrnulaic as official correspondence between jesuit priests and 

their superiors in the former, and between the king D. Pedro V ·and 

his assessors in the Jatter. 

The Jetters of Catarina de Braganca , from the 17th C, on the 
' contrary, are more subjective and intimate. She continuously 

deplores her situation of living in a hostile society in England, 

despite her position as the Queen {Charles' 11 wife), and insists 

wlth her brother D. Pedro 11, king of Portugal, to make possible her 

return to her home country. 

E~a de Queiroz' O Crime do Padre Amaro from the 19th C., is a 

romance which presents a criticai view of Portuguesa society, rather 

dominated by the clergy at this time. 

Gabeira's text is a contemporary testimony of an amnestied Brazilian 

reportar lnvolved in Jeft-wing political activities in Brazil during 
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the sixties. 

2. Tex.b:l in Chronological Order <Abbreviations in bold characters> 

1361- "Batalha de Salada", "Rei Ramiro 11
, "Maia", "Goncalo Maia", 

"Sanches" and "Pimentel" in Piei, J. & Hattoso, J. Ceds.) (1980)

Portugaliae Monumenta Historica- Livro de Linhagens do Conde D. 

Pedro ; <PMH I I> 

1385- Cronica delrei Dom Joham by Lopes, F.,in Entwistle W. J. 

<ed.J C1945J; CFLJ 

ca 1433- Livro de Ensinanca de Bem Cavalgar Toda Sela que fe? 

El-Rey Dom Duarte de Portugal e do Algarve e Senhor de Ceuta , Piei, 

M.Ced.) C1944J; CDDJ 

1450 -"Chronicas Breves e Memorias Avulsas de Santa Cruz de Coimbra" 

in Herculano, A. (ed,J,1861 Portugaliae Monumenta Historica-

Scriptores ; CPMH IJ 

1500- A Carta de Per o Vaz de Caminha , Corteúlo J. Ced.) (1943); 

CPVCJ 

1538-1553- Cartas dos Primeiros Jesuítas do Brasil , Leite, S. S. I. 

Ced.J <1954>; CCJ> 

1625-1684- "Das Novelas Exemplares" and "Constante Florinda" by 

Pires Rebelo, G. in Ferreira, J. P. (1981) (ed.) 

Contistas Portugueses dos S6culos XVII e XVII I ; CGPRJ 

Novelistas e 

ca 1680- Cartas de Catarina de Bragan1a a seu irm~o D. Pedro !!, 

Rel de Portugal 

Library; (GBJ 

unpublished manuscript- Egerton 1534- British 

1727- "Do Comp~ndio Narrativo do Peregrino da Aro/rica" by Pereira, 

N.M. in Ferreira, J. P. (1981) (ed,) Novelistas e Contistas 

Portugueses dos sé'culos XVII e XVI I I ; CNMPJ 
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1738- nAve~ Ilustradas em Avisos para as Religiosas servirem os 

Offcios dos seus Mosteirosn by Mar ia 

Ferreira, J.P.(1981) (ed.>; <SHCJ 

do ' C eu, S.' 

1855-
A 

Cartas de Dom Pedro V aos seus Contemporaneos 

( 1961) (ed. l; <PEJ 

In S. H. In 

N 

Lei ta o, R. A. 

1876- O Crime do Padre Amaro by E'1a de Queiroz, J.M.; <EQ) 

1980- lntroduction to the Portugaliae Monumenta Historica by Piei 

& Ma toso (ed.) ( 19801; ( IPMHJ 
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NOTES 

1) The combination Adjective/Noun has not been considered a very 

important factor in the semantics of adjectives in the specialized 

literature as, for example, Borges (1979) (and othersl for 

Portuguesa. For this reason the observations in this study wore 

restrained only to accounts that took this factor into consideration. 
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CHAPTER 1 

POSITION OF THE ADJECTIVE IN THE PORTUGUESE NP 

1. Latin Adjective Ordering 

In this section we summarize some characteristics · of Latin word 

arder especially in regard to the relative ordering of Adjectives 

and Nouns (AN/NA). 

We aim with this brief account to set up a starting point for the 

discussion on the Portuguese adjectiv~ ordering carried out in 
t 

section 2,3 and 4. ~e begin by first presenting some brief comments 

on Latin adjective ordering by traditional Romanists such as 

vaãnãnen (1967) and Maurer Jr. (1959), and secondly by presenting 

Adams' (1977) considerations on the typology of Latin adjective 

ordering. A more detailed analysis of the adjective positioning in 

Latin is also presented according to Marouzeau (1922). 

Adams' work is typÓlogica!Jy oriented andas such presents a general 

view on adjective ordering, which can be summarized as follows: 

despite the fact that there are alternative orders and despite the 

fact that a prehistoric cha.nge AN-+NA is assumed to have occurred, 

as a generalization NA is considered to be the basic arder in Latin 

from the time of the earliest texts, and AN the marked variant, 

Adams' work is confined to the word arder change typology framework 

developed as a conseguence of the application of the synchronic word 

arder universais established by Greenberg (1966l to diachronic 

studies. In these terms it seems worth recalling here Greenberg's 

universal 19: "When the general rule is that the descriptive 

adjective follows, there may be a minority of adjectives which 

usually precede, but when the general rule is that the descriptive 

adjectives precede, there are no exceptions." 

Anyone working within this framework is then lett, as far as 

adjective ordering is concerned, with two possibilities: as AN 

languages do not admit exceptions, any language displayJng variation 
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• in the positioning of the adjectives will be necessarily NA. 

lt is generally accepted that Latin was NA, an assumption which is 

in keeping with both the postulation of a Prato Indo European arder 

AN <Lehmann,1974:69) and an early 

!Harris,1978:58). 

AN-?"NA change in Latin 

On the other hand, one is hardly able to make generalizations from 

the work of Harouzeau, so detailed is his description of Latin 

adjective ordering. We shall return to both analyses !ater. 

According to Maurer Jr. (1959:194 ff) both the most popular of Latin 

texts and the epigraphic sources show a word arder which is simpler 

than that of the Classical writers, but the typical Jy Romance word 

arder, ie. SVO, is claimed to have been fixed very late. Based on 

the placement of the Adjective after the Noun in Roumanian, which 

shows a more regular preference for Postposition, on the one hand, 

and on its positioning in the Western Romance languages on the 

other, Maurer Jr. posits Postposition as the Vulgar Latin adjective 

ordering. A!though 
c, 

hei ng aware o f Antepos i tion a; a possib!e 

adjective ordering in the Romance Languages, he virtually disregards 

it by simply saying that the contexts in which it is possible are 

not easily identifiable. He further adds that the positioning of 

Adjectives in the Western Romance Languages 

influenced by literary styles. 

is considerably 

According to Váãnãnen (1967: 242) the Latin adjeclive can be either 

preposed or postposed to the Noun depending on its meaning: the 

'qual i fyi ng adject i ves' normal 1 y precede the Nou:1, whereas the 

'non-qualifying ones' ('determinativas') are usually placed after 

it. Jnversion is nevertheless possible, especially wi lh some o f the 

'determinativa' adjectives, which acquire an affective and emphatic 

value when preposed. He seems to follow Marouzeau (1922), which we 

shalJ discuss !ater on. 

In typological terms it seems possible that languages fali into two 

categorias, according to lhe relativa positioning of the Verb (V) 

and its Object (Q): OV or VO. The order of Subject was considered by 
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Lehmann to be inel~vant from a typo\ogical viewpoint. In other 

words, the l~miting (modifying) element may either precede ar follow 

the limited (modified) element. An ideally 'consistent' OV Janguage 

would place Genitives, Adjectives and Relativa clauses before the 

Noun; would make use of Postpositions instead of Prepositions, etc. 

A 'consistent' VO language would show the reverse patterning. Few 

languages are 'pure' or 'consistent' in type, however. Classical 

Latin, for example, has been considered as one of these 'ambivalent' 

CLehrnannn,i972l \anguages. The general consensus is that it is SOV 

(see Lakoff <1968:100) for an alternativa view),but as Vincent 

(1976) points out in the VP it has the charactaristics of an OV 

language, namaly, tha Advarb precedes the Verb, Verbs precede Modals 

and Auxiliarias , whereas in the NP it seems to conform to the VO 

pattern: Relativa clauses follow the Nouns, so do Genitives, at a 

certain point also Adjectives and Prepositions are used rather than 

Postpositions. Lehmann (1972:986) suggests that inconsistencies such 

as these should be examined individually and detailed syntactic 

studies should be carried out for different languages not only to 

determine their patterns, but also to account for them. 

When a language shows a mixture of patterns, it may be undergoing 

change. This is the claim Adams 0977} made for Latin, that it was 

undergoing a readjustement from an OV type to a VO type before the 

time of the literary plays of Plautus {ca.251--184 BCJ. 

The positioning of the limited after the limiting elements 

throughout the history of Latin, especially in the case Genitives, 

evidences a transition OV~VO. Genitives are said to have undergone 

a transition from a basic arder GN, with NG as a stylistically 

marked variant, to an invariable arder NG. 

Jl; 
As mentioned above, with regardLthe position of Adjectives, Adams 

argues firstly that Latin is NA from the time of the earliest teKts, 

having AN as the marked variant, and secondly that a prehistoric 

transition AN~NA has occurred. 

The postulation of this prehistoric change was made on the basis of 

the distribution of classes of adjectives before or after the Noun 
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and also of the exlstence of both a baslc, 'unmarked' position ancl 

an emphatic, stylistically 'marked' one. The classes dlstingulshed 

by Adams are borrowed from Harouzeau (1922). Adams calls 'objective' 

the class of adjectives to which Narouzeau attributes an 'objectíve 

value' ('valeur objective'), but which he calls 'determinatives' 

('determinatif'). Adams' 'subjective' adjectives correspond to 

Narouzeau's 'qualifying' adjectives, which express a 'subjective 

value' ('valeur subjective'). The 'natural' arder for 'objective' 

adjectives is Postposition, Anteposition being the 'natural' arder 

for 'subjective' ones. This is assumed by Adams for ali periods of 

the Latin language. 

Adams uses indirect evidence for the change AN~NA, which he 

postulates for one class o f adjectives, name I)' possessiva 

adjectives. Some objective adjectives indicating possession, which 

survived into the historical period as the ones- in CAMPUS MARTIUS, 

VJRGO VESTALJS, FLAMEN DIALIS, etc. were used emphatically in 

Postposition. This would suggest that Anteposition existed as an 

unmarked arder for this class of adjectíves in earlier times. The 

evidence given for the existence of this unmarked arder is the 

adjective ERILIS 'of the household' which invariably occurs preposed 

in Plautus, in the formula ERJLJS FlLIUS. Yhen the same adjective is 

used with other Nouns it occurs in Postposítion, whích is considered 

to be the 'new' unmarked arder. After that time adjectives 

indicating possession are placed after the Noun, as in VIA APPIA, 

VIA FLAMINJA, COLONJA AUGUSTA, etc. Another example taken as an 
of 

indicationhthis change is the existence of expressions such as VIR 

BONUS, where BONUS is placed in the 'new' unmarked position, not in 

its normal position before the Noun, as one would have expected for 

'subjective' adjectives. 

One should note that the acknowledgement of 'classes' of adjectives 

seems to be necessary for the discussion of changes in adjective 

positioning. Greenberg {1966:77,85,86,87> seems to employ the terms 

'qualifying, attrlbutlve and descriptive adjective' indifferently, 

provided these were differentiated from Demonstrativas, Articles, 

Numerais and Quantifiers. This is not the case here, however. lt 

seems to us that the recognition of sub-classes within the general 
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' class of adjectives• is basic to study of changes in their position 

in the NP. 

Marouzeau <1922) claims that the following types of adjectives, 

al-e}, can be postposed to the Noun in Latin, but in many cases 

inversion of the basic arder is possible. They belong to a general 

class of 'determinativas' and convey a meaning which is basically 

objective: 

a) Adjectives derived from proper names such as ROMANUS in POPULUS 

ROMANUS or LATINAE in LITTERAE LAT!NAE, CAHPUM MARTIUM, etc. 

Although usual ly postposed, these adjectives can be anteposed to the 

Noun to oppose their meaning to the meaning of other adjectives in 

the same sentence. In the sarne sentence CAMPU~l MARTIUM CNAl and 

MARTIUM CAt1PU~1 (ANl can occur as a way of opposing HARTJU~1 to 

VATJCANUM in CAMPUM VAT!CANUM, which occurs in the same sentence 

(Marouzeau (op.cit. ):17J. 

Adjectives belonging to this class could also be placed before the 

Noun, if employed in an 'affective' ar even laudatory context, as in 

RDMANUM DUCEM ar ROMANO IMPERJD, where the 'quality' of being Roman 

is emphasized. 

b) Adjectives denoting appearance, colour, profession also convey 

an 'objective' meaning, Postposition being their unmarked arder as 

in STATUA AUREA, VITA PASTORJCJA, TRIBUNUS M!LITARIS. Adjectives of 

this type could also be placed before the Noun, when in opposition 

to the same/different adjective in the same context. 

c) Adjectives expressing di•ension or fora <CANALEM 

te111perature <UNGUEM CALDUMJ ,flavour, CAQUAM SALSAMJ, 

constitution <GALLJNAS TENERAS, PABULA NATURAl etc. 

ROTUNDAHJ, 

physical 

AI I these classes adwit a stylistic inversion. This differs from the 

pattern of Postposition of adjectives derived from Nouns in Hodern 

Portuguesa, for example, where there is a general restriction on 

theifW preposing. Thus, •brasileiro povo is not possible, even in a 

laudatory register in the same way as •estadual deputado, •civil 
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presidente, etc.are disallowed. The.re is no alternativa arder 

adjec~ives derived from Nouns in Modern Portuguesa, in 

for 

which 

Postposit1on 1s the only possibility. On the other hand, adjectives 

denoting colour, for example, for which lhe normal arder is 

Postpositon may exceptional ly be preposed as VERDES in VERDES MARES 

BRAVIOS 'green, wild seas'. 

The second general class of adjectives proposed by Marouzeau for 

Latin comprlses the 'qualifying' adjectives, whích usually convey a 

personal judgement of the denotation of the follo~ing Noun, andare 

therefore 'subjective'. This group usually comprises adjectives 

which convey non-specifíc qualities as BONUS, MALUS, JUSTUS, 

IMPROBUS, NOBJLIS, HONESTUS, SANCTUS, etc. Their unmarked arder is 

Anteposition as in the following examples SANCTISSIMIS LUCIS 'holy 

light', JNSANIS MOLJBUS 'insane crowd', HONESTI ET ORNATI 

ADULESCENTJS 'virtuous and honourable youngster··, INS!GNEM POENAM 

'great pain', etc. 

There are cases in which some of these adjectives which are 

basically classified as 'qualifying' can acquire a new meaning if 

postposed to the Noun: NOBILJS, for example, although being 

basically a 'qualifying' adjective may be postposed to the Noun and 

be classified as a 'determinativa', in pairs such as as NDBILEM 

PH!LDSOPHUM and MULIERE NOBILE. In the latter, NOBILIS restricts the 

mea.ning of MULJER and means 'a noblewoman', i e. it has an objective 

meaning or is a 'determinativa' adjective. 

Some gualifyíng adjectives which are normal Jy preposed to the Noun, 

forming with it a kind of compound or set phrase in which the 

adjectives are closely tied to the nouns, such as in INGENS HETUS 

'enormous fear', TURPIS FAME 'bad reputation', MALA MENS 'wicked 

mind', BONUS ANIMUS 'good spirit', can also 

acquiring a restrictive meaning. Thus, METUS 

be postposed 

I NGENS wou I d 

so 

be 

paraphrased as 'fears which are enormous•. Harouzeau claims that in 

such instances the adjectives convey new meanings, and express 

either a justification or a restriction. In these cases there is a 

pause after the noun, which allows for 

constituent between Noun and Adjective 
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ATTINETl, NON INGRATUH Cop.cit. :85). 

AdjecUves commonly associated with the same nouns in Anteposition 

as MAGNUS in MAGNO OPERE, BREVIS in BREVI SPATIO, can acquire a 

non-conventional meaning if placed after the Noun. An instance of 

this process is the adjective GRAVIS, which usually occurts with 

MORBUS 'a serious illness', and which gains a.n unexpected value when 

postposed to nouns such as in SENATUS CONSULTUM GRAVE in which 

context iyMas the meaning 'severe'. 

When accompanied by other adjectives, qualifying adjectives like 

MAGNUS may also be placed after the Noun, as in CIVITA MAGNA ATQUE 

MAGNif[CA and in OFFICIUM JUSTUM, PIUM ET DEBITUM. 

Subjective adjectives in the superlativa may also be postposed: 

AEQUO ANIMO 'friendly spirit' but ANIHO AEQUISS!MO; HONESTUM VERBUM 

but VERBUM HONESTISS!MUM. 

There is some statistical tnformation on the placernent of adjectives 

which express a common meaning. Here Anteposition is predominant: in 

the first four volumes of DE BELLO GALLICO <Caesar 100-44 BCl MAGNUS 

precedes the noun in a massive frequency of 78 A against 7 P. Texts 

of the republican times ( Bergaigne (1878)) showed 29 A and 5 P and 

other common adjectives such as INGENS, SUI1HUS, VASTUS, etc. 

proportions like 44 A X 4 P; 143 A X 10 P; 74 A X 8 P were found. 

Marouzeau calis attention to the variable pattern of ordering of 

the 'subjective' ar 'qualifying' adjective. The ordering of these 

adjectives in the NP seems to be much less constrained than that of 

the 'objective' adjectives. Even carrying a basic •qualifying' 

meaning, some of these adjectives may be placed after the Noun, with 

a different meaning or a different connotation. 

According to Adams, this variability in the Latin adjective position 

( along with othe~ variable patterns as GN/NG, Po/Pr, and especial ly 

OV/VOl indicates that Latin was undergoing a readjustment from an OV 

type to aVO type. Two predominant orders are identified: OV for 

Classical Latin and VO for late texts. The transitional character 
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between· OV and VO would account for certa in 'oddities' in lhe Lati·n 

word arder. Jn this sense Latin would be undergoing change from an 

ideal pure type OV to an ideal type VO. 

Any tentative explanation and motivation given for this change 

OV-?VO does not take the placement of adjectives as a basic 

parameter as, for example, in Vincent' s (1976). H e claims that the 

inconsistencies that Latin presents, namely OV patterns in the VP 

and VO patterns in the NP, may be viewed as a reflex of a " half-way 

point along the path from SOV lndo-European. to SVO Romance" 

(op.cit. :58). This change is seen as perceptually motivated. Latin 

post-nominal Relative Clauses and SOV arder give ris e to 

centre-embedded structures, which lead ali the NPs to be piled up on 

the left and ali the verbs on the right. Perceptual difficulties are 

created by these centre-embedded structures. Two strategies were 

available as a way of avoiding this perceptual difficulty: 1) 

Extraposition from NP, in which the Relative Clause is separated 

frorn its head and moved to sentence final position; 2J Heavy NP 

Shift, in which lhe whole complex NP is moved to the end of the 

sentence. The former is assumed to maintain the original arder SOV 

but the latter creates a SVO structure. 

The ambiguity created by the contiguous positioning of Subject and 

Object in a verb final structure of a language, in which the 

morphological inflectional system has disappeared, h as been 

invariably considered to be the cause of a change from an OV to a VO 

type in the literature concerned. 

However, even being least well behaved statistically the relative 

position of Adjectives and Nouns is always included in the set of 

parameters which are mentioned in the 11terature concerned. Many 

doubts have been cast on the existence of a basic adjective arder 

as ,for example, by Comrie (1981:84), who says: ... "Here, as with 
"'-most of-the following parameters, there are onlyL possibilities for 

baste arder (if there is a basic order), namely AN and NA. Vincent 

(1976) says that "this is one of the more 'fuzzy' criteria~ (op. 

c!.t.:57) !e., typological criteria. 
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• Returning now ta Harouzeau one can easily observe that based on his 

analysis a UAique basic a~jective arder may hardly be maintained for 

Latin. According to him, at least two basic orders can be claimed 

for adjectives in Latin: a basic arder AN for the 'qualifying' 

adjectives, for which an alternativa NA arder is possible in 

particular environments; a basic arder_ NA for the 'objective' class 

of adjectives, for which an alternativa AN arder is also possible in 

special environrnents. The positioning of the adjective seems to 

depend basically on its semantic features, To collapse the 

possibilities of positioning that they show into such a simple 

formula as 'dominant arder NA with a minority AN' is an 

overgeneralization which conceals the façt that a basic arder seems 

to be better justified if this arder is associated with the basic 

meaning of the adjective. 

I f Latin is taken simply as NA, as some I inguists tend to bel ieve, 

o c even if a change from AN~NA is cl aimed to have taken place 

throughout !ts evolution, from a prehistoric to a late period, this 

would put it in I i ne with its descendant languages, which are ais o 

claimed to be NA as far as the NP is concerned. 

We have no intention of discussing Latin adjective ordering further. 

We would rather turn our attention to adjective ordering in one of 

its descendant languages: Portuguese. We would like to stress some 

points made in the preceding summary on Latin wh~ch might be 

relevant to our investigation into Portuguese, namely: 

a) the fact that the only evidence Adams (1977) h as given in support 

o f a change AN~NA is based on one cJass o f adjectives, A 

rearrangement of classes o f adjectives seems a! so to h ave taken 

place in the history o f Portuguesa, according to the corpus 

analysed; 

b) the inversion of the adjectives which, in Latin, according to 

Adams and Marouzeau, 'par ellcellence' belong to the class of 

'determinative' or 'objective' adjectives 1 and are normally placed 

after the Noun, is not possible in Modern Portuguese. One can 

confJdently say that constraints an Anteposition in Modern 
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Portuguesa are muc~ more powerful than they were in Latin. The 

existence of these constraints seems to be evidence for the 

assumption made by many Romanists that the ordering of adjectives in 

Romance is 'rigidifying' (Harris: 1978:59), although very little has 

been said about Portuguesa. 

Usually French is the language for which a more rigid arder is 

claimed, especially evidenced by a small, limited set of anteposed 

adjectives (Harris, op.cit:59; Lehmann,1972:986l. Anteposition in 

the history of Portuguesa will be discussed in datai! in sections 2, 

3 and 4, 

c) the postulation of a basic adjective arder for any language 

which, like Latin, shows a considerable variability in this respect, 

should be postu!ated cautiously (as it has been in the literatura) 

and taken rather as a general tendency. Detailed descriptions such 

as the one by Marouzeau would lead to the postulation of at least 

two basic orders AN and NA, for differant classes of adjectives, 

which could not be taken as variants of each other but rather as two 

independent orders with semantic/lexical motivatians. 

' 2. Adjective Ordering in Present-Day Portuguesa 

The traditional grammars of Modern Portuguese have little to say on 

word arder. Modern Portuguese is said to have a 'direct arder' ie,, 

SVO, which, if compared with Classical Latin, shows less flexibility 

in the possible collocation of constituents. The word arder is 

therefore considered to be 'rigid' or 'fixed', 

Subject/Verb inversion, topicalized objects, 

despite cases of 

variation in the 

placement of clitics, etc. The general consensus is that the absence 

of case marking is the reason for this rigidity. Why and how the 

word arder has been fixed in this particular arder SVO, as a 

consequence of the loss of Case Marking in the evolution from Latin 

to Portuguesa, has not been explained by the tradit1onal historical 

Portuguesa Grammar, however. 

Yord arder qualifies as a syntactic process in Portuguesa. It is, 

apart from agreement and governance, one of the syntactic processes 
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that serves to interrelate the constituents ·of a sentence. According 

to Hattoso C~mara <1972:222) the principie wh1ch is at war·k in 

Portuguesa word arder is that " the last member of an utterance has 

the greatest information content." As far as adjective arder in the 

NP is concerned he writes: 

"The same basic principieis applicable to the relativa placement of 

adjectives and nouns within noun phrases. An adjective may either be 

pre-posed or post-posed to the noun it modifies, but the latter is 

the more fundamental pattern because the adjective usual ly contains 

a new bit of information with respect to the noun. In essence, an 

adjective is a supplementary descriptive element that adds something 

to the noun's meaning. As a consequence, when two successive nouns 

are in a determiner-determined relationship and neither is formally 

marked as adjectival, it is the syntactic process of placement that 

identifies which element is functioning as the adjective- this 

element is always put in second placa. Thus UM AMIGO URSO is an 

AMIGO 'friend' who is classified as an URSO 'bear' because he is 

false and ingrata. No one would ever think that this phrase could 

refer to a friendly bear, such an entity would be designated by the 

expression UM URSO AMIGO, 

1972:222) 

wi th URSO preposed." <Mattoso A Cama r a, 

For EpiphQnio Dias (1918) the adjective is placed after the Noun 
- "-when it is not a poetic or rhetjloricL epithet, as in the following 

examples (adjective emphasized): 

{1) olhos azues 'blue eyes' 

<2> mesa redonda 'round table' 

(3) crian9a cega 'blind child' 

When the adjective is followed by a Prepositional Phrase, it 
' obligatorily follows the Noun. The adjective CONTRARIA, in {4), is 

followed by a PP: À LIBERDADE. The preposing of either the adjective 

or of the Adjectival Phrase is unacceptable, as in 

respecti v e l y. 
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/ . [ CAl lei contrar1a ~~ à liberdade] 'law against liberty' 

C5lal * contr~ria lei à liberdade 

bl * contr~ria à liberdade lei 

In Pereira <19231 Postposition is taken to be the normal arder for 

adjectives denoting colour, taste. origin, as in C6a-d). 

( 6) al ' azul 'blue sky' ceo 

bl opiniao coau11 'genera I op in i on' 

cl egreja Iutherana 'lutheran church' 

dl pÚria brasileira 'brazi J ian homeland' 

The preposing of adjectives, on the other hand, is possible when the 

adjective expresses an inherent ar 'expected' attribute of the 

following Noun, as in <71. CORVOS 'crows', ROSAS 'rases' and OVELHAS 

'sheep' are up to certain point expected to be 'black, fresh and 

shy', respectively. This is also the case in the environment with 

proper Nouns as in (81. 

(71 alnegro corvo 'black crow' 

blfresca rosa 'fresh rose' 

c)t(midas ovelhinhas 'shy lambs' 

Anteposition is also the normal arder for the adjective with Proper 

Nouns. Thus, 

(.Bla) o grande CamÕes 'the great Camões' 

b> a bela Paris 'the beautiful Paris' 

Pereira also adds, fol\owing Diez, that the placement of the 

adjective before or after the Noun is a matter of stress and 

intonation, despi te the general Romance tendency towards 

postpositioning. In a sequence such as HOMEM BOM 'good man', for 

instance, the stressed word is BOM, and HOMEM is unstressed. In BOM 

HOMEM, with the adjective preposed, the same rule obtains so that 

the second of the two words is the stressed one. Pereira assumes 

then that if the meaning of the adjective is merely inherent, in the 
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sense explained above, there is a tenpençy to place it in the weak, 

unstressed pasitton te,, before the Noun. 

ihere seem to be no constraints on the Postposition of adjectives 

in Present-Day Portuguese. NA is the basic arder, for any c\ass of 

adjectives, even for the 'qua!ifying' ones, such as MAU 'bad', 

BONITA 'pretty', LINDA 'beautiful',etc. a c\ass of adjectives which 

in Latin seemed to be preferab\y anteposed to the Noun. In 

dec\arative sentences the unmarked, 

Postposition, as in the examples below: 

(9lalSarah ~uma menina bonita 

'S. is a pretty girl' 

' bl ·sarah e uma menina linda 

'5. is a beautifu! girl' 

non-emphatic arder !s 

In an emphatic, exclamative sentence adjectives of this class may 

also be placed after the Núun: 

' (10)al Sarah e uma menina 

bl Sarah I uma menina 

/ 
bonita! 

/ 
linda ! 

However, adjectives belonging to this class are also the ones which 

may be anteposed to the Noun. This use is rather emphatic, and 

although the basic meaning of the adjective is, in some cases, the 

same as when it occurs after the Noun, it seems to be less precise, 

or looser 1 than when it is postposed. 

<111 al Sarah ~uma 

b) Sarah é uma 

I 
bonita menina 

I 
linda menina! 

In (9) and (10) one understands that 

pretty/beautiful. The adjective seems 

information to the Noun MENINA: !n a set 

Sara h !s 

to add 

o! g 1 r I s 

who !s pretty. In ( 11) t on the other hand, one 1 s 

not necessarily because she is a pretty g i r l, but 

characteri s ti cs which she may h ave as a g 1 r I 
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• new bit o! 

Sara h !s a g i r I 

admiring the g i r I 

oi} so !o c any other 
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clarified by the context. In BONITA MENINA ''pretty g,irl' in <lia), 

the girl is BONITA insofar she is a GlRL, whereas in (9) and {10) 

the state of 'prettiness' could be true of any girl. In <11), one 

may be admiring the girl for her physical ar mental attributes such 

as health, intelligence, liveliness, etc. which can be interpreted 

as 'beauty' on their own, but it does not necessarily mean that 

Sarah is beautiful. She is beautiful because she is heal thy, 

elevar, or has bright eyes, etc. ln other words, the meaning of 

BONITA in (11) is more connotative ar metaphorical than it is in (9) 

and (10). In (11) the adjective seems to be more I inked to the Noun 

and does not add much information to 1 t. it is merely 

non-restrictive. In (9), (10) 'Sarah is a girl and she 

pretty'; in 01>, 'Sarah is pretty insofar she is a girl'. 

This 'qual ifyinglsubjective' class of adjectives is the one which 

has more freedom of placement in Modern Portuguesa. 

3 
Adjectives which have an 'objective' meaning, which are derived from 

Nouns, or denote taste, temperatura, shape, age, (physical 

properties), etc, may not be preposed to the Noun, sue h as the 

examples in (11). 

(11a) escritor portugu~s I • portugu~s escritor 

'portuguese writer' 'portuguese writer' 

bJ mesa oval I • oval mesa 

'oval table' 

c) ferro quente I 1 qunnte ferro 

'hot iron' 

d) gosto picante I • picante gosto 

'spicy flavour' 

f) comida francesa I • francesa comida 

'french food' 
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h) mater_ial genealÓgico I • genealÓgico mataria! 

'genealogioa\ mat&ri~\ 1 

in f:iQffi~ O.iif:if.<S, ad.jectivl?s which in Antepos 1 ti on have a 

'qual!fy!ng/subjective' meaning, in Postposition have a more precise 

ar defin1te mean!ng (see section 3, for deta!Js). This is the case 

with the pairs listed in (11), for example. 

(11} a) homem grande/grande homem 

'tal! man' 'grea t man' 

b) menino pobre I pobre menino 

'poor boy' 'unhappy boy' 

c) amigo velho I velho amigo 

'a friend who is old'/ an old friend (of long standingJ 

dJ livro novo I novo livro 

'a new book' 'another book' 

e> anedota siaples I siaples anedota 

'straighforward joke' I 'merely a joke' 

The unmarked rule of adjective positioning in Modern Portuguese is 

NA. AN is the marked variant for some classes of adjectives, 

especially the 'subjective' class: Anteposition 15 sti li a 

productive process in Present-Day Portuguese: the speakers have the 

choice of preposing adjectives which belong to the 'subjective' 

class. In addition, ANis the obligatory arder for some adjectives 

with specific meanings. Dn the other hand, AN 1s ai though 

obligatorily forbidden for some particular particular for a third 

class of adjectives, as shown above. 

In typological terms, Portuguese, as a Romance language, is 

classified as SVO/Pr/NG/NA (Greenberg 1966;109), The general 

tendency in the Romance languages favours Postposition as the 

unmarked adject1ve arder. Anteposition is 'reserved for greater 

emphasis' <Harris,1978:59>. Anteposition is also said to be propjer 
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of a fairly small g1•oup of common adjectives 1 some of which became 

restricted to occurring in Anteposition and conveying a particular, 

tixed meaning in this position. 

This is the situation especially in French, ~here this particular 

arder seems to have rigidified more than in the other Romance 

languages, with certain adjectives such as BEAU, BON, COURT, LONG, 

PETIT, etc. <Lehmann, 1972:986), For a detailed analysis of 

adjective ordering in French see Waugh (1977), 

Anteposition is considered to be ~ependent on semantic and/or 

lexical factors, which vary from language to language. (Harris 

op.cit. :59), 

In the next sections, both a quantitative and qualitative analysis 
of 

of adjective arder in the history/.. Portuguese wi li be carried out. 

Since Postposition is the unmarked arder, we shall concentrate our 

discussion mainly on the marked, constrained arder Anteposition. 

Whenever possible, we will try to relate our findings to the general 

assumptions made fot adjective ordering in Romance. 

The corpus comprises approximately 2,100 occurrences of adjectives 

in attributive position in Portuguesa texts from ca. the 14th C up 

to the 20th C. Two te'xts containing {whenever possible) 150 tokens 

of adjectives each have been selected per century. A tentativa 

distribution of the adjectives in terms of classes and in terms of 

frequency of occurrence is made for each century. Special attention 

is given to BOM 'good' and GRANDE 'big/great', dueto their high 

frequency within Anteposition. 

3. Adjective Ordering fra• Old ta Hodern Portuguesa 

3.1. 14th C texts 

The fourteenth century texts showed a high percentage o f 

Ant~position, namely 63% of the total of adjectives in the PHH and 

89% in FL. In the PMH 5fi'% of the total of Anteposition falls on hw 
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adjectives: GRANDE ~nd BOO. The remaining are distributed in 16 

other differBnt lexical items. GRANDE and BOO occur in both A and P. 

GRANDE presents 93Y. A against 1% P and BOO 74" A against 26% P. 

In FL 42% of the total of Antepos!.tion lies on,GRANDE and BOO. The 

remaining 58% are distributed in 66 different Jexical items (see 

Fig. 11. No occurrences of these adjectives in Postposition were 

registered. Attention must be paid to the fact that Anteposition

although ranging over TWO specific adjectives in a considerably high 

percentage- is by no means restricted to this small group of 

adjectives. Severa\ different lexical items may also be in 

Anteposi tion. 

Firstly we shall observe the two adjectives predominantly preposed 

and secondly the other group of adjectives in Anteposition. A 

tentativa classification of these adjectives into semantic types 

will be made, although no justification will be given for these 

classes. in this respect we shall be following Dixon (19771 and 

Marouzeau {19221. The labels used by them for English and Latin 

adjective types, respectívely, will be, whenever possible, 

maintained here for Portuguesa adjectives. 

(J) BÕÕ <•asc.}/ BOA <Fem.1 

a) Anteposed 

When preposed this adjective clearly can be classified 

either as a Subjective adjective, following Marouzeau (1922:15) or 

as a Value adjective, following Dixon (i977l. 

"" (!) boos fidalgos 'good noblemen' 

(2) bÕÕs cavaleiros 'good knights' 

(31 os bÕÕs conselheiros 'the good adv!sers' 

bl Postposed 
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Uhen it follows the Noun it has a re~trtctive and emphatic meaning. 

(4) estes homeens bÕÕs 'these good men' 

(5) gerarem boa 'good generatíon' 

(6) dous homeens bÕ~s 'two good men' 

(JJ) GRANDE CGRAH) 

a> Anteposed 

Subjective and Dimensiqnal 

When preposed it can in some cases be classified as a Subjective 

adjectíve; it carries also sometimes a dimensional connotation. In 

this case there seems to be an overlapping of these two classes. 

{7) mui fremosa e grande hasta 

'very-handsome-and-big/huge-lance' 

(8) gram montanha 

'big/huge-mountain' 

(9) grandes edificíos 

'big/huge-buildings' 

The 'bigness' of these examples is not figurativa at ali, it refers 

to the real size of the following noun referent. This dimensional 

meaning of GRANDE in Anteposition seems to depend on the existence 

of a Noun which is measurable. Thus, GRANDE HASTA means 'a lance 

which is very big', so far as 'lance' is measurable. The same 

applies to (8) and (9). As will be shown !ater on 1 the proper 

positioning of the adjective before the noun attributes a subjective 

meaning to it. The Anteposition of the adjective expresses the 

speaker's evaluation of the following Noun. 

Subjecti v e 
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When preposed it may also express a m~taphorica\ and emphatic 

bigness. This type of construction differs from the preceding one 

because another type of noun appea~ in this case. The meaning of 
5 

these nouns accepts a k!nd of gradation. They are mostly abstract 

nouns such as LASTIMA 'sorrow' or PODER 'power', or [+humanl nouns 

to which adjective with subjective meanings may refer. 

ClOl gram lastima 'great/deep regret' 

(11) gram perda 'great loss' 

<12l gram poder 'great power' 

(13l gram cavaleiro 'great knight' 

C14l grandes astrologos 'great astrologers' 

Postposed 

When postposed it means 'big' ,\tis restrictive. 

(15l hasta grande 'big lance' 

<16) contenda grande 'big fight' 

(7) and (15) form one of the rare minimal pairs Cor near minimal 

pairs) which occurs in the corpus ana!ysed. Postposition of GRANDE 

represents a very low percentage and contrasts with the high rate of 

its occurrence in Anteposition Csee Fig. 1l. lts combination with 

the same Noun in an oppositive pair <preposed/postposed) appears 

only twice in the whole corpus, The meaning of 

Postposition is 'big'. The context in which it 

descriptive. 

GRANDE 

appears 

in 

!s 

(15) E o prior dom Alvaro de Pereira mandou vestir uu crerigo de 

'And-the-prior-sir -A -de P- ordered-to dress up-a c!ergyman of 
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missa em vestimentas alvas, e a Verá Cfuz em ua HASTA GRANDE, que 
• 

mass-in- vestments-white-and-the-V. cross-in-a -lance-big that 

a podessem veer de todas partes 

it-(theylcould -see-of-all-parts !PMH I •244) 

'And llle prior dom Alvaro de Pereira ordered a clergyman to 

be dressed in white vestments and <ordered ) the cross to be put on 

a lance so big that it could be seen from everywhere ... ' 

The context in which GRANDE appears preposed to the Noun is also 

descriptive, but emphatic and grandi i"oquent. 

(7) E tragia en 
N 

sas maos ua mui ·tremosa e GRANDE HASTA, 

'And-<helbrought -in-his-hands-a-very-be~utiful-and-big/huge -lance 

em cima dela ua CI"UZ que esprandecia como o sol 

over-of it-a-cross-that -shone- like-the-sun <PMH 1: 253l 

'And he brought in his hands a very beautiful and big/huge lance 

that shone as lhe sunshine .. ,' . 
The basic meaning of GRANDE in these two samples is the same: the 

~ 

emphasis seems to be given by its positioni.Lg before the Noun. Jt is 

not the same case as of the ·Modern Portuguese pai r GRANDE HOMEM 'a 

great man'/ HOMEM GRANDE 'a tall man', where the basic meaning 

conveyed by the adjectives is"different. 

This is an example of the rigidifying of a particular arder 

<Antepositionl, of a particular adjective <GRANDEJ with a particular 

meaning ('great'l, which is a common feature of certain Romance 

languages such as French, Spanish and Portuguese (Harris, 1978:59), 

The fixing of an adjective in a particular arder seems however to 

depend not only on the adjective itself but also on the Noun it 

modifies; the 'modification situation' <Waugh (1977:70 ff)) created 

when certain adjectives combine with certain nouns is what seems to 
' 

make possible for a particular order to become rigid and for the NP 

to be interpreted as a set phrase or compound. We shall return to 

this point !ater. 
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li I- Other Adjectives in Anteposition 

In this case the categorias in which the adjectives could fali cannot 

be easily identified. The large variety of lexical items which can be 

anteposed almost suggests that any class of adjectives may be 

preposed at that time (14th C). 

(a) Subjective 

Many of them are Value or Subjective adjectives. 

(17) nobres fidalgos 'noble noblemen' 

C18l fea causa 'ugly thing' 

(19) maa costala?om 'bad luck' 

(20) honrado rey 'honourable king' 

b>Objective 

Others are clearly objective in meaning but are used emphatically. 

Many sub-classes may be identified. 

Age 

<21) vedros cavaleiros 'old knights' 

<221 antigos doutores 'old doctors' 

Colour 

(23) alvas lorigas 'white armour' 

Physical Property 

<24l frescos ramos 'fresh leaves' 
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(25) larga e espa~ossa pramcha 'broad and spacious board' 

(26) alta e clara voz 'loud and clear voice' 

<271 fremoso batel 'beautiful boat' 

Husan Propensity 

(28) Ieda vontade 'joyful will' 

3.2. 15th C t'exts 

Both the fifteenth century texts show a high percentage of anteposed 

adjectives, namely 82% for PMH li and the same value for DD. 

' In PMH 11 50% of the 82% falls on two adjectives: BOO (15%) and 

GRANDE (35%). 97% of GRANDE occurs in Anteposition, only 3% being 

Jeft to Postposition. BDO is 100% in Anteposition. There are sti ll 

20 different lexical items in Anteposition, i e., 50% of the total o f 

A. 

' In DO 800 and GRANDE take 73% of the total of A: 48% falls on BOO 

and 25% on GRANDE. Th i s ad j e c ti v e occur s 100% in A and a 

statistically meaningless 2% of 800 is postposed to the noun. The 

remaining 27% is distributed over 18 different adjectives (see Fig. 

2). 

lt must be mentioned that although a large percentage of A is 

represented by these tYo adjectives, Anteposition is not at ali 

restrícted to them: severa! different lexical items can also be 

prepo~ed (see Fig. 21. 

We proceed now to discuss the individual occurrences of 800 and 

GRANDE, trying, whenever possible, to classify them roughly as 

belonging to a Subjective or Objective class of adjectives. Whenever 

adequate, existence of some sub-classes under these two general 

labels will be a\so distinguished. Other adjectives in Anteposition 

will also be analysed. 
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aJ Anteposed 

Subjecti v e 

When preposed this adjective can be classified as Subjective. lt 

"' modifies any type of noun either [+humanl, as in BDOS CAVALGADDRES 

'good/great riders', ar [-humanl as in BOAS ESPERIENCIAS 'good/great 
•• 

experiences'. This preposed BDD is employed in a Jaudatory and 

emphatic way, which has already been seen in the 14th C texts. Ali 

these NPs have a laudatory connotation: 

<29) boas bestas 'good/great horses' 

(30l bÕÕ remedio 'good/great medicine' 

(31) boa ajuda 'good/great help' 

(32l b35s come~os ~good/great beginings' 

Set Phrases 

Some cases of BOD in AntepOsition do not~ave this emphatic sense. On 

the contrary, they seem to be completely empty of any emphasis. 

Cases like BOA VIDA 'good and easy life', BÕÕ VINHO 'good wine' are 

understood like set phrases ar compounds, in which the adjective 

seems to have lost its specific meaning (if anyl and is interpreted 

as part of the noun. The same is true of BOA VONTADE 'good will'. 

We shall return to this point !ater. 

(b) Postposed 

BÕÕ occurs in Postposftfon only once: COUSAS BOAS 'good things'. lts 

meaning is non emphatic in this case, but simply restrictive, 

(li> GRANDE 
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As noted for the fourteenth centurY, in the fifteenth century textS 

the preposed GRANDE also conveys a meaning which depends largely on 

the meaning of the referent of the noun it modifies. In ali cases 

GRANDE is used in a sort of laudatory register as if lhe 'bigness' 

expressed were emphasized, it being a metaphorical 'bigness' or not, 

depending on the noun. Thus, when preposed to a noun like ONRRA 

'honour', GRANDE is a simple Subjective adjective as it modifies a 

noun which accepts a kind of gradation in its meaning: ONRRA may be 

'big' or 'small' in a figurativa sense. Then, GRANDE ONRRA 'great 

honour'; GRANDE PODER 'great power'; GRANDE TEMOR 'big/deep fears; 

GRANDE PEZAR 'great, deep sorrow' must be differentiated or opposed 

to GRANDE BATALHA 'big and g:reat battle' i GRANDE PELEJA 'big and 

great fight'; GRAM CAVALARIA 'big and great cavalry', which even 

being used in an emphatic meaning show also clearly a dimensional 

meaning. We suppose that features of the noun determine this 

dimensional connotation. In these cases the 'bigness' is not 

figurative at alI. 

(a) Anteposed 

Subjective aeaning 

(33) GRANDE PEZAR 'deep sorrow' 

C34l GRANDE PRINCIPE 'g:reat prince' 

C35) GRANDE ORGULHO 'great pride' 

Subjective and Dimensional aeaning 

• (36) GRANDE MORTANDADE 'very big slaughter' 

(37) GRANDES CAMPANHAS 'very big battles' 

(38> GRANDE PERIGO 'very big danger' 

(39) GRANDE DAN~ 'very big damage' 
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(b) Postposed 

GRANDE occurs in Postposition twice in PHH ti and is accompanied by 

MUITO 'much', which intensifies the 'bigness' of the concept 

expressed by the noun. Thus in HUMA BATALHA MUITO GRANDE means 'a 

battle which takes very !ong or which is very big'. The presence of 

an intensifier would not be necessary f f GRANDE were placed before 

the noun: its anteposition would be enough to express 'how big', or 

'how Jong' the battle is. 

(Jlll Other adjectives in Anteposition 

Most of them are used emphatically but have also a basic meaning 

which can be classified as follows: 

(a) Subjective <Value) 

C40l nobre rei 'noble and great king' 

C41l leal cidade 'loyal and great city~ 

(42) virtuosa cruz 'virtuous and great cross' 

(43) vãã gloria 'worthless glory' 

Cb) Objective 

Physical Property 

(44) infiinda multidom 'huge crowd' 

(45> curtas estrebeiras 'small s{).rl"u~' 

Huaan Propensity 

(46) fraca disposi9ão 'weak disposition' 

(47) desordenada vontade 'disordered will' 
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(48) solto cavalgador 'good and trained knight' 

3.3. 16th century texts 

The first text of the sixteenth century <PVCJ shows a relatively low 

percentage of Anteposition <31%J, if compared to the values of the 

previous texts, i e., 63%; 89%, 82% and 82%. Nevertheless within 

Anteposition itself the use of 800 and GRANDE is still predominant: 

69% of A is divided between these two forms: 44% falls on BÔÕ and 

25% on GRANDE. The remaining of A is distributed into another 9 

different adjectives <see Fig. 3J. 

ln the other text (CJl 65% of the adjectives is in Anteposition. 60% 

of the total of A falls on GRANDE (44%) and 800 116%). 40% is Jeft 

to 14 other different adjectives <see Fig. 3). Their distribution 

into classes is as follo~s: 

" Cl) BOO 

(a) Anteposed 

Three uses of BÔÕ were distinguished: 

Subjective meaning-used emphatical ly 

<49l bÕÕs horn8es 'very good men' 

(50) um bom filho 'a very good son' 

(51 J boas I inguas 1 very good words' 

<52J bÕÕs custumes ' very good customs, habits' 

Set Phrases or Co•pounds 

(53) boa quantidade 'a good quantity' 

<54J bÕÕs ares 'good, healthy air' 
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Objective 

In these cases BDD seems to be more descriptive than subjective: 

<55} bÕÕs corpos 'well built bodies' 

(56) bÕÕs rrostros 'beautiful faces' 

(56) bÕÕs narizes 'beautiful noses' 

(11) GRANDE 

Interesting to note that in PVC GRANDE expresses a material 

'bigness' in ali the cases as it modifies nouns which are 

'physical ly measurable', although in an emphatic manner. In CJ both 

processes are found i.e., GRANDE referring to a· 'material'bigness in 

really rneasurable nouns or denoting a figurative bigness. 

a)Anteposed 

Subjective and Disensional 

<57) grandes arvoredos 'very big bushes' 

<58} granje monte •very big mountain' 

(59) grande camar~ 'very big prawn' 

" (60} huu gram dedo polegar 'a very big thumb' 

(61) grandes agoas 'Jarge quantity of water' 

Subjective 

<62> grande pecado 'a serious sin' 

(63) grandes des~jos 'much desire' 
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(64) grande amor 'much lave' 

<SS) grande musica 'beautiful music' 

(b) Postposed 

GRANDE occurs in Postposition as well <36% of its total occurrence 

in PVC and 7% in CJ) uith an objective connotation. The difference 

between this use of GRANDE and the one under the labe! Subjectíve 

and Dimensional above is the Iael< o f emphasis which is 

characteristic of the present case, but not of the previous one 

adding to that the fact that in Postposition GRANDE has a 

restrictive meaning. Emphatfc GRANDE is translated here with the 

preposing of an intensifier, as a way of showing the emphasis given 

to the adjective in Anteposition. \Jhen it is restrictive, no adverb 

is used in the translation.j(66J rramal grande .'big leaves, foliage' 

<67) hÜa lagoa grande 'a big pond' 

(68) hUUa armadura grande 'a big armour' 

(69) hUUa ribeira grande 'a big stream' 

(li I ) Other adj ect i ves in Antepos i tion 

Suhjective CValue) -eaploycd aostly with e•phasis 

(70} os pobres homens 'the unhappy, unlucky men' 

(71) ma causa 'very bad thing' 

<72> prospera viagem 'successful journey' 

Object1ve 

Age 

(73) nova cidade 'new town' 
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.C74) novos convertido's 'recently converted' 

Phyeical Prop!!rty 

(75> infindas maneiras 'infinite ways' 

3.4. 17th C texts 

The seventeenth century texts show both a high percentage of 

adjectives preposed to the nouns. GPR presents 64% of Anteposition. 

39% of A is dedicated to GRANDE C13%l a.nd BOM C26%l In GPR. The 

remaining 61% is distributed into L~S othe,r adjective_s. 

CB shows 78% of the total of adjectives in Anteposition. 51% of A is 

dívided ínto BÕÕ (30%> and GRANDE C21%l. Another 12% ís fi!Jed by 

MAIOR 'bigger'. The rest is distributed into 24 different adjectives 

Csee Fig, 4), Their classification is as follows: 

(i) BOM 

a) Anteposed 

Subjective (and emphaticl 

(76) bom principio 'very good principie' 

' t'lic.e. guy' 

(78l boa amizade 'clo.se. friendship' 

Set Phrases or Coapounds 

(79l boa disposi1~o 'good disposition' 

(11> GRANDE 

a) Anteposed. 

so 
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Subjective-in these cases it expresses a metaphorical bigness and 

is at the same time emphatic. 

(80) grande cuidado 'much care' 

(81) grande impaciencia 'veryéTeQtimpatience' 

(821 grande penna 'deep sorrow' 

b> Postposed 

GRANDE occurs only once in Postposition. in addition to being 

restrictive, its meaning seems to be also emphatic. 

<831 a penna grande 'the sorrow which is big' 

One of the rare occurrences of a minimal pair Cor a near-minimal 

pairl in the corpus studied is <82)/(831. As can be seen, there 

is no difference in the basic meaning of GRANDE in these two 

occurrences, as clarified by the respectiva contexts below. 

<821 ••• e que me da grande ·penna verme no risco 

'(itl is-that-to me-<itlgives-deep-sorrow-to see myself-in the risk 

N 
de nao poder eu livrarme delle 

of-not-to be able-J-to get rid-myself-of him (17th C.CB:40) 

'lt gives me deep sorrow to see myself in the situation of not being 

ab!e to get rid of him ... ' 

(83> •.. n~o me fica N 
mais que d~zer senao segurarvos da 

'not-to me-(itlstays-more-that-to say-but-to assure you-of the 

• 

penna grande que tive,,, 

sorrow -deep-that-(J)had .•• ' (17th C, CB:64> 

'There is nothing Jeft for me to say but to assure you of the deep 

sorrow that I had ... ' This is nota case where the adjective shows a 
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' 
different meaning according to its positioning before o r after tbe 

noun, as in Modern Portuguese pairs sue h as HOMEM GRANDE • bl g, tal! 

man' and GRANDE H0!1EM 'great man'; POBRE HOMEM 'unhappy man' and 

HOMEM POBRE 'poor rnan (not wealthyl'. i t seems to be the case that 

it is not only certain adjectives that became fíxed with a 

particular rneaning before or after the Noun but that CERTAIN 

ADJECTIVES modifying CERTA!N NOUNS became a type of Compound Noun ar 

Set Phrase. 

The difference in meaning between (82) and C83J ~ppear to be due 

only to the position of the adjective. As PENNA cannot be measured, 

(it can only be 'gradated'l, it would be inadequate to say that it 

shows a dimensional meaning. lt appears, from the Portuguesa data 

discussed here, that the condition for Nouns+Adjectives being 

retained in Set Phrases, showing a difference in meaning, whether 

the adjective is placed before ar after the noun, is that the 

noun+adjective fall in a 'modification' situation (\olaugh (1977:70 

ffJJ, in which the noun rnay be both 'rueasured' and 'gradated' in the 

way we have been discussing the Portuguesa examples here, The 

'fixing' of the adjective in either position, before or after the 

noun, would be a way of resolving the ambiguity: either the new 

syntagma has a meaning which can be gradated (Anteposition), or it 

has a meaning that can be 'measured' (Postposition). lf this is 

correct, a noun like PENNA is unlikely to become trapped in 

oppositive Set Phrases like HOMEM GRANDE/GRANDE HOMEM, since it only 

bears a meaning passive of gradation but not of measurement. 

Subjective 

(84) amada irmã 'beloved sister' 

<85) amorozas lembran~as 'affectionate regards' 

(86) formoso cavalo 'beautiful horse' 

(87> mau marido 1 bad husband' 

' (88J perfeito heroi 'perfect hera' 
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Objective 

Even showing an objective basic meaning they are used emphatical ly. 

Physical Property 

(89J altos edif{cios 'very high buildings' 

<90l caudaloso rio •very long river' 

<91) infinita bondade ' ondless goodne5s' 

<92J dobrado gosto 'double pleasure' 

Colour 

(93l encarnadas rosas 'dark red reses' 

3.5 18th Century Texts 

As can be seen in Fig.S the t~o 18th century texts show 

contradictory values. The first of them NMP presents a high 

percentage of Anteposition: 72% and is in agreement with the general 

tendency of that time ie., of shawing a predominance in 

Anteposition. The second text SHC shows surprisingly a very low 

percentage of A: 30%. 

Despi te this numerícal discrepancy the data exhibit another fact 

which deserves attention: in both texts BOM and GRANDE play an 

insignificant role in the total of A. In NHP only 16~ of A is 

devoted to GRANDE and 6% to BOM, the remaining 78% being distributed 

into 63 different adjectives. This is a remarkable fali in the role 

that BOM and GRANDE have been playing in the total of A in lhe 

preceding texts. Until lhe seventeenth century those values were 1 in 

a range between 39% and 69%. They fali sharply in lhe elghteenth 

century when only 21% of A is covered by GRANDE and BOM. 
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In SHC the same applies: a!tough A itself is Jow (30%) only 20% of 

it is dedicated to BOM (11%) and GRANDE (9%), (80%) of the total of 

Ais distributed into 33 other adjectives (see Fig.S). Their 

classification is as follows: 

(J) BOM 

a) Anteposed 

Subjective 

(94l bom sucesso 'great success' 

(95) boa religiosa 'good religious (nunl' 

C96l bom tempero 'good seasoning' 

Compounds or Set Phrases 

C97l boa compar1hia 'good companionship' 

(98) bom humor 'good temper' 

(99) boa vontade 'good will' 

GRANDE 

Subjective 

ln both texts anteposed GRANDE is emp!oyed in an emphatic manner and 

expresses a metaphorical 'bigness'~ 

(100) grande perigo 'very big danger' 

(101) grande monarca 'great monarch' 

' (102) grande negocio 'great,profitab!e business' 
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<1031 grande aten9ão 'much attention• 

<104> grande semelhanla }much simitarity' 

N 

GRANDE ATENCAO 
' 

and GRANDE SEMELHANÇA must be trans!ated by using 

'much' to keep the original meaning. lt seerns to be a case o f a Noun 

that can be 'gradated' as discussed above. In Hodern Portuguese 

GRANDE ATENÇÃO and GRANDE SEMELHANÇA convey the same meaning as 

MUITA ATEI~~Ãü or MUITA SEMELHAN~A, with the adverb MUITO 'much', 

Other adjectives in Anteposition 

Subjective 

(105) alegres dias 'very happy days' 

(106) galhardo talhe 'very smart posture' 

<107) generosos portugueses 'very generous portuguese' 

(1081 bela ninfa 'very beautiful nymph' 

Objecti v e 

Physical Property 

<109> fino ouro ' fine gold' 

<110) delgadissima casa 'very na..'rrOVJhouse' 

{111) opulentos pratos 'opulent dishes• 

(112) abundantes restos 'copious rests• 

Hu•an Propensity 

(1131 invejosa fortuna 1 envious luck' 
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3.6. 19th Century Texts 

The two texts from the nineteenth century display a low percentage 

of A. PV presents 371 of A and EQ 31%. Nearly as for the eighteenlh 

century texts, BOM and GRANDE do not play a role as prominent in the 

total of A, namely 31% in PV and 23% in EQI. Lexical items other 

than BOM and GRANDE occupy an important place in A in both texts: 

69% of A is distributed into 28 varied adjectives in PV and 77% of A 

is divided into 32 adjectives in EQ. Even excluding BOM and GRANDE A 

still remains low: 29% and 26%, respectively (see Fig.61. Their 

classification is as f~l~ws: 

(l) BDH 

a)Anteposed 

Subjective 

lt expresses a subjective meaning which depends on the context and 

on the Noun it modifies. 

(114) bom trabalho 'good work' 

(1151 bom servidor 'good servant' 

(1161 boas roupas 'good clothes' 

Compounds or Set Phrases 

(117) bom rapaz 'good guy' 

{118) boa sa6de 'good health' 

(119) boa medida 'good measure (decision) 
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Cll) GRANDE 

Subje.clive 

The majority of occurrences of GRANDE express!?s a metaphorical 

'bigness' added to the emphasis peculiar to Anteposition, 

(1201 grande respeito 'great respect' 

(121) grande contentamento 'great contentment' 

<122) grande benef{cio 'great bencfit' 

(123) grande economia 'great economy' 

Objccti v e 

GRANDE meaning a 'material bigness' occurred only once. Jt is also 

emphatic. 

<1241 grande nariz 'very big nose' 

COI.t.pounr:s or Set Phrases 

<125) grande parte 'major part' 

(126) grandes demoras 'long delays' 

Other E.djectives in Anteposition 

Subjective 

(127) desejado momento 'wished-for moment' 

(128) desgra1ado Macedo 'unlucky Macedo' 

N 
(130) belo rapagao 'handsome big guy' 
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Objective 

Physical Property 

(131) pequeno ego!smo 'very little selfishness' 

(132l duro monte 'hard mountain' 

Age 

(133) pronta resolu~ão 'prompt resolution' 

(134) novas armas 'new weapons' 

(134) actual sistema 'present system' 

Colour 

1135} negro caminho 'dark way' 

1136l negras paredes 'dark walls' 

Set Phrases or Co~pounds 

1137) m~ fé 'bad faith' 

(138) belo negdcio 'good business' 

3.7. 20th Century Texts 

Anteposition is Jow in both twentieth century texts: 23% in IP and 

18% in FG. BOM and GRANDE are not registered in FG: 23 varied 

adjectives are combined in 27 tokens. In IPHH only 6% of the total 

of A lies on GRANDE. BOM does not occur. The remaining 94% is 

dlvided into 34 other adjectives (see Fig. 71, 

(i) GRANDE 
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' 
Subjective 

(138) grande vantagem 'great advantage' 

(139) grande quanti.dade 'large quantity' 

( 140) grande 1 nteresse • grea t i nterest' 

Other adjectives in Anteposition 

Subjective 

(141) belo dia 'beautiful day' 

(142) feliz cochilo 10pp.ortune nap' 

Objecti v e 

Age 

C143l eterna primavera 'eterna! spring' 

C144l novo trecho 'new par~· 

Physical Property 

045) pequena multidão 'small crowd' 

(146) enorme esforco 'enormous effort' 
' 

(147) abundantes rubricas 'copious signatures' 
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4. DiscUssion 

In this section the quantitative analysis developed in section 3 

wil I be discussed. This ana!ysis shows a progressive decrease in the 

use of Anteposition of adjectives since ca. the 14th C and suggests 

a. comp I ementary i ncrease in Postposi ti on o f adject i ves throut:hout tbe 

history of Portuguese. 

In qualitative terms, some striking aspects of the adjective 

behaviour, such as the prominent frequency of use.of two Adjectives, 

namely BOM and GRANDE, have indicated the path to be followed. 

4.1. Quantitative Analysis 

The analysis of the data in terms of frequency of occurrence shows a 

general trend towards decrease in Anteposition (AlI and a 

complementary increase in Postposition CP), in this period botween 

the 14th and 20th century (see Fig.9), The linear regression 

analysis of Anteposition as function of Time shows an average 

decrease of about 55% over the period ana!ysed (appr. 620 yearsl, 

i e. 9% per century. The values f ai I from high rates such as 631-89% 

in the 14th C to values as Jow as 18%-23%inlhe201hC. The general 

trend is towards decrease in A~ 

It is nevertheless around the 18th C that Anteposition sharply 

falls. Although relatively stable up to that time, A falls abruptly 

in the 18th C: from 72% <NMP> to 30% CSMCl. Two different groups can 

be identified: one group in which the rates o f A a'e h i gh' which 

goes up to the 18th C; another one in which A shows a low r ate, 

starting around the 18th c and extending up to the 20th C. The 18th 

C texts show contradictory values: NMP 72% is in keeping with the 

general tendency of high A shown by the texts up to this time 

(despite C 16 30% t), but SMC already displays a low rate of 30% of 

A, which is in agreement with the 'new' tendency of low rate of 

Anteposltion. Jt seems to be a transitional stage between the two 

periods. The 19th/20th C texts show low rates of Anteposition too, 

namely, PV 37%, EQ 31% in C 19; !P 23% 1 GB 18% in C 20. 
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GRANDE and BOM occur in very high frequency in Anteposition (see 

histograms for precise valuesl until the 18th C texts. For exarnple, 

in FL, 14th C A is at its highest: 89%. lf A is magnified one sees 

that 42% of it is divided only into thesG- two adjectives, namely 25% 

of BOH and 17% of GRANDE. The ramaining of A, ie. 58% is distributed 

among 66 other adjectives; in the 16th C CJ has 65% of the total of 

adjectives in A, 60% of which falls on BOM (!Gil and GRANDE <44%l. 

From the 18th C the frequency of recurrence of BOM & GRAND[ drops 

(see also Fig. 10}. 

The high frequency of these two adjectives and the high frequency of 

A appear to indicate that a correlation holds between the massiva 

use of these two adjectives andA itself. In addition, the fali of A 

is concomitant with the decrease in the fre~uency of these two 

adjectives. The exclusion of these repetitiva elements from A does 

not seem to alter the general trend of decrease in Anteposition, 

however (see histograms and Fig. 11) After excluding the recurrent 

ones, the general trend st~IJ shows a gradual decrease. 

Nevertheless, an examination of the use of Gt\AND.E and BOM shows that 

in quantitativa terms their decrease appears to b~~ more even or more 

stable than the general tendency of decrease in A1 as there are no 

contradictory values: beforG the 18th C their frequency is high (39% 

to 69%) , after that time their frequency is Jow: the híghest 

percentage reached is 31% in the case of BOM & GRANDE. 

As regards the general trend, PVC in the 16th C is at odds with the 

tendency of the time because it shows a relatively low percentage of 

A, namely 31%, when the average percentage was around 80%. The use 

of BOM t GRANDE in the same text however, keeps the same proportion 

shown by other texts by that time. CJ from the same century, for 

example, shows 65% A, of which 60% is dedicated to BOH and GRANDE. 

Although low in Anteposition (only 3Ul, in PVC 69% of A lies on 

these two lexical items. Even in a descriptive text such as PVC, in 

which not much use is made of preposed adjectives, BOM & GRANDE 

almost monopolize Anteposition. 
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Another ·text which shows contradictory values i• NMP, frorn lhe 18th 

c. lt has high rate of A, namely 72% but BOM & GRANDE "'e nol 

prominent withi n A itself. Only 22% of lhe total o f A lies on these 

lwo lexical items; 76% of A f a 11 s on other adjectives. This text 

appears to show a mixture o f patterns: Anteposition as a whole is as 

high as in the earlier texts and seems to be in agreement with the 

general trend of high A, typical of the earlier periods (14th 

C-4-18thCl;BDr1&GRANDE don't play any important role in it, 

however, as one would have expected. It does not conforrn to the 

pattern of older periods of the language which seems to be 'High 

Anteposition & High frequency of BOM L GRANDE'. lt shows 'High 

Antepos i tion but low frequency of these two adjectives. Low rate 

of frequency of BOM & GRANDE is a characteristic of the 'new' 

period. 

lt seems that after the 18th C a 'new' pattern of low Anteposition 

& Jow use of BOM ~GRANDE has emerged. 

As a consequence of the disuse of GRANDE & BOM other lexical items 

seem to have taken over their place. lt has been sho~o~n previously 

that although BOM & GRANDE were dorninant in Anteposition up to the 

18th C texts, lexical items other than these t~o~o could also be 

preposed (see histogramsJ. With the decrease in the use of these two 

adjectives after the 16th C texts, Anteposition is left to the other 

set of adjectives. In the 19th C PV, for example, 69% of A is 

distributed into 28 different adjectives and in EQ 77% of A is 

divided into 32 different lexical items (see histograms). In one of 

the 20th C texts not even one occurrence of BOM is registered 

although GRANDE is retained in Set Phrases. Anteposition is left to 

any class of adjectives. 

In quantitative terms it is clear that there is a sharp decrease in 

the use of BOM & GRANDE around the 18th C texts, Despite the 

correlation which seems to be held between Anteposition and the use 

of these two adjectives, ie. when A falls their use a!so decreases, 

it is not c!ear ho ... their recurrent use could have influenced the 

general tendency of decrease in Anteposition and increase in 

Postposition shown by the present data. 
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4.2. Qual i ta tive An:'dysis 

The previous quantitativa analysis has teft the suggestion that the 

frequent recurrence in texts o( BOM & GRANDE played a role in the 

change that appears to have occurred in Anteposition. In an attempt 

to find out how this could have influenced the pattern shown by our 

graphs, ie. of decrease in A, the classification into semantic types 

of the adjectives occurring (section 3) in our data will be taken 

up. Ali the classes of adjectives found in the present texts are 

summarized in Table 1. 

In this section the term 'subjective' used in section 3 wi li only 

refer to the occurrences of BOM & GRANDE with subjective meaning. 

Other adjectives, although showing a subjective meaning, wil l be 

termed 'value• adjectives, after Dixon (19771. In ali the texts 

'subjective' and/or 'value' adjectives occur preposed to the Noun 

{see Table 1 ). Actually, the very preposing of any adjective 

attributes a subjective connotation to it. However the recognition 

of cla~ses of adjectives within Anteposition seems to be 

relevant because, as already shown, some classes of adjectives (such 

as Denominais) cannot be anteposed to the Noun in Modern Portuguese. 

The identífication of these classes is not straightforward, however. 

Sometimes the identification of classes such as Dixon's Hulll.an 

Propensity a.nd Value is not so clear. An adjective such as ALEGRE 

'glad, happy ', for example, wou\d properly be classified under 

Hu~an Propensity, as far as 'gaiety/happiness' seems to apply 

basica\Jy to humans. Nevertheless, to say that ALEGRES in ALEGRES 

PAREDES (20th C) 'glad walls' be I ongs to the Human Propensity 

class is at least odd. The same is true of GENEROSAS in GENEROSAS 

QUANTIAS DE DINHEIRO (20th C) 'generous amount o f money', Therefore, 

the classification of the Portuguese adjectives has been made 

cautiously, since the preposing of an adjective seems to alter its 

relation with the Noun, and appear's to entail different connotations 

in the same baste meaning. 

As can be seen frorn Table 1 a.nd section 3, BOM &c GRANDE carry in 

every text a 'subjective' meaning, In arder to understand better 
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TABLE 1 

Classe~ of Adjectives 

-===~==================================-==============-============-
entury 

14th c 

GR~NDE Disension 

Subjective 

BOM 

--------

Other 

adj. 

Subjective 

-------------
Value 

Objective: 

Age 

Hum. Prop. 

Phys. Prop. 

Colour 

15th c 

Dimension 

Subjecti v e 

Subjective 

Set Phrases 

---------------
Value 

Objective: 

Phys. Prop. 

Hum. Prop. 

16th c 

Dieension 

Subjective 

Subjecti v e 

Set Phra,ses 

Objective 

--------------
Value 

Objecti v e: 

Age 

17th c 

Subjective 

Subjective 

Set Phr. 

------------
Value 

Objective: 

Phys. Pr. 

Colour 

-========-=============-===============-===========================-

century 
18th c 

GRANDE Subjective 

19th c 

Dimcmsion 

Subjective 

Set Phrases 

20th c 

Subjective 

BOM Subjective Subjective ----------

Set Phrases Set Phrases 

Value Value Value 

Other Objective: Objective: Objective: 

adj. Phys Prop. Phys. Prop. Phys. Prop. 

Hu!D. Plc'Op. Age Age 

DiGension 

Colour 

Set Phrases 

========-============= ===============-=============-
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this notion 'subjective' it is worth calling up the explanatio'l), 

Dixon (1977) gave for a similar cle.ss of adjectives ie., t.he 'Value' 

class. 

Ordering the adjectives within the English NP Dixon mentions that 

Value adjectives must come before ali other adjectives in a possible 

string of coordinate adjectives in English. Thus in a good strong 

box, good is in the correct position placed before strong and in 

good new fast car it is also we\1 placed before ne~ and fast. 

"Thus a good new fast car ís a new car which fast 

virtue of this good" and " a good strong box is a box 

good because it is strong. Jt is still possible to 

and 

which 

have 

in 

is 

good 

describing box without the inclusion of any other adjective. But a 

'good box' is not an object which is good because it is a box. 

Rather the phrase a good box is vague being essentially an 

elliptical version of good for X where X ranges over ali those 

properties for which it could be considered good by speaker and 

hearer ('good because it is strong, good because it is long, 

and so on}, lt is as if in, 'a good box' good effectively qualifies 

some implicit non-value adjective, which itself qualifies box( ... ) 

Of course in normal usage the vagueness is likely to be resolved by 

the context CDixon, 1977:39}. 

The same seems to be valid for BOM & GRANDE used as 'subjective• or 

'value' adjectives in the present texts. Whenever Bml & GRANDE are 

'subjective' their meaning is determined not only by the specific 

lexical meaning of the adjective itself and of the Noun it modifies 

but also by some 'qualities' which are implicit in the context. So 
•• in BOO REMEDIO (15th C) 'very good medicine' REMEDIO is not BOM 

because it is a medicine, but because it has other properties for 

which 1t could be considered good: effective, tasty etc. The same 

seems to be valid for BÕÕs CAVALGADORES (15th C) 'very good riders'. 

The riders are good not because they are riders but because they 

have other qualities for which they could be considered good: light, 

skilled, have a good posture and so on, 

This 'good for X' formula seems thus to obtain for preposed 

adjectives in Portuguesa. 
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This seems also to be the case of GRANDE, afthough it_carl'ies a more 

prec~se basic meaning than BOM. In GRANDE PEZAR (17th C) 'very deep 

serro~', for instance, the sorrow is big not because it is a sorrow 

but because it has other characteristics which make it big/deep: 

deep, intense, endless and se on. 

As said above, the simple distribution of the adjectives in semantic 

classes which takes their basic meaning into account seems not to be 

enough to account for the positioning of adjectives in a Janguage 

Jike Portuguesa which is flexible in that respect. The alternativa 

arder AN is not entirely free, and entails some semantic nuances. As 

such the proper linear ordering of the adjective is a factor which 

seems to condition its meaning. 1 am in fact arguing in favom' of an 

approach which is not exclusively le~ical to the adjective 

positioning within the NP at least for the classes we've been 

calling 'subjective' or 'value' here: their meaning seems to depend 

on features of the context as described by Dixon's 'good for X', 

This would mean that at least with the 'subjective' class an 

adjectival concept is in some sense related to a linear ordering of 

constituents ie. AN or NA, which determines at Jeast part of its 

meaning. In other words, being a Modifier, it wouldn't be expected 

not to relate its meaning to the No'uns it modifies. The adjectival 

meaning seems thus to be determined by its proper position, by its 

lexical and grammatical value and by the context. 

The Adjectives BOM & GRANDE under discussion here seem to reflect 

the facts mentioned above. lt has been observed that these two 

adjectives have a very 1 loose 1 meaning which depends to a great 

extent on the Noun they modify and on information given by the 

context. Especially for BOM this seems to be true: in the oldest 

texts it covers a wide semantic area, lndeed it seems to obtain for 

the Portuguesa data that interpretation of phrases Jike BONS CAVALOS 

'good horses' 1 BONS CORPOS 1 good bodies• is to a certain degree 

conditioned by the context. Horses are good not because they are 

horses but because they have other qualities which could be 

interpreted as such, because of their strength or because they are 

good runners, etc. 1 Bodies' are good because they are wel I built or 

Jook healthy , etc. 
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From the 18th C on, therefore a change seems to have 

occurred involving BOM & GRANDE through which their rneanings have 

become more and more sensitive to the contexts, or have become more 

'empty', and other adjectives carrying a more precise meaning seem 

to have taken the p!ace of BOM & GRANDE. It isotbe case that, as a 

general tendency, those adjectives convey explicitly concepts which 

have been implicit in BOM & GRANDE. Thus, for example, in a similar 

context the meaning conveyed by BOM MODO 'good ruanners' could be 

more precisely conveyed by adjectives such as REFINADO 'refined' in 

REFINADO MODO or POLIDO 'palite' in POLIDO MODO. This would explain 

on the one hand the disappearance of BOM & GRANDE and on the other 

their retention in Set Phrases. 

4.3. Compounds or Set Phrases 

A particular type of NP which occurs in the texts wi\1 be discussed 

in this section. They are the cases in which the adjective has no 

mobility, such as BOA VONTADE (15th Cl'good will', BOA VIDA (15th Cl 

'good and easy life', GRANDES DEMORAS (19th Cl 'very long delays', 

GRANDE PARTE '(19th Cl the major part' ,etc. and are understood as 

Compounds. Some of them can be interpreted as particular cases of 

the positioning o f BOM & GRANDE, although other adjectives also 

' ' / 

occur in this sort o f expression, sue h a' MA 1 bad' in MA FE 
' 1 bad faith' (19th C) o r BELO 'beauti fu 1' in BELO NEGOCIO (19th C> 

good bus i ness'. 

In Modern Portuguese these cases can be identified with part of the 

'minority 1 of adjectives which are supposed to be preposed to the 

Noun in NA languages CGreenberg's Universal 19). They seem to be a 

crystall ized stage in the evolution of the Portuguesa NP, in which 

the adjective became trapped 

before the Noun. 8oth BOM & 

Hodern Portuguesa and may be 

style. The Compounds se em to 

I fiXed 

GRANDE 

preposed 

be the 

o r frozen in 

are used in 

to the Noun 

'left overs' 

its positioning 

Postposition in 

in an emphatic 

of an earlier 

stage, in which they probably occurred more frequently in 

confirmed by their massive use in the Anteposition. This is 

present data up to the 18th C. 
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The fixing of these adjectives before the Noun and their 

interpretation as part of it, in what is therefore Compound Nouns, 

may be interpreted as deriving from the semantfc emptiness of these 

adjectives frequently used in Anteposition, as discussed above. 

These adjectives become so tied to the Noun that eventually they are 

interpreted as a part of it. 

As already mentioned, the roeaning of the adjective and/or of the 

whole NP appears to be at least partly determiried by its linear 

position before or after the Noun. In arder to clarify this some 

points raised by Waugh C1977l for the analysis of aàjective ordering 

in French will be summarized here (her discussion is based on 

minimal/ near minimal pairs AN/NA): 

(1J !f two parts of speech are put in contiguit:y, one will modify 

the other creating what Waugh calls a 'modification situation'. In 

other words, modification of a Substantiva (modifiedl by an 

adjective (mÓdifier) take9 place in the syntagmatic axis. Word 

arder imposes a certain interpretation on the relationship between 

modifier/modified. In this sense, the dependency created by the 

modification situation of the adjective on the substantiva seems to 

be much greater in pre-position than in post-position; 

(2) in Anteposition the adjective deictically modifies 
r t 

Cpresduposes) 
c L 

not only the Substantiva as a part of speech but also the 

Substantiva with a specific lexical meaning, whereas in Postposition 

the adjective modifies the Substantiva qua Substantiva; 

(3} in Anteposition the modified substantiva is given as a part of 

speech and as a lexical meaning before the actual modification 

takes place. Only then the adjective starts modifying; 

(4) as regards the specific lexical meaning of the adjective it is 

observed that some adjectives, for instance BEAU and JOLJ, usually 

come before the Noun so because their lexical meaning is 

such that a deictic recognition of the Substantiva is necessary. 
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(5) The following H1terpretation is given for minimal pairs such as 
' ' HEUREUX POETE/POETE HEUREUX: "in post-position Lhe adjective HEUREUX 

refers to a state of 'happiness' which could be true of any man, 

whereas in pre-position the lexical meaning of the substantive Cin 

casu, pofHe) is crucial to the specific interpretation of HEUREUX. A ., 
'succsessful poet' is 'happy' only insofar1he is a 'poet' Ce.g. due 

' to his successful writingl, whereas UN POETE HEUREUX is not 

necessarily 'happy' in his capacity as a poet and may simply be 

happy as a person( ..• ) Thus, we see again that the specific leldcal 

interpretation of HEUREUX in pre-pos~tion is much more dependent on 

the lexical meaning of the substantiva it modifies than in 

post-position n (Waugh, 1977:891. 

This seems also to apply to the Portuguese data discussed here: in 

Anteposition the adjective presupposes the meaning of the Noun it 

modifies more than when in Postposition. lt is so that in certain 

cases the adjective is interpreted as a part of the Noun, losing its 

independence, as with Compounds. In others the adjective is caught 

in Anteposition with a special meaning, which is basically 

determined by the semantic features of the Noun, as in the case of 

pairs such as HOMEM GRANDE I GRANDE HOMEM discussed in section 3. 

Waugh 11977: 1061 considering that the meaning of the Noun is 

presupposed in the modification si tua ti on AN (whereas in 

Postposition it is notJ in a certain sense contesiS Bolinger's 

(1952; 341 observation that "when the gualifier precedes, it 

overshadows the whole of the following noun or verb, as ~o~e might 

expect from their relative positions in the horn of the sentence, 

~o~hen it follows, it splits noun or verb." 

On an informat.ional levei, ho'.lever, the anteposition o f adjectives 

in Portuguesa seems generally to conform to the principie of I i near 

modification proposed by Bolinger. His claim is that in the 

commnunicative process 'elements' or 'words' which occur before 

others are broader in meaning than the ones which follov others. 

When successively words are laid end-to-end to form a phrase the 

postposed one will narrow the semantic range of the preceding until 

the communication is complete. 
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' lt seems that this ,principie is at work in the case of anteposed 

adjectives in Portuguesa as they proved to have a broad, loos.e or 

less precise meaning, es~ecially adjectives such as BOM & GRANDE, as 

ai ready shown. 

Waugh worked on minimal or near minima! pairs of adjectives in her 

attempt to establish the semantic rules governing Adjective/Noun 

modification. Minimal pairs rarely occur in our data (14th C and 

17th C onJy). Sometimes lhe same adjective appears both in A and P, 

but not the same Noun, The rare occurrences of minimal pairs in our 

data have been given a tentative explanation (section 3l and may be 

considered to be one df the cases in which the dependency of lhe 

adjective on features of the following Noun is maximized, the other 

being the emergence of Compounds with preposed Adjectives. For the 

cases analysed with the adjective GRANDE, the necessary features at 

work seem to be 'Gradation' and 'Measurability'. For other pairs may 

be-different features will emerge, although 'Gradation' seems to be 

obligatory for the preposing of any adjective. The development of a 

difference in meaning in adjectives which occur in minimal pairs 

does not seem likely to occur with any pair of adjectives. The 

emergence of this semantic differentiation has to meet the necessary 

semantic specifications in the Noun and Adjective. 

4.4 Dther Classes of Adjectives in Anteposition 

As can be seen from the histograms and table since the 14th C 

adjectives belonging to classes other than merely Subjective or 

Value may occur preposed to the Noun, although the preposing of an 

Adjective gives it a subjective connotation. Anteposition has not 

been the privilege of Value adjectives only and other classes may 

also be preposed in some special environrnents such as Adjectives 

denoti~g Dimension, CoJour, Human Propensity, Physical Property, 

Age. Anteposition is forbidden in Hodern Portugues~ for some classes 

of adjectives such as the ones deriVed from Nouns, or those denoting 

Origin or Nationality. These c 1 asses o f Adjecti ves oçcur 

obligatorily in Postposition, and since the main focus of this study 

has been Anteposition, little information has been given on these 

constraints. 
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Our quantitativa ana!ysis has shown a general trend of decrsase in A 

( and incre.ase in Pl circa thc 18th C. Postposition is the pr"!fcrred 

arder from that time on, as one would h<'Ve expected from a Romance 

language, which are assumed to be NA. 

According to Greenberg's Universal 19, when the gen8ral rule is that 

the adjective foi Jows the Noun there may be a 'minority' of 

adjectives which usual!y precede, but when the general rule is that 

the adjective precedes, there are no exceptions. Hodern Portueuese 

is definitely NA, and an alternafive AN arder is o.llol!ed. In 

quantilative terms this alternativ~ arder can be consider~d a 

'minority' ~ in the 20th C texts examine·d values as !01·1 as 1e;., and 

23% are found for Anteposition against 821 and 771 of Postposllion. 

This order AN, although subject to more restrictions in Hod~rn 

Portuguesa than it was in earlier periods of the laneuage is still 

in the Present-Day language a productive strategy. In tcl.'ir1::0 o f 

classes little has changed from Old to Modern Portueuese lsec Tab!e 

1). Strictly speaking, our search into Anteposition has proved that 

it only makes scnse to speak of a real 'minor-ity' of Pl'eposed 

adjectives either in purely guantitative terms or in one of the 

followi11g cases: 

• 
al when the Adjective is frozen in its position bcfore the Noun, 

which entailed a difference in its basic meaning; 

b) when the Adjective is fixed in its place before the Noun in 

Compounds. 

Nevertheless there are other Adjectives which can be preposed to the 

Noun, uhich fali into classes. The class termed 1 Value/Subjective' 

is the one which has constant!y been preposed to the Noun since the 

14th C. BOM ~ GRANDE are special instances of this class and the way 

they get into disuse may be a sign of how Anteposition has been 

emptied throughout the centuries. 



NOTES 

U Thf! ordl';<i"· ot adj~?ctives in Latin is to be understood as a 

starting point for the discussion on word arder change in the 

hi!õiQry pf h.1rtwguese, not as a purpose in itself. Taking into 

account that word arder change is slow, we consequentely need a 

cansiderable time span to see the trend of changes. The topic of 

adjective positioning is seen here mainly 

perspecti v e. 

in a diachronic 

21 In this 5ection we restrained ourselves to general observations 

on the ordering of adjectives made by traditional grammarians of 

Pot'tugue;;e, Ls.ter- studi!O:s, like Pil.'BS (1981), in which the adjectíve 

is seen as transformationally derived from a relative clause, are, 

in the main, irrelevant to the present discussion. Whenever 

appropriate, refer8nce wi li be made to some aspc:cts o f lhes•? 

studies. 

3l See Pedni (1977) for denominai adjectives in Modern Portuguese. 

4l The leftmost row {called "Total") of the histograms (fi. i-7J 

re&ds &s f'ollows: 

til The total of occurrences of Adjectives of each text is given. 

PMHI, for example, has 169 occurrences of Adjectives, 107 of whicl1 

are in Anteposition, and 62 in Postposition. The percentage is 

worked out based on these values. 

The second row (ca!Jed "Anteposition") is a magnification of 

Anteposition and is explained throughout the text. 

The third row is a magnificatlon of the values found for GRANDE, and 

the f~urlh for BOM. 

The fifth row gtves the general percentage of A and P, excluding the 

two recurrent adjectives BOM and GRANDE. 

Sl Pazini (1978) postulates the feature [tgradationl for adjeclives 
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in Modern Portuguese. 

bl TIH·oughout ttüs gection 'very' has been used as a way o f 

translating into English the adverbial like meaning canveyed by some 

adjectives. 

71 Figure 8 is a summary of the previous histograms. 

Bl Linear regression is a statistical melhod which gives the best 

stra1ght 11ne which fits a set of points in a graph <see Harper 

11982: 117 ff) for detailsl. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATlVE CLAUSES UITH QUE 

1. General Cc~&ents on Relative ClauseG 

Uithin a typologlcal framework such as that proposed by Comrie 

(1981l, a Relative clause consists of a head and a restrictíng 

clause. This definition is claimed to be broader than the one 

proposed by the traditional grammar for Engliúh, which does not 

include non-finite participial constructions such as ~Passengers 

LEAV!NG on flight 738 should proceed to the lounge" in its inventory 

of Relative cl~uses. The reason for that exclusion is that for the 

Traditional English Grammar the term "clause" applies only to 

constructions with a finite verb, ruI i ne out non-finite 

constructions such as LEAVING in the sentence abeve. 

Traditional Portuguesa Gra~mar has, however, always characterized 

Relative clauses either as a "fui! adjectival clause", ie. a clause 

which acts as an adjective to the Noun it modifios and ~hase verb is 

a finite form; or as a "reduced adjectival clause", ie. a clause 

which modifies a Noun as an adjectiva and whose verb is a non-finite 

form such as Ger-unds, Participles and non-inflected lnfinitives. The 

terminology used by Portuguesa gramwarians suggests that the 

modifying function of a Relativa clause is perhaps more relevant to 

its comprehension than the fact that these clauses begin with a 

Relativa pronoun. Their approach is in this sense close to the 

typological definition presented here since it links the concept of 

Relativa clause to clau~cs containing nominal forms of the verb. 

Thus, constructions such as PEDINDO ESMOLA 'begging for money' in 
' "TEM UH MENINO LA FORA PEDINDO ESHOLA" 'There is a boy begging for 

money outside' (Gerund), or its European Portuguese counterpart TEM 

' UM MENINO A PEDIR ESMOLA LA FORA" 11ith the lnfinitive, or the Past 

participle in AS MALAS DESPACHADAS NÃO CHEGARAM" 'The suitc~ses sent 

(dispatched) did not arrive' are classified as Relativa clauses in 

the sarna way as the "Fui I RelativG clauses" are, for example, 

"MULHERES QUE FALAM ALTO NÃO SÃO BEM RECEBIDAS AQUI" 'Yomen who 
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speak Joudly are nor welcome hera' and the important fact is that 

both types act as a restricting predicate to their heads. 

Thus:, consisting of a 'head' an.d a 'restricting clause', a Relative 

clause has a head which has itself a potential range of referents 

delimited by the Relat!ve clause. Assuming that the head can have a 

'range' of referents is undoubtedly much broader than the condition 

of co-referentiality, non-distinctness, identity or co-indexing 

claimed for Re!ative clause formation in TG oriented analyses. In an 

early version of TG, for examplü, a C!Jndition of co-referentiality 

was necessary for the Rei ative clause .formation rule to apply, as in 

Ross' (1967). From a more surface point of view it is 

straightforward that UMA MULHER in EU QUERO UMA MULHER QUE SEJA 

DIFERENTE 'I want a woman who is different' does not refer in 

reality to only ane woman, ar to a single NP UHA/A MULHER because it 

actual ly refers to the Rei ative clause as a whole. The ·~ished 

woman' does not have the same referent as the head UMA MULHER in 

isolation cou!d have, but it rea/ly ~Gfers to •a woman who is 

different from the woman' tp whom the unrestricted head noun refers 

to. Co-referentiality, identity or non-distinctness or even 

cc-indexing of NPs (ar Ns) as postulated by TG analyses would not in 

any case accommodate the idea of a 'range' of referents, and cases 

like the above one would certainly pose prablems for the mechanisms 

of deriving Relative clauses. The typological approach seems to 

avoid these extremely mechanical problems typical of a TG approach 

and to better accommodate cases Jike the above, where lhe semantics 

of the construction is complex, 

Another point which deserves attention is the way th,? 'head' of the 

Relative clause is postulated within the typological framewark. The 

crucial point related to this notion is the fact that it establishes 

the encoding of a head WITHIN the Relative clause itself as an 

important typological parameter. To postulate the presence or 

absence of an internai head as a parameter is relevant in the sense 

that it turns our attention from the TG PS rule NP~ NP,S or any 

more recent version of it, to focus Oh the-Relative clause l.tself. 
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Provided that some mechanical devices were proposed to account for 

the Jack of an antecedent NP (as for example, the analyses proposed 

for Free Relativas- See Chap. 3} or that the "Copying rules", 
ik 

"Shadow Pronouns" andL like, as proposed, for example, by Perlmutter 

(1972l, for French, are a way of accountine for the existence of 

interna\ heads; ar that languages such as Turkish and Japanese where 

Relativa c)auses are dY\~posed to the Noun could be accounted for by 

automatic reordering of constituents, as their surface Relativa 

clause structure is the mirrar image of NP-9NP, S (ie., NP-?S, NPl, 

it secms also to be true that TG analyses better describe cases of 

the Relativa Pronoun Type- viz., those which involve a Hovement rule 

in their derivation- as other Relativa clauses showing internai 

heads or non-Relative pronoun relativizers have 

analyses in the literatura. 

controversial 

To assume that the basic ordering of the RC in relation to the Noun 

is N/RC is biased in the sense that this basic arder has been 

established based on languages like English which are N/RC. A 

surface approach to the process characterizes a RC 
t 

straig1forwardly 

by its 'real' Csurfacel structure and accounts for languages like 

Japanese and Turkish with no need of a basic structure or of 

a~utomatic reordering of constituents CRoss:1967:81/2). 

Comrie <1981:139 ff.l describes cross-linguistically four types of 

RC based on the role played by the head within the Relative clause 

namely, the Non-reduced, Pronoun Retention, Relative Pronoun and Gap 

types but attributes more relevance to the Pronoun Retention type as 

a typological parameter. 

Hodern Portuguesa presents three of the four types described by 

Comrie, The Non-Reduction type, wh~ch presents the head in lts fui! 

form in the embedded sentence, does not exist in Portuguesa but 

apart from this, ali other types are present. 

The first type I would like to discuss is the one most explored in 

the literature of Relative clauses, namely the Relative Pronoun 

type. According to Comrie this type presents two characteristics: 1> 

the Relatlve pronoun is in clause initlal positlon, wh!ch in some 
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' cases breaks the 'n~rma!' word arder, This is true of SVO languages, 

for examp!e, in which the Relative pronoun is in clause initial 

position potentially b•:eaking the unrearked arder SVO; 2) the 

Relative pronoun must be case marked. This requirement of case 

rnarking excludes Portuguesa sentences with QUE from the repertory of 
' the Relativa pronoun type, as QUE is not case marked. Thus, ESTE E O 

HOMEM QUE VEIO AQUI 'This is the man who carne here' would not be 

classified as being of the Relativa Pronoun type under this 

approach. That type would, in Portuguesa, be restricted either to 

constructions in wh!ch QUEJ1 is accompanied by a preposition, as the 

preposition is an indication of the function of the relative in the 
Á ~ 

embedded sentence, as in O HOMEM EM QUEM VOCE CONFIA NAO PRESTA 'The 

man who you trust is not reliable' ar to constructions with Clr ,,, 

which clearly indicates possession . In those terms the Relative 

Pronoun type is restricted to oblique funtions in Portuguesa. 

As Portuguesa is not markcd for case sentences with the Portuguesa 

relativa marker QUE would be ruled out from the Relativa Pronoun 

type. QUE is frequently used as a devioe of forming Relativa clauses 

"' and it can refer1 eit.her animate ar inanimate e.ntecedents. A!though 

inf!ected for Gender and Number 0/A QUAL/ OS,AS QUAIS do not belong 

to this type either, as they are not case marked. 

Uithin this approach Portuguese.Relative c!auses w!th QUE couid then 

be classified as belonging to Gap type, since the marker in the 

sentences above does not exhibit any of the characteristics of a 

Relative pronoun, Thus ali the sentences 

Gap type: a) O MENINO QUE SARAH CONHECE A 

below would 

" ' MAE E ESSE 

be considered 

'the boy whose 

mother Sarah knows Cie. that S. knows the mother of him J is this'. 

This is a typicai caee of Prepositional Phrase Deietion. bJ A LATA 
' DE BALAS PARA VIAGEM QUE SUZANA GANHOU E LINDA! 'The travei sweet 

" box that S. got is Jovely'; cJ A MENINA QUE JOAO SONHOU TINHA OLHOS 

AZUIS 'The girl that John dreamed of had blue eyes'; dJ O TEXTO QUE 

A ELIANA IA TRABALHAR SUMIU 'The text that E. was going to use 

disappeared'. 

The Gap type characteristic is that it does not provide any 

indication o1the role of the head within the Relativa clause, which 
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makes its recognitio;\ more difficult and this type consequently less 

explicit tha~ the others. There are, however, some strategies which 

might be invoked to ease its interpretation one of which is word 

arder. Thus, as Portugueoe is predominantly SVO, in O HOHEf1 QUE VEIO 

AQUI QUERIA VENDER LIVROS 'The man who carne hare wanted to sei I 

books' is by elimination relativizing the Subject, as the verb VEIO 

is intransitiva. This strategy is not enough to clarify al, however, 

as the Relativa clause already has its Subjecl <Sarahl, Verb 

(conhecel and Object (a mãeJ positions filled. What is QUE referring 

to then1 The QUE in c) and dl seems to encode the Object, but they 

are only slightly more explicit than ~). 

The Pronoun Retention Type requires a pronominal internai head and 
' accounts for Portuguesa sentences like f) A ALUNA QUE VOCE GOSTAVA 

DELA ABANDONOU O CURSO 'The student that you liked abandoned the 

course'. Although it is clear that DELA anaphorically refers to A 

ALUNA it is not clear whether QUE is encoding any syntactic function 

in this type of sentence. DELA indicates the role of the head within 

the Relativa clause but the word arder strategy invoked to interpret 

sentences ai, bl, c) does not work as the positions SVO are already 

filled. What would QUE be referring to? lt will be seen below that 

there is no unambiguous evidence at any time to say whether QUE in 

certain contexts does ar does not encode the 'head'. 

2.Rélative Pronouns 

In Hodern Portuguesa the inventory of relative pronouns is: 

a) Unstressed QUE, realized as [kal in Portugal and [kil in Brazil, 

is the primary Relativa pronoun, There is no restriction on its 

occurrence and it may refer to [+humanl or [-humanl antecedents. ]t 

also admits prepositions regardless of the feature [+humanl, which 

is a feature of the stressed form QUEM.CSee Chap. 31 

(1) O secador 

[-humanl 

~ ela ganhou é verde. 

'The-hairdryer-that-she-got -is-green' 

'The hairdryor that she recelved (ss a gift> is green.' 
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(2) Os weninos 9..!d.!t brincaram e.qui quebraràm a janel,a. 

[+ humanl 

'The-boys- that-played- here- broke -the-window' 

'The boys who played here have broken the \lindow.' 

(3) Ela nem conhece o escritor de que tanto gosta. 

t+ humanJ 

'She-not~even-knows- the-writer-of that-(shelso much-likes' 

'She daesn• t even know the wri ter who she I i kes so much'. 

{I~) Essa é a tese de que lhe falei. 

t-humanl 

'This-is-the-thesis-of that-you-Cil-told' 

'This is the thesis thdt I told you about. • 

bl QUEM is a stressed form, it refers to [+ humanJ antecedents and 

in addition requires thc presence of a preposition. 

(5) A aluna a quem demos o pr&mio se sentiu orgulhosa. 

t+ human1 

'The-student-to whom-<we) gave-the-prize-lterself-felt-praud' 

'The student to whom we gave the prize felt proud of herself' 

<6P<A aluna quem voe@ viu não rf essa. 

[+ \1umanl 

The- student -whon: -you- saw-not- i s- th i s' 

'The student who(m) you saw is not that one.' 

QUEM also occurs without an overt antecedent and in this case it may 

ar not be accompanied by a preposition. 

(7) Não sei a quem dar o pr~mio. 

'Not-(1)-know-to whom-to Give-the-prize• 

'I don't know to whom to give the prize.' 

C8l Não vi quem chegou. 

'Not-<1)-sew-who-arrived' 

'I didn't see who arrived'. 
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Traditional grammar of Portuguesa points to. the indefinite nature of 

this QUEM (Said Ali 1971:110). Plann {1980l argues in favour of a 

relativa clause status for sontences similar to <7l and (8) in 

Spanish by showing that they behave like NP'S and not like S's ,(See 

Chap.3l. 

c) O/A QUAL <OS/AS QUAJSl ruay occur when preceded by a prepo5ition. 

They are marked for gender and number and for this very reason are 

typical of non-restriclive relative clauses. Also, they do not take 

into account the 'animacy' of the antecedent and are used in a 

formal register. 

{9) O problema para o qual devemos atentar o da 

'The-problem-for the-which-{welshal 1-pay attention-is-the<onelof the 

inf~ncia abandonada. 

childhood-abandonned' 

'The problem to which we should pay attention is the one of the 

abandoned children.'' 

dJ CUJO, (-A, -05,-ASJ belongs to a formal regisler- being completely 

absent from co! loqulal speech- and is analysed as having a 

preposition DE underlyingly. Jt also presents characteristics of a 

possessive pronoun such as agreement in gender and number with the 

possessed noun. 

(10l Um homem cujas feiçÕes não me eram estranhas fez o 

'A-man- whose- face-features-not-to me-were-strange-me- made-the 

discurso. 

speech' 

'A man whose face/features weren't Strange to me gave the speech.' 

A ReJative pronoun is commonly assumed by traditional grammar of 

Portuguese to be a Qu-word which functions only in Relativa clauses 

and is anaphorica!Jy related to a Noun ora Pronoun in the other 

clause, as was true of the Latin Relative pronoun QUI,QUAE,QUOD 

(Cf.Nattoso Cgmara C1976:97)J. Jt has a syntactic function in the 
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Relativ~ clause: QUE, for example, may ar may not be governed by d 

preposition and may be D1rect Object, fndirect Ob.ject, E-to, aP. in 

LEIA OS LIVROS QUE ESCREVI 'read the books that I wrote' or in OS 
A 

LIVROS A QUE VOCE SE REFERE ' the books to which you refer' 1 OS 
A 

LIVROS COM QUE VOCE SE ENTRETEH 'the books with which you amuse 

yoursel f' 1 OS LIVROS El'l QUE SE ACHA ESTA EXPLICAÇÃO 'the books in 

which this explanation is found', etc. 

The Wh-words ~hich TG oriented analyses deal with not 

incompatitle with an uncontroversial notion of Relativa pronoun such 

as the one proposed by Auwera (1985} for English. As regards 

anaphoric relations between the Relative and its antecedent, a 

Relattve pronoun is assumed to 'represent' an antecedent Noun Phrase 

in the subordinate clause and to fui fi! I the syntactic function of a 

Noun Phrase <Subject, Direct Object, etc.). This corresponds roughly 

to what is cal led the 'substitution' analysis ·as opposed to the 

'adjunction' arlalysis of Wh-ruovement under a TG approach. 

The other two characteristics of a Relative pronoun mentioned by 

Auwera are, that it is a morpheme which signals subordination and 

that it forms a Noun or a Noun Phrase out of the subordinate clause 

it signals, or out of this clause and another Noun Phrase- its 

aniecedent, which is to be the 'head' of the higher Noun Phrase. 

Again this is not incompatible with what is said about 

relativization in TG oriented analyses. The fact that the Relative 

signals subordination is shown in TG by the element COMP, a position 

filled by clause-introducing particles which can be Wh-words ar 

particles such as That, for. (See Auwera, 1985, for a detailed 

analysis of the English ThatJ. The fact that a Relative clause is 

part of a complex NP is accounted for by the PS rui e NP~NP, S'. 

Regardless of the name given to this notion of 'representativeness' 

of the 'head' within the Relative clause: non-distinctj~ess, 

co-referentiality, indexing, etc. and of the implications that the 

choice of one of these Jabels would have for the present discussion, 

the general idea is that the l,lh-word ~hich is a Relative pronoun is 

somehow linked to another (overt or covertl constituent in the 

matri~ sentence (cal led antecedent or head) and that it plays a 
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syntactic role in tt\e embedded sentence. This aspect wi li be crucial 

to the present discussion of Portuguese relatives. 

Thus, the Wh-word { Qu-word ) QUEM accornpanied by a preposition A, 

in (5), is the lndirect Object (henceforth 10) of the" verb DH10S 

Cpast of DAR •to give' ). QUE in (1) can be understood as encoding 

the Direct Object <henceforth DOJ of GANHOU Cpast of 
t 

receive'), although not so straig~forwardly as in (5}. 

accompanied by a preposition and there is nothing in it 

GANHAR 'to 

QUE i s not 

that I<OUJd 

serve as an indication of its synta~tic status in the embedded 

sentence. Nevertheless native sp&akers invariably interpret QUE in 

(1) as referring to '0 SECADOR' andas t~e complement of 'GANHAR'. 

Sentences like (11) are less explicit than (1} in that respect. lt 

seems reasonable to interpret QUE as referring to the antecedent O 

LIVRO, but, as in (1), there is nothing in the QUE itself that would 

serve as an indication of its syntactic status in the embedded 

sentence. 

C11l Esse 6 o livro que eu falei. 

'This-is-the-book-that-1-talked' 

'This is the book that I talked about.' 

As FALAR subcategorizes for PPs: FALAR: +V, [--PPJ and there is no 

preposition accompanying QUE, one wouldn't expect it to be 

interpreted as a complement (JOl to FALAR, but it is. Speakers 

'know' that 'I talked about the book even without any overt 

signalling of the existence of this PP sobre o livro 'about the 

book' , This information is somehow from the 

subcategorization of the specific verb. 

The same could apply indirectly and also by elimination for (12), at 

Jeast to the extent that this verb precludes an additiona! PP 

argument. 

(12) O menino que eu encontrei a mãe ' e esse. 

'The-boy-that-1- met - the-mothor-is-this' 

'The boy whose mother I met is this one. • 
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QUE also appears in'sentences like (13>. 

<13} O menino QUE eu enconhei a mãe DELE ' e esse. 

'The-boy- that-1-met -the-mother-of-him-is-this' 

'The boy whose mother I met is this one.' 

Apparently, the only difference between (12) and (13) is that (13} 

contains a a Prepositíonal Phrase DELE, which makes the 

coreferential relationship more explicit. 

The same happens in (14}. Although there is no overt indication of 

the function QUE encodes, it is interpr~ted as referring to O HDHEH 

and as the complement of VOTAR, which subcategorizes for PPs: VOTAR: 

+V, [-PPJ, but no preposition appears iil the sentence. 

(14) O homem QUE Maria votou não presta. 

'The-man- that-M. -voted-('isl-not reliable.' 

'The man who M. voted for is not reliable.' 

(15) O homem QUE Maria votou NELE não presta. 

'The-man-that-M. -voted-in him-Cis)-not-reliable'. 

'The man who M. voted for is not reliable'. 

In (15) the PP NELE makes clearer 'who Maria voted for'. 

3. TG- Oriented Analyses of Restrictive Relative Clauses 

3.1. Wh-Relatives and That-Relatives 

TG analyses for English That-relatives propose that this type of 

Relative clause is generated by a movement rule, in the same way as 

Wh-relatives are, but that no IJh-word appears under Comp: 1t is 

deleted frorn COMP and another rule inserts the Complernentizer That 

into the empty Comp. This is the current analysis found in TG 

manuais (Van Riem5dijk t. Uilliams {1986:96 ff): Radford (1981-:259 

ff)). The possibility of That being inserted without the need of a 

movernent rule is also aired. Under this hypothesis the Wh-word is 

deleted in its place of origin and no movement takes place. Emonds 
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(1976:142 ff) defends a similar ana!ysis for Eng!ish That-re!atives,

although different in details. 

(16) The man THAT I 1vas tal!dng to 

(17) The friend THAT l spoke to drove away. 

Under a hypothesis that proposes a movement rule to account for 

That-relatives, the moved element cannot be THAT. because it does not 

pied pipe as Wh-words do <Bresnan, 1972l, 

(18) The man ~ro THAT I ~as talking 

To maintain a movement analysis for That-relatives the postulation 

of a Wh-word anda subsequent Wh- Deletion rule is thus necessary, 

This analysis is roughly a!ong the following !ines: a) Wh-movement 

applies shifting the Wh-word from its original position into Comp; 

bJ The Wh-word is deleted frorn Comp; c) The Comp!ementizer is 

inserted in the unfilled Comp, as shown in (19). (Van Riemsdijk & 

Uilliams (1986:97)). 

C19J (i) The man Comp 

(iil The man who 

(iiil The ma.n 

(ivl The man THAT 

was talking to ~ho 

was talking to 

was talking to 

was talking to 

The fact that the complementfzer THAT does not pied pipe poses thus 

a problem to a hypothesis which postulates a movernent rule in the 

generation of That-relatives because That cannot be the moved 

consti tuent, 

It is not our purpose to discuss the comp!ex theoretical issues 

fnvolved in the adequacy of these hypotheses, as, for example, to 

what extent a principie such as 'Subjacency' is linked to the choice 

of one analysis ar the other. Ue want rather to present, on general 

!ines, how Restrictive Relative CJauses have been treated within a 

TG framework. 
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Spanish, Catalan and French Que-relativas have been given the sarne 

treatment as English That-relatives, as in Plann (1980}, Rivero 

(1980-, 1982). It will be discussed later whether these analyses can 

be maintained for Portuguese Que-relativas. The correspondence 

between the English and Portuguesa relativizers is roughly the 

fo!Jowing: who, whom 'quem'; vhose 'cujo'; which 'o qual, a qual; 

that 'que'. 

Plann C1980l assumes that Relativizatfon always involves Uh-movement 

in Spanish, not only for cas~s similar to the Portuguesa example 

(5), where the relativized element is a PP but also for cases like 

<ll and (2), where the relativized element is an NP. 

As proposed for English, when a l.J-word (Qu-word) does not appear in 

Comp position it is because it has been deleted after Uh-movement 

has applied, and the Complementizer Que is inserted. 

Sentence C20) is thus analysed as having a Complementizer QUE, not 

a relative pronoun under COHP <Plann C1980:i65)l. 

(20l El alumno QUE estudia aprende. 

'The-student-that~studies~Jearns' 

'The student that studies learns.' 

C21J is the partia! underlying structure postulated for (20} 

(21) r· 
C+humaf,+gender ... 1 

N" 

Det N' 

I 
N 

S' . 

c~ 
[J..'hl ~ 

{.., ~p 

[Jhl I 
Det ~ estudia 

el alumno [:] [: l 
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The relativized NP is moved into Comp by Wh-movement. The Det of the 

re!ativi.zed NP becomes ~ by rule and the relativized N becomes f by 

rule. Another rule inserts the complementizer QUE, as no Wh-110rd 

appear·s in Comp as in (22). 

{22) N' ' ' 
I [<l-human, +gender.,, l 

N" 

De N' 
S' 

Comp 

~ s 
~"' -Wh 

~ 

T I 
alumno 0 e! QUE estudia 

Rivero (1980,1982) also proposes an analysis which involves both 

Wh-movement and a subsequent rule of Deletíon of the relativa for 

present day Spanish, French and Catalan non-oblique relatives, as in 

<23J and <24J. 

(23J Non-oblique relatives <ObjectJ 

a. L'home {*qui, quel coné'íxem és e! su pare. <Cat.J 

b. L'homme {~<leque!, que} nous connaissons c'est son pere.<Fr.) 

c. El hombre !*quien, que) conocemos es su padre. CSp.) 

'The man !who, thatJ we know is his f.ather. • 

(24l Non-oblique relatíves <Subjectl 

a. L'home {llqui, que} he vingut est'à mala! L <Cat.J 

b. L'homme <•leque!, qui) est venue, est rnalade. <Fr. J 
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' c. EI hombre f*quien, quel ha venido esta enfermo. CSp.) 

•el cual 

'The man {who, thatl carne is sick.' 

In these cases L!h-movement applies and the relative is deleted from 

Comp, the cornplementizer appears and there is no relativa. Although 

these cases are called 'non-oblique relativization' this does not 

mean that the Qu-words themselves are the non-obl igue 

relativized elements. The Qu-words are in these cases identified 

with the complementizer. Under this hypothesis constituents which 

had a non-oblique function in the embedded clause have been moved by 

Wh-movement and subseguent!y deleted. 

Rivero (19801 considers forms like EL CUAL as a vtrue Relativa 

pronoun' and probably QUIEI~ and CUJO too. Although she neither gives 

the reasons for that nor says what her notion of a 'true Relative 

pronoun' is, she says that QUE and the Relativa Pronouns Cie. foros 

like EL CUAL, QUJEN, CUJO) are in compleme?ntary distr-ibution in 

Spanish, as shown by 124c) .. 

This is one argument she gives for the position that QUE is the 

complementizer. But as QUE in oblique positions alternates with the 

'true Relativa pronouns' as in sequences Jike EL CUCHILLO CON QUE 

CCON EL CUAL) CORTAMOS 'The knife 14ith that( >dth whichl Cwel Cllt' 

the reverse could also be claimed, namely that QUE is a Relativa 

pronoun in a! l cases lnon-oblique and obliquel. 

This would entail a radical complication in the analysis she wants 

to maintain for reasons related to the prohibition of a doubly 

filled COMP in Re!ative structures, and for econorny of description, 

which we will not discuss here. She proposes lhen a non-unitary 

description of QUE ie., it is the complementizer in non-oblique 

positions and it is the Relative pronoun in oblique positions. 

Oblique relativization, thus,involves Wh-movement but no Deletion in 

CoUlp, The Qu-words are analysed as Relative pronouns and no 

complementizer appears in Comp. In this case the Qu-word encodes an 

oblique function. 
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(25) Oblique relatives 

a.. L'home amb qui hem parls.t es e! !:lU pare.(Cat.) 

b. L'hamme avec {leque!, qui} naus avens parlé, c'est son pihe.(Fr.) 

c. EI horubre con quien hemos hablado es su padre. (Sp.) 

'The man with whom we talked ls his father,' 

Portuguese sentences l ike (26} could be analysed as proposed a.bove 

for (23) and (24>. lf we follow Rivero's terminology this would be a 

case of non-oblique relativization, as the constituent which has 

been moved and eventually deleted had a non-oblique function in the 

embedded clause. QUE would be considered to be the complementizer, 

not the Relative pronoun, and would have no syntactic function in 

the Relativa clause, as proposed for Spanish. 

(26} O menino QUE estuda aprende. 

'The-boy-that-studies-learns.' 

'The boy that studies learns.' 

An alternativa analysis seems to be possible for (26J. Under this 

new hypothesis QUE is the Qu-word m·oved by Wh-movement leaving a 

co-indexed trace behind and QUE carries a syntactic function ie., 

Subject of ESTUDA. Nevertheless QUE is a neutra!, unmarked form and 

does not exhibit any formal marking of its function. 

A strategy which might help to determine the syntactic function of 

QUE in (26) is word arder. Portuguesa is basically SVO in 

declarative sentences but according to the rules governing ~ord 

arder a Direct Object may be preposed while the sequence SV is 

preserved, as (i), where the Direct Object is topicalized: 

(i) O livro de FÍsica, ele que~ hoje 

DO SB V 

'The-book-ot-Physics-he-wants-today' 

'lt is the book of Physics that he wants today.' 



This Direct Object preposing also seeins ·to occur in 

clauses like (!) where Que seems to be Direct Object of 

the Subject position is filled by ELA. On the other hand, 

is no constituent before V which could act as its Subject, 

dependent 

Ganhou as 

i f there 

QUE can 

be, by ex.clusion, interpreted as such. QUE in (26) can in this \.'ay 

be interpreted as the Subject of ESTUDA. 

' (1) O secador QUE ELA ganhou e verde. 

DO 58 

(26) O menino QUE estuda aprende. 

SB 

GANHAR subcategorizes for NP, and QUE m.ay· well encode the 

Object, as the Subject is overtly realized. APRENDER in <26) 

intransitiva verb, and as QUE cannot be its complement, 

interpreted as its Subject. 

Direct 

is an 

i t i s 

The above analyses account for the Portuguesa data discussed here 

but so far as I am concerned, no convincing evidence has been given, 

which would rule out one of any of the two hypotheses. lf the second 

one <in which QUE is a Relativa pro·nounl has the disadvantage of 

lacking a formal indication of the syntactic status of QUE in the 

embedded sentence apart from word arder, the first one does not 

present any argument that justifies the Deletion of both Det and N, 

and these rules seem to be 'ad hoc.' 

In addition to the problem of deciding which of the two analyses is 

better justified within a TG framework itself, as pointed out 

earlier for languages like English, we are faced here with another 

obstacle. While the English complementizer THAT does not resernble 

the Wh-11ords in its phonetic form and is consequently not confused 

with them, the Portuguesa Relative Pronoun QUE is homophonous wlth 

the Complem1mtizer QUE. In a complement clause I ike (27) the 

complementizer QUE is homophonous to the QUE under discussion here. 

The difference between these two types seems to lie in their 

syntactic distrlbution and the anaphorlc relations they may or not 

hold with the antecedent. 



(27)a) Qusro QUE voe& v-à embora, 

'(J)~nnt-that-you-go-away' 

•1 want you to go a\Jay.' 

In addition to the difficulties that this homophony poses to any 

analysis for these structures, the syntactic argument used for 

English in support of the clairn that THAT is not the elernent moved 

by Wh-movemcnt, ie., that THAT does not pied pipe, does not obtain 

in Portuguesa, as QUE pied pipes in Portuguese relatives. Sequences 

like (28) and (29), in which QUE is accw~anied by a preposition, 

are perfectly acceptable. Furthermol'e 1 in diachronic tel'ms Prep+Que 

is the earliest strategy used to encode oblique relativization in 

Portuguese. CSee Chap.3). 

(28) O l1cmem COM QUE eu estava falando desapareceu. 

'The-rnan-with-that-1-was-tnlking -disappeared' 

'The man vlth/to whom I was talking disappeared.' 

(29) O pa{s EM QUE nó"s moramos fica na América do Sul. 

'The-country-in-that-we-Jived-is- in- the-South America' 

'The country in which ~e lived is in South America,' 

(281 and 129> can b2 analysed in the same way as the sentences in 

(25), ie., Wh-movement shifts a PP from its original position into 

Comp. In this case the moved constituent has an obvlous functior• in 

the Relativa clause due to the presence of the preposition and QUE 

can be identified with the Relativa pronoun. in (281 COM QUE is an 

lndirect Object and in C29l EM Q.UE is a Locative complement. In both 

cases thet refer back to lhe antecedent. 

The following analyses have been discussed here for Portuguesa 

Rostrictive relativa c!auses, starting from the last rnentioned: 

a) oblique relativization in Portuguesa involves Wh-movem~nt and no 

Deletion of the moved constituent in Cornp. lt follows the same !ines 

as the analysis suggested for Spanish, 

Que-relativas and English Uh- relativas; 
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bl non-oblique relatives can be accounted. for by -the rules of 

Wh-movement, Deletion of the woved constituent in Comp and lnsertion 

of the complementizer QUE. lt ls the same analysis as the one 

proposed by Plann {1980) for Spanish and by Hivero<1980,1982J for 

Spanish, Catalan and French. This analysis seems to be inadequate 

for Portuguesa Que-relativos for at least two reasons. Firstly, the 

Deletion of the moved constituent has to be justifled elsewhere in 

the Janguage, This rule soems to be 'ad hoc' here in the same way it 

is for English That-relativos. Secondly, if the QUE in Portuguesa 

non-oblique relativas 1-1aG purely a complementizor, }t would not hold 

any anaphoric relationship with the antecedent, This can hardly be 

maintained: in Sentences like 'O MENINO QUE EU VI 'the boy who(rn) 

saw', QUE seems to refer to 'O MENINO'. The fact that QUE does not 

exhibit any signalling of case marking would not be strong evidence 

in favour of considering it a complementlzer (henceforth in favour 

of the Deletion of the moved element from Compl because Portuguesa 

has no case in f Jection. Rather the word o r der and the use o f 

prepositions are the two mechanisms which overtly indicate the 

function of a Noun or Pronoun in the sentence. ln additíon, 

subcategorization facts determine the syntactic function of the 

relevant COliStituents. 

cl lt is well known that the QUE found in Portuguesa relatives has 

its origins in the accusative singular QUEM, QUAM, QUOD/QUID of the 

Latin relative/interrogative pronoun. As we said earlier, one of the 

characteristics of the Latin relativa word was the anaphoric 

relation it held with a Noun or a Pronoun in the matrix clause 

lEhrenkranz & HirschbGhler,1972l. Apart from that it had 

grammatical relation o;ith the antecedent with vhich it agreed in 

Gender and Number. By assuming that the QUE in non-oblique relativas 

in Portuguesa li a complementizer, one would be implicitly 

proposing that QUE would have lost 'its anaphoric character and would 

have been reínterpreted or reanalysed as a link word or a 

complementizer. ls there any evidence in favour of such reanalysls? 

In other words has Portuguese replaced a strategy of relativization 

whicl1 used anaphoric Relative pronouns by another one which makes 

use of simple complementizers? Has the Latin ~elative Jost, in its 
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evolutio"n to Portuguese, its semantic referential a.bility together 

wlth the formal loss of Number, Gender and Case lnflectlon? 

d) non-oblique relativas can be derivcd by means of Uh-wovement. 

Under this analysis Deletion of the moved constituent ls not 

necessary. QUE would be the Relative pronoun, not the homophonous 

complementizer. This analysis is similar to the one proposed for 

oblique relativas. 

!t seems to us that the problem is much more compl~x than it looks. 

Firstly because Portuguesa Que-relativas seem to show a variation in 

degree of explicitness, as shown in section 1. In this sense, 

non-obligue relativas seem to be less explicitas far as anaphoric 

relations and syntactic function held by the Relativizers are 

concerned than oblique relativas. Considering that a division 

between non-oblique and oblique relativas may be pertinent to the 

present discussion, it seems that additional data from colloquial 

Braz i l ían Portuguesa could shed some I i ght on that matter, too. 

3.2. Relative clauses with Resumptive pronouns1 

Before we turn to cases of oblique relativization Jet us examine 

another form that Brazilian Portuguese non-oblique relativas can 

take as shown in (30) and (31), 

(30} O menino QUE ELE estuda aprende. 

'The-boy-that-he-studies-learns' 

'The boy that studies learns.' 

(31) O menino QUE Maria ama ELE chegou ontem. 

'The-boy-that-M. -loves-him-arrived-yesterday' 

'The boy that Maria leves arrived yesterday.' 

lf <30} is analysed taking into account facts of word arder, QUE has 

(by exclusion) to be interpreted as a Complementizer, as the Subject 

position is already filled by ELE. As ESTUDAR is an intransitlve 

verb, QUE cannot be its Object. 
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(32> O menino QUE EL~ estuda aprende: 

1 58 v 
This seems to be an argumént in favour of a Comp-analysis for this 

QUE. But to say it it 1s the Cornplementizer means that it has no 

referentr which seems not to be true. QUE follows an NP, nota Verb 

sue h as QUERER 1 to want' o r PEtJSAR 1 to think', as Complernentizers 

do. 

Another possible analysis for this type of sentences is the one in 

which QUE is placed in Comp position by Wh-movement Jeaving a 

co-indexed trace behi~d. Under this analysis QUE would then be 

co-referential with the antecedent O MENIN0 1 the boy'. We see no 

justification for Deletion of the moved constituent in Comp and 

subsequent insertion of the complementizer QUE. We would ralher 

prefer to consider this QUE a Relative pronoun as it seems to hold 

an anaphoric relation with the antecedent and to claim that the 

trace left by Wh-movement may be realized or not: if it is 

get sequences like <26) discussed above; if it !s, we 

not, we 
o 

get (3'tÍJ, 
' 

where the function of QUE and its anaphoric relation vith the 

antecedent is reinforced by the pronoun ELE. 

(261 O menino que estuda aprende. 

(30) O menino que ele estuda· aprende. 

Let us now turn our attention to the type of Relative cla.uses 

exemplified by (14}-(15J.These sentences are characterist.ically 

co 11 oqu ia I, ( 15) has been cons idered typica l o f substandard speech. 

(14) O hogtet' QUE Maria votou não presta. 

(15) O homem QUE Maria votou NELE nf:.o presta. 

The characteristic of <151 ls the occurrence of a pronoun in the 

embedded clause which is co-referential with the antecedent O HOMEM. 

This resumpti"'e pronoun is, in this case, part of a PP: NELE= Elio~-ELE 

'in+ he'. As we said above VOTAR subcategorizes for PPs and in (15) 

this PP is realized by NELE. The subcategorization requirements of 
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' the embedded verb aJ.YJ thus satisfied by the PP NELE and QUE seems to 

have no syntactic function. In addition, it appears to have no 

referent. 

Actual ly two analyses seem to be possible for this type of 
"-' 

construction as farLco-referentiality of the QUE with the antecedent 

is concerned. One may suppose that in that c~se QUE has no referent 

and is not consequently the Relative pronoun but the homophoJlous 

complementizer and that NELE is a pronominal form co-ref8rentia! 

with O HOMEM. This is, roughly, one of the possible analyses 

suggested for PortugueEe in a previous work (Cohen 1981) 1 following 

Emonds' (1976) analysis for English That-relatives. Similar analyses 

have also beertproposed for Portuguesa colloquial relatives by Lemle 

(1978); Kato <1981). Spanish sentences with oblique resumptive 

pronouns have been also given the same ana!ysis by Rivero <1980). 

Emonds C1976:142ff. l proposes that relativization is accomplished in 

steps. Structures like C32l would then be in 

"pre-relativization", being 

Uh-relativas. 

the source o f 

(32) The friend ( that I spoke to him l drove away. 

a stage o f 

both That and 

This pre-relativized structure would have the complementizer THAT 

and a pronoun which could either be deleted (33al or relativized 

(33b, 33cl. 

(33l a. The friend 

b. The friend 

c. The friend 

that I spoke to ) drove away. CNP Deletion) 

who I spoke to l dr-ove away. <NP Frontingl 

to whom I spoke ) drove a1.·ay, <PP Frontingl 

From C33al the feature \Jh would be attached to the NP Cor PPl and 

this constituent would be fronted obligatorily by a movement rule of 

\Jh-Fronting into clause initial ~osltion, substituting for the 

complementizer. <33a) or <33bl would be the resulting structures, 

Portuguese sentence <15l could be in. this "pre-relativized" stage 

proposed by Emands. The difference between English and Portuguese is 
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that in the latter, structures with resumptive pronouns 

acceptable, while in Engllsh, NP Deletion would be more natural. 

(15) O homem QUE Maria votou NELE não presta. 

Comp 

NP Deletion does not apply in Portuguesa, h01~ever. The preposition 

has to be deleted with the NP it accompanies, because as a general 

rule Portuguesa does not allow structur~s like <34>, where only NP 

has been deleted, Jeaving the preposition unaltersd. 

(34) * O homem QUE 11aria votou EM não presta, 

A rule of either Preposition Deletion. or Prepositional Phrase 

Deletion seems to be necessary in the grammar ot Portuguesa to allow 

for structures like <14>, where there is no preposition. 

<14) O homem QUE Maria votou não presta. 

This Preposition Deletion or Prepositional Phrase Deletion needs 

justification in Portuguese in the same way that the above rule of 

NP Deletion needs justification in Engl ish. \Je shall return to this 

point !ater. 

Another possibility would be to admit that QUE is a Qu-Horcl and is 

co-indexed or co-referential with O HOMEM. 

(15) O homem QUE Maria votou NELE ·n~o presta. 

Wh-movement would account for this structure. The aspects relevant 

lo the present discussion are shown in diagram (35)~ 
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(35) s 

VP 

nã:o presta 

Wh-movement would have left a trace co-indexed with the moved 

consti tuent. 

(361 [ [0 homem] [[EM QUEJ l [Maria votou ti J J não presta] 
I'PIIP S'to11 p S 

This structure would lead to C37J, a Relative clause typical of a 

formal styJe. 

<37) O homem EMfQUE Maria 

QUEM 

~ 

votou nao presta. 

In arder to derive a sentence with a resumptive pronoun like (151 

the trace left by Wh-movement would be realized as a pronoun, 

matching lhe features of Gender and Number of the antecedent NP. 

We would be left then with lhe que~tion of whether lhe Deletion of 

the moved preposition occurs before or after the resumptive pronoun 

appears. Let us suppose it occurs prior to the realization of the 
i 

trace left by Wh-movement. In this case we wi!! be admit~ng that 

sentences !ike {14) are derived from <37) and that {15) wou!d be 

understood as a subsequent stage, as a strategy used by the speaker 

to make explicit what the relation betwaen QUE and the embedded verb 
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should be. By recovering the deleted prsposition through the trace 

left by Wh-movement the 1nformat1on encoded by the PP I.Jould be more 

exp!icit thn.n lt is in (14). 

(381 ( 1 ) o homemi EM QUEiMaria votou " t; nao presta. (=371 

(i i) o homem; QUEi l1aria votou ti não presta. (=14) 

(i i i) o homem i QUE; Maria votou NELE; não presta. C=15} 

This hypothesis presuposess that the preposition is deleted after 

\Jh-movement but before thc surface :real ization of .the trace. 

One could also suppose that the preposition is deleted after the 

surface real ization o f t.lie trace, as in (39J and propose tha.t the 

moved preposition was deleted under identity 

<39) (i} o hoMem; EM QUEi ~lar ia votou t; " na o presta. 

(ii}r.O homem1 EM QUE, Maria votou NELE; não presta. 

(i ii) o hcdnemi QUE,- Maria votou NELE; não presta. 

Jf the Comp-analysis is taken as adequate for (15) it follows that a 

rule of Prepositional Phrase Deletion is necessary in Portuguesc in 

arder to account for {14). One assumes then that the analysis of 

sentences like (14) is dependent on the analysis given to sentences 

like (15). Are there arguments in favour of such a deletion rule? 

On the other hand if the Relative pronoun-ana_lysis is considered the 

correct one it follows that thc deleted constituent is not a 

Prepositional Phrase bul simply a Preposilion. Do we have arguments 

favouring tho existence of such a rule? The same comments made for 

non-obl i que relatives are in arder here. i f the Comp-analysis for 

oblique co\loquial relatives is correct it follows that QUE is in 

these cases the CompJementizer and not the Relative Pronoun. 

Assuming that QUE in Portuguesa Relativa clauses derives from the 

Latin Relative pronoun QUE<M>, as we said earlier-, one would be 

admitting that this QUE has then been reanalysed as the homophonous 

Complementizer in Portuguese. 
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The present problem seems to be due to the e~isting homophony 

between the QUE which appears in oblique and non-oblique Relative 

clauses- traditionally ana\ysed as a Relative pronoun- and QUE 

traditionally called "conjunction", or "complementizer", in more 

recent terminology. Thus the question may now be asked whether this 

division Complementizer/Relative pronoun 1 s justifiable 

synchronical Jy in Modern Portuguesa for Rei ative clauses and, 

furthermore, whether there is evidence and justification for a 

similar division in earlier stages of the languar,e. 

3.3 Preposition Deletion 

As a general rule Pied Piping is obligatory for formal Portuguese 

oblique relatives. Sentences like (40) where the preposition is 

stranded are not possible~ However, as will be shown ]ater the 

stranding of prepositions in Portuguese seems to depend on their 

phonological and semantic properties because a few prepositions can 

be stranded. In (40l it is forbidden. 

C40lMA mo?a que eu conversei COM tratou-me de ~senhora". 

'The-girl-that-1-talked-with- called-me-of-madam' 

'The girl that I talked to called me Madam.' 

Portuguese 

stranding. 

intenogative clauses 

C41lal"Com quem Flávia estava falando?" 

'Uith-whom-F.- was talking' 

'With whom was Flávia talking?' 

ai so 

b) ~"Quem Fl~via estava falando COH?" 

'Whom-F. -was talking-with' 

'Who was Flávia talking to?' 

disallow 

<Decat, 1978:20) 

c) De que Flávia estava falando? 

'Of-what-F. -was talking' 

'About what was F. talking?' 
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d)* "Que F!á'via estava falando DE? 

'What-F. -was talking- of' 

'What was F. talking about?' 

Based on languages such as German, French, lta!ian, Russian and 

Finnish in which preposition stranding is forbidden Ross( 1967: 132> 

proposes the following condition specifying the environment in l'hich 

the Picd Piping convention ( Ross 1967:126) is oblitatory: 

(421 NO NP may be moved out of the environment [p~ ··] 

"' 
Although this seems to be the case ~ith the formal Portuguese 

relativ~s and interrogativas exemplified above, it is also true that 

structures like (43), where a stressed prepo!::ition is not moved into 

Comp, are possible. 

(43)a. A idé'ia QUE nÓs temos de lutar COI~TRA é essa. 

'The-idea-that-we-have-of-to fight-against-is -this• 

'The idea that we have to fieht against is this.' 

b. O assunto que eu quero te fal8r SOBRE é muito delicado. 

'The-topic-that-1-want-to you-to talk-about-is-very-delicate' 

'The topic that I want to talk to you about is ver-y delicate.' 

As we can see the prepositions CONTRA '8gainst' and SOBRE 'about' 

are left behind. Prcpositions like CONTRA, SOBRE, and to a Jesser 

extent Cot1 'with', SEM 'without' appear to behave differently f rem 

DE 1 A, EM. The former carry stress, are disyllablc and have more 

semantic content than the latter and can be stranded. The same seerns 

to be valid for Prepositional phrases like JUNTO DE 'by'; PERTO DE 

'near'; A RESPEITO DE 'about', In this case the actual prepoJ-:ition 

DE, which is part of the Prepositional phrase is deleted, while the 

stressed adverb which accompanies it is not. 

Piping is not oblicatory. 

In these cases Pied 

(44) É esse o seu irmão que a sua mãe morava junto? 

'ls-this-the-your-brother-that-the-your-mother-lived-by' 

'ls this your brother that your mother lived with?' 
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Ye turn now to the problem of Preposition deletion in colloquial 

sentences such as (14). 

(14) O homem que Maria votou não presta. 

Se far two possibilities of Preposition deletion have been 

suggested: one in which Preposition is deleted in its place of 

origin along with the NP it accompaniGl'. This would actually be a 

case of Prepositional phrase deletion, not only of Preposition 

deletion. It is part of the Comp-analysis for stru·ctures like 04l, 

which would be derived from (15). 

(15) O homem que Maria votou nele não presta. 

Constructions Jike (45) present another environment where PP 

deletion seems to be possible in Portuguesa. 

<45) Sarah comeyou a chorar quando Suzana parou (de chorar). 

'S. -began-to cry -when- S. -stopped-of crying' 

'Sal'ah began to cry Hhen Suzana stopped crying.' 

The PP DE CHORAR can be deleted from the embedded clause, but one 

may not say that it is deleterl under identity because the verbs are 

identical but the prepositions are not. 

It seems that there are also arguments in favour of deleting a 

Preposition instead of a Prepositional ~hrase. In this case the 

constituents in which the prepositions occur appear to have been 

moved from their original position. Questions, Topicalization, 

lndirect Object lnversion and Cleft sent~nces ali involve reordering 

of constituents. The examples below show ali these possibilities. 

(46)a. Realmente, eu gosto muito DO SEU nome. 

'Actual Jy- I -Jike-very much-of-your-name' 

'Actua li y I 11 ke your na me very much.' 
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b. O SEU nome , realmente eu gosto muito. 

'The-your-name-actually-1-like-very much' 

'Actual ly I Jike your name very much.' 

In (l.j.6bl DO SEU NOME has been topicalizGd and tho preposition DE 

seems to have been delcted. 

The same appe~rs to be true of interrogalive clauses. Tho 

preposilion COM does not appear in (47bl whr·n the PP is reordered. 

(47la, Joana foi à aula COI1 QUE vestido? 

'J. -went-to-schoo 1-wi th-llhat dress' 

b. QUE vestido Joana foi à aula? 

'What-dress-J- went-to-school.' 

'Uith what dress did J. go went to school?' 

Cleft sentences allow Preposition deletion toa. 

(48la.Ela gosta desse doce. 

'She-likes-this-sweet' 

'She likes this sweet.' 

-b, E ESSE doce que ela gosta. 

'ls-this-sweet-that-she-likes' 

lt is this sweet that she likes. 

With lndirect Object inversion the Preposition can be deleted too. 

(49la.Dei uma camisa PRO papai. 

'<l>gave-a-shirt-for-the-daddy' 

'I gave a shirt ta· daddy' 

b. Dei PAPAI uma camisa. 

' C I ) gave-daddy-a- sh i r t' 

'I gave Daddy a shirt.' 

The verbs of the sentences above subcategorize for PPs: DAR, 
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V,+[-~NP,PPl'to gi~e' i Gostar, V, + f-~pp] 'to Jike' 

optional obl·ique compleme_nt as in (47). 

ar can take 

In simple declarativa sentences with unmarked word arder Preposition 

deletion is not allowed if lhe preposition is part of a PP which is 

complernent to lhe verb. lt seems therefore that if no constituent is 

moved lhe preposition may not be deleted, as in CSObJ and (51bl. 

(50J a. Suzana gosta DOS doces de Cambuqu!ra. 

• S. -I i kes-of the-sweets-of -C .. ' 

b,*Suzana gosta OS doces de Cambuquira. 

'S. -likes-the-sweets-of C.' 

'Suzana likes lhe sweets fro~ Cambuquira.' 

(51) a.Ela não darmo com cobertor, 

'She-not-sleep-with-blahket' 

b.* Ela não dorme cobertor. 

'She-not-sleep-blanket' 

'She does not sleep with a blanket.• 

When the PP is reordered as .in C46J-(49J Preposition deletion can 

cause difficulties 
tW 

case1it is not the 

in lhe decodification of the resulUng slrings in-:t. 
,heft'S'iÓn 

onlyLWhich can occur with lhe verb in question. 

This is the case of (52). The first preposition recovered is COM 

'with' but SOBRE 'about' is also possible. 

{52) a. O médico que ela conversou é homeopata. 

'The-doclor-that-she-spoke- is-horneopath 

a'. O médico que ela conversou COM ele é homeopata. 

'The-doctor-that-she-spoke-~ith-him-is-horneopalh' 

'The doclor that she spoke with is a homeopath.' 

a".O médico que ela conversou sobre ele 

'The-doctor-that-she-spoked-about-him-is-homeopath.' 

'The doclor that she spoke about is a homeopath.' 
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' COM is the only preJ•,osition admitted by SONHAR 'to dream' and 

consequently ~he on\y one recoverable. 

(53)a. A menina que João sonhou tinha olhos azuis. 

'The-girl-that-J. -dreamt-had- eyes-blue' 

a'. A menina que João sonhou COM ela . ,, 

'The-girl-that-J. -dreamt-~ith-her ... 

'The girl that J. dreamt of had blue eyes.' 

<54} however allows for lhe l'ecoverabi 1 i ty o f severa! preposi tions, 

but they have ali a similar meaning 'about'. 

(54)a, A rua que ele falou fica perto daqui. 

'The-street-that-he-talked-is-near-of here' 

a•, A rua que ele falou DELA tDEL •• 

'of her (of) 

NELA <EMl ••• 

'in her Cinl' 

SOBRE ELA (SOBRE> ... 

'about her <aboutl' 

A RESPEITO DELA (DE) ... 

'about of her (ofl 

'The street that he talked about is near here! 

tk,., 
According to the proposals in the earlier part of the sectionLthree 

conditions on Preposition deletion. 

ll When the verb accepts only one preposition such as gostar DE, 'to 

like'; morar EM 'to live'; precisar DE 'to need', etc., this 

preposition can be deleted without problemas it seems to function 

as part of the verb and will be automatically recovered from the 

oontext. The resulting structures are perfectly acceptable. 

(55la, A rua que ele mora é barulhenta. 

'The-street-that-he-lives-is-noisy' 
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b. A rua. que ele mora. nela é barulhenta. 

'The-stree-that-he-lives-in her-is-noisy.' 

'The slrcet in whlch he lives ls noisy.' 

MORAR only accepts EM and the preposition is not really necessory 

for the fL•ll comprehension of the sentence. 

2) When the verb admits more lhan one preposition the most natural 

deletion is of the preposition which is more close\y linked to the 

verb. Thus the more natural paraphrase of <56) would be (57a,bl 

whose prepositions keep the general meaning of this verb ie., FALAR 

DE 'to talk about•, 

N ' (56l O professor que ela falou nao e esse. 

'The-leacher-that-she-talked-not-is-this' 

<57) a. O professor que ela falou DELE <DE+ELE) ... 

'The-teacher-that-she-ta!ked-'of him' 

b. NELE <EM-tELE! 

'in him' 

c. COM ELE 

'wi th him' 

d. SOBRE ELE 

'about him' 

There seoms to be a gradation of acceptability of the sentences in 

which tl1~ prepositions appear recovered: {57a,b) are more acceptable 

that (57c 1 dl and any of the sentences in (57) is more explicil than 

{56)._{31 \-lhen the preposition adds new information to the verbs it 

may not be deleted. This would be the case of CONTRA, SOBRE, and to 

a lesser extent COM and SEM (when in contrastl; and of PPs like 

JUNTO DE, A FAVOR DE, PERTO DE , 

The general hypothesis is thus that prepositions may be deleted when 

they do not add new information to the meaning of the verb with 

which they co-occur, revealed by the gradation of acceptability in 

the sentences in which these prcpositions appear recovered. 
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This hyp.othesis about preposition d-eletion would be in accordance 

with lhe Relative pronoun analysis for the cotloqulal sentences 

(14)-(15) d!scussed above not with the Comp-hypothesis.. One is thus 

arguing in favour of a rule which deletes Prepositions Cunder the 

conditions above) not Prepositional hrases. Dne relevant aspect of 

this deletion is that it appears to be linked to movement ru!es, as 

shown above. 

lt seems to be true that Preposition deletion is I inked to 

reordering rules because when there is no reordering of constituents 

prepositions may not be deleted. In the case of examples C14l-C15l 

it is not c!ear however whether lhe preposition is deleted from Comp 

ar from its place of origin ie., in both cases AFTER Wh-movement has 

taken p I ace. Regarding this it seems tha t there two 

possibilities: one may suppose that it ís dele-ted from Comp, ie. 

AFTER Wh-movement due either to phonetic or s~mantic reasons or 

both; one may equal ly suppose that it has not been moved by 

Wh-movement with lhe NP it accompanies but has been deleted from its 

place of origin for phonetic or semantic reasons, In this scnse 

stressed prepositions liJ(e CONTRA and SOBRE would not be deleted as 

they are necessary to the meaning of the sentence. On the other hand 

unstressed prepositions like DE, E/1, A would be deleted because they 

are not assentia! to the meaning of the whole sentence. 

lf one assumes that Pied Piping is obligatory in the environrnents 

stated above then it follows that the preposition is deleted from 

Comp. lf only NPs can be moved then the other possibility is 

automatical Jy more adequate. 

In the preceding sections suggested a number of alternativa 

analyses for Restrictive Relative clauses in present-day Portuguesa. 

For oblique re!atives an analysis which makes use of a movement rule 

was proposed. One major problem was however created by the fact that 

in an informal register PrGpositions or whole PPs ~ppear to be 

de!eted under certain conditions, in the process of Uh-movement or 

in some other way. !f the Preposition Deletion hypothesis is assumed 

to be the most adequate one, one would be arguing in favour of a 

rule of Deletion in Comp, although a similar rule for non-oblique 
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relatives st:lll appears to be unj!JstHiable. The problem !;eems 

' partly to Jie in the anaphoric relat1ons that QUE may hold with its 

antecedent: if the PreposHJon or the whole PP Js deleted it is 

doubtful whether QUE has a refer-ent or- not. 

Eventual ly we argued in favour of a Preposition Deletion rui e 

instead of a PP Deletion rule. Under this hypothesis QUE holds: an 

anaphoric relationship with its antecedent. Despite the presence of 

a resumptive pronoun in structures where the PP is recovercd ~~e 

still believe that QUE holds an anaphoric relationship with its 

anteco:dent, although weakened by the presence of the resumptive 

pronoun. 

Another problem was created by the fact that different prepositions 

appeared to behave differently in relation to deletion/stranding. 

Whilc stressed ones (which a!so have semantic content) could be 

stranded , unstressed ones such as DE ar A could not. 

How non-oblique relativas should be analysed was also discussed and 

no compel ling reason seems lo have been given either for a Comp 

ana!ysis or for a Relativa pronoun analysis. The main problem of a 

Comp analysis for non-oblique relativas seems to be the adequa~y of 

a rule of Deletion in Comp for Portuguesa data. Although it can bc 

fui ly justified within the theoretical framework in which it is 

proposed, it seems to be inadeguate for Portuguesa. 

To assume that Deletion of the Relativa in Comp occurs in 

non-oblique relativas in Portuguesa would imply: 

a) that QUE is not a Relativa pronoun but the homophonous 

Complementizer. As a Complementizer it would neither inflect for 

Gender and Number nor encode any syntactic function. The Relativizar 

QUE like the homophonous Complementizer is uninflected for- Gender 

and Number. !t doos not foi Jow from tl:lis however that it ís not a 

Pronoun. There are in Portuguese other Pronouns invariable in 

respect to both Gender and Number, as the Demonstratives ISTO, ISSO, 

AQUILO 'this, that' and despite thrs they play syntactic roles in 

the sentence, In addition, Portuguese has no case inflection: word 
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arder and verb subcategorization facts seem .to be sufficient to 

determine the function of the constituents in the sentence. There is 

nothing. in the QUE itself which could prevent it from being 

interpreted as a pronoun and consequentely of fulfilling syntactic 

functions; 

bl that QUE has no referent, just like the homophonous conjunction. 

This is not the case. Native speakers recover the referent of QUE 

from the verb while the conjuction QUE is seen as devoid of any link 

with a possíble antecedent. 

Ali the sentence types with resumptive 

(oblique and non-oblique) belong to 

pronouns discussed above 

an informal or colloquial 

register. The non-oblique ones without resumptive pronouns, however, 

can be either formal or informal. The division into 'formal' and 

'informal'(or standard and colloquiaJ) Restrictive relative clauses 

appears to be more justified in cases of oblique relativization. A 

sentence like (38) is undoubtedly formal, while (26) could be either 

formal or informal. (14) is less formal than <38) 1 but more formal 

than (15). 

<38) O homem em que Maria votou não presta. 

<26) O menino que estuda aprende. 

(14) O homem que Maria votou não presta. 

(15) O homem que Maria votou nele não presta. 

lt seems that there is no single analysis which could account for 

Portuguesa Restrictive Relative clauses as a ~hoJe. At least t~o 

divisions appeared to be necessary: one between oblique/non-oblique 

relativas and another one between formal and informal relatives. At 

\east two analyses have been suggested for the informal relatives. 

Either of the analyses suggested seems to be synchronically 

adequate. Dne may ask then whether there is evidence 

div1sion in earlier stages of the language and 

o f a sim i lar 

whether 

consequences would come from that for the choice between a Comp 

any 

and 
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a Relativa pronoun analysis. 

As noted above the choica of a Comp nnalysis for non-oblique 

Portuguesa relativas would imply that thP QUE, which is takan to be 

originally a Relativa pronoun, has been reanalysed as a 

Complementizer. Although i.t it> homophonous with the Complementizer, 

aach one has its particular syntactic environmant and there is no 

evidence to suggest they occur in ambiguous structures, which would 

have Jed QUE to be reanalysed. 

We may approach tl1e diachronic aspect by first discussing the 

analyses proposed by Rivero <19821 for Sp~nish and second by 

discussing the origins of tha Portuguese QUE. 

4. Diachroníc fonalysi s 

4.1. Rivero's (i9821 analysis for Spanish, Catalan and French 

Rivero (1982) extends her previous synchronic 

present-day Spanish and Catalan <Rivero, 1980,1981), 

to earlier stages of Spanish, Catalan and French. 

analyses for 

respective!y, 

As presented in section 3.1, she postulates an obligatory rule of 

Deletion of the phrase which contains the Relative in Cornp to 

account for non-oblique present day Spanish Que-Relative clauses. 

ThesG clauses have, thus, the Complementizer QUE in sentence initíal 

position not the Relative pronoun. On the other hand, no Deletion in 

Comp is proposed for oblique Que- Relativas and the form QUE which 

appears in these positions is identified with the Relative pronoun. 

She proposes the same rule of Deletion in Cornp to be also 

in earlier periods ar these Janguages. The rule is hoOJever 

opera tive 

proposed 

to be optional in these early stages, Delet1on in Comp was therefore 

reinterpreted as obligatory in the modern stages. Although there is 

a parallel evolution of Delet1on which goes from optional to 

obligatory in lhe three languages, according to Rivero there is no 

general mechanism of change behind it. lt 1s suggested that the 

change depends on particular conditions in the language. Ue wi! I be 
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concerllt::d here mairlfy wit-h Spanish. 

In 13th C Spiinish Deletion in Comp is considered optional: both QUI 

and QUE appear in oblique and non-oblique relatives as in (58). 

(58l a.Si. .. ésti QUI me tie-ne non me fizer amor,/ d'aquend essir 

1 lf-this one-who-me-has-not-me-make-love-of here- exit 

non puedo 

not-(!lcan 

'!f this one who has me does not lave me, I cannot get out of this 

place.' 

(8erceo, Sto. Domingo 712c-dl 

b. Era d{a domingo, una feria sabrosa, EtJ QUI la gent 

'(Jtl was-sunday- a holiday-flavorful- in which -the-peop!G 

christiana toda anda gradosa 

christian-all-feel-happy' 

'lt was sunday, a flavourful holiday, in which the christians ali 

feel happy.• 

<Berceo, H i lagros 831 c-dl 

In (58al QUI, considered as a Relative pronoun, is in a non-oblique 

position and has a [+animateJ referent: EST! 'this( one/person'l; in 

<SBbl it is in an oblique position and has a [-animate) referent: 

UNA FERIA SABROSA 'a flavorful holiday'. 

At the same time QUE appears in obligue and non-obligue positions, 

either with [+anirnatel or [-animatel antecedents. (59) is the 

example given of oblique relativization with QUE. The antecedent 

SENNDR 'Jord' is [+animatel. 

<59) Auos sennor rey don Ferrando, ... uesamos uestras manos como 

1 To-you-lord-king- F.- (we) kiss- your -hands-Jike 
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a &ennor EN QUE e&peramos merce. 

to-lord-ln-who-(welexpect-mercy' 

(Documentos LingU{sticos de Espa.n'a 2S2, C22G) 

In oblique positions it is straightforwardl}· cons!dcrcd OH a 

Relative. For non-obliquc positions twoary"!Jyses are pl'oposed: íJ.l 

QUE can be always a Relative pronoun and no Delation in Comp \?ou)dbe 

necessary; b) l.t can be sometimes the RL·lative, sml~?tlDrc'S tlw 

homophonous Compleruentizer, and optional Deletion would bc rcq1•Jrcd. 

The evidcmce against tllG first an;:-_lySis, ie., thãt thePc i!; no 

Deletion in Comp is partly given by the existence in t~e 13th C of 

sentences 1 i ke (60) and {61 l. 

( 60 l c a non cuidé veerme en esta QU);: 1:1e Vt:D 

'Because-not-Cll took care-ta see myself-in this-that-tJyself-Cllsc.e' 

In (601 QUE is found instead of a PP EN+QUE; this PP is t]p:::·ll 

supposed to have been deleted under identily 11ith the antccAd~~t, 

which is also a PP with an identical Preposition. The Daleti0n of 

this PP appears to be the argument for a gener&l rule of Deletion in 

Comp. As thc relativa Wh-phrase has been deleted the complementizBr 

QUE appears. 

C61l algunos avi{ de! los QUE LES pesava d' esta 

•some-there were-of them-that-them-Cit) pained-of tl1is' 

'There were some of thern that it made them sad because of tt1!s.• 

B~rceo, Sto. Domingo 90 d 

(61) is a Relative clause with a resumptive pronoun and the QUE is 

interpretecl as the Complementizer. In vie1v of these two t.ypes of 

sentences QUE is assumed to be the Complementizer even in 

non-oblique positions and the rule of Deletion in Comp is considered 

to be optional for the 13th C Spanish. The rule would apply to PPs, 

Object and Subject NPs. The status of non-oblique QUE remains 

unclear, however: It can be lhe unspecialized Relative znoved into 

Cornp and not deleted; or the Complementizer after Deletlon. 
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Further ~vidence for lhe Deletion in Comp is taken to be related to 

lhe features of the antecedent, ie. [+animatel or [-animatel. Before 

we try to clear up what is said aboutthis fealure we wil 1 present 

what is said about 14th C Spanish. 

In the 1Ath C QUI, the form which was undoubtedly considered to be.d 

Relativa pronoun in the preceding period, has disappeared and QUE is 

ti.l~ only forrn appearing as Subject or Object. QUE is also real ized 

in oblique positions, but restricted to [-animatel antecedents. 

[+animatel antecedents are restricted to QUIEN. In oblique positions 

any form is analysed as a Relative. The question would be how to 

analyse QUE in non-oblique positions. 

Regarding the features of the antecedent, a regular pattern seemed 

to have emerged: oblique QU!EN occurs only with [+animatel 

antecedents and oblique QUE with [-animateJ ones. Beth are Relativa 

pronouns. A generalization that QUE always had [-animateJ referents 

could be made but non-oblique QUE seems to contradict this: it does 

not take into account the features of the antecedent and occurs with 

either: [+animate] or [-animatel. In the case of [+animateJ 

antecedents in non-obli~ue position its treatr.Jent as a 

Complementizer is understood as compulsory, as 

case where it is unambiguously a Relative, 

in the only other 

i e. , in 

positions, it is restricted to [-animatel referents. In the 

oblique 

case of 

[-animatel antecedents non-oblique QUE is said to be open to a 

double analysis (Relative or Complementizerl as there is no positive 

evidence in favour of any of the positions. Even though a uniform 

analysis is assumed for ali non-oblique positions: Deletion is 

obligatory and QUE is, in these positions always taken to be the 

Cornplementizer in the 14th C Spanish. 

To summarize, Deletion in Comp was posited as an optional rule for 

13th C Spanish and obligatory frow the 14th C onwards. This change 

is assumed to be related to the special ization of the Relative QUE 

to [-animatel antecedents and to the disappearance of QUI

which has definite!y been considered a Relative pronoun. 

contrary, a double analys[s has been suggested for QUE, but 

eventually considered on!y as a Complementizer, 
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The same rulc of Deletion in Comp is postulated for Catalan. lt W;)S 

optional in early periods of the language and became obligatory in 

Modern Catalan. QUI js also assumed to have disappeared in Catalan 

in non-oblique positions, althCl·Ug~P<n 0929) attests its existence 

in modern popular speech in Catalun'a and Ma!Jorca and also in 

sayings or some legal expressions. The form has survived in obl i quo 

positions. 

For French the same evolution was proposed: Deletion in Comp changed 

from optional to obligatory. lt involves in French the Que->Qui rule 

proposed by Kayne 11976), lt is not our purpose to discuss here the 

complex evolution of French Relativa forms. Although Rlvero raises 

no doubts as regards the adequacy of such a rule and although there 

are theoretical reasons which are claimed to support it, Lefebvre 

(1979) holds a different positian. 

4.2 Origin oi Portuguese QUE 

4.2.1. The Relative pronoun QUE 

Classical Latin possessed b1o sedes, Interrogativas and Relativos, 

identical except in the Nominativa and Accusative of the Singular, 

which declfned as follows <Elcock 1960:85; Gildersleeve Latin 

Grammar (1968: &105, &106). The plural of the interrogative coincides 

with the forms of the relative. 

(62) Classical Latin 

Relatives/Jnlerrogatives 

SG. PL. 

H. F. N. "· F. N. 

No11. QUI QUAE QUOD QUl QUAE QUAE (ReJ.) 

QUIS QUAE/QUIS QUID QUI QUAE QUAE <Int.l 

Gen c u i u '\ quõrum quárum quorum 

Dat. c u I q u i b u ' 

Acc. QUEH QUAH QUOD QUÕS QUÃS QUAE <Rei.) 

QUEH QUAK QUID QUOS QUAS QUAE (Jnt.) 

AbJ. quõ quã quõ q u ! b u 5 
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In Vulgar- La.tin QUI was often used for- QUIS. In fact, the fina! -s 

early showed a tendency to disappear, as shown by some inscriplions. 

Old Latin actually attested both: the absence and the presence of a 

final -s. The first Latin inscripti0n (600 B.C.) attests /1/\NJOS wi' h 

-s, 11hereas inscl'iptions from 259 B. C, attest its absence, as ,,1 

CORNELID (Nem. l instead of CORNELIUS. !n forrual Sj•eech the -s was 

pronounced in s0me phonetic environments, such as befor0 vowels and 

certain consonan'Ls like [!],[ml,(pJ,(n) until th~ 1st.C.B.C. 

Accordir.g to \Jartburg (UJSOl, this popular tendE':,cy to drop thc,• -s 

provoked a lcarned reactlon and it has been rnstored in the western 

parts of thc Roman Empire from that time on. Consequently, the -s 

was re.·nalysed as a plural marker in tl1o Western Romance Languages 

and is considered to be one of the features which distinguihes 

~!estcrn from Eastern Romance Langua.geéi. 

This tendency to deletc tl1~ final -s !s often taken as one of the 

causes of the confusion betueen QUI and QUIS and consegue11tly 

bet11een ~1./F. and Sg./Pl. in the Vulg&.r Latin pronominal system. ln 

addition, thG fact that the ·Relative anel lnterroeative Systnms \IBte 

identical in ai I cases apai't from the Nominativa nay have favoured 

leve!! ing, 

QUIS did not survive into Romance, not even in tho Western Romance 

languages which preserved the final -s as the plural . warker, QUI 

became thus the Nom.Sg./Pl. and M. /F. for Rei atives and 

lntci'rocatives, as the Nom,/M, Pl. wes also QUI andas the Masculine 

had ossimilated the Feminina. This Joss of the feminine appears in 

inscriptions from the Z/3rd C. D.C. such as PR!MAE FLORENTIAE F!LIAE 

CARJSSJ!1P.E .• , QUI AB ORFEU !'lAR ITU lN TI DER! DECEPTA EST • , . 'Hho hz.s 

died in the Tiber for her husband qrpheus', where QUI <Masc.) is 

used for the feminina QUAE <Vâl:in8.nen <1967:201)). This absence of 

distinction between Masculine and Feminine is believed to be an 

extension of the same absence which existed in the Nominative of the 

lnterrogatives. Table <63) summarizes the Nomlnative levelling. , 
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(63) CL VL 

lnt. QUIS ( Nom./Sg.; M./F,) QUI CRel./lnt.jNom. Sg./Pl.) 

Rei. QUf CNom./Sg./Pl;M.) 

This non-differentiation of Gender and Number has spread to olher 

cases, so th<:!.t the V.L Rel./lnt. system \.'as as in C64) as far as 

Nominative and AccusativP are concerned. 

CGI+l V.L. Rei./Int. 

Nom.M./F. ;Sg./Pl. 

Acc.M./F. ;Sg./Pl. 

Nom./Acc.N. 

QUI 

QUECii) 

QUID/QUOD 

Jnscdptions \ike FILJA QUEM RELJQUIT (from the 3rd. C B.C.) attest 

part of this change involving the category of Gender the mas cu 1 i nc 

QUEM is used for the f8minine. At the same time QUOD vas gradual )y 

ousted by QUJD. 

In phonological terms Portuguese Subject QUE m2.y havo originated 

from the V.L. Nom. QUI. This evolution ís suggested for example by 
o 

Lausberg Ci9·73:295l. Portuguese QUE in functions other than Subjc,ct 

may have its origin in the unslressed Acc. QUE(M) or in the neutra! 

QUID. According to Lausberg there is no evidence to decide whether 

the QUE in 0\d Proven~al, Catalan, Spanish and Portuguesa, wh~n it 

refers to inanimate antecedents comes fro1~ QUJD, QUECMl, ar QUI. 

(65) VL Modern Pm·tuc;uese 

Nom. QUI QUE (SubjecU 

Acc. QUE(HJ<unstressed) QUE (other syntactic functions) 

QUID/QUOD 

The elimination of the categories of Case, Gender and Number which 

took place in the Relative/lnterrogative pronoun system in the 

evolution fram VL to Portuguese led the QUE to be interpreted as an 
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unmarl:ed forro, a mer~_ing of forros tha't we1'e contrastive in Latin. 

QUE is the Portuguesa priroary Relative pronoun, indepcndent of its 

double origin 1 Subject Que· having originated from the Nom. QUI and 

QUE in other syntactic functions from the Accusative. 

In view of the Case system reduction th~ot)Ghout the evolution from 

VL to Romance- which br-ought about its near-ly complete elimination, 

the Accusat ive being the imroediate sour-ce o f the Romance Nouns- i t 

seems r-easonable to say that the Relativa system had undergone a 

similar reduction, and that Portuguesa QUE is the result of a 

merging of Nominativa and Accusative forros, the Accusative being its 

immediate source. The evolution would have been accomplished in 

steps, idt:cd ly in the hypothetical way shoHn in (66). 

(66) 1) VL 2> VL 3) Port. 

Nom. QUI 

Acc. QUE(M) Acc. QUECM> 

QUID 

QUE<SB. and Oblique functionsl 

Obviously, the process of change from VL to Por-tuguese particular!y, 

and to Romance in general, has not been so straightforward and 

certainiy did not happen in such neat consecutive stages as the 

sketch above might suggest. In the present study, for- instance, 

differences betwcen Por-tuguese and Spanish are shown by the fact 

that the Nominativa QUI has been preserved in 

13/14th C , yelding to QUE after that time. 

Spanish up to the 

QUI has not been 

registered in Portuguese; QUE is the on!y form att0sted alr-eady in 

the first Portuguesa records from the 12th/13th C and there is no 

sign of QUI. 

Par (1926, 1929) exhaustively studies the presence of the Nominative 

QUI in Spanish and Catalan. lt is eventually replaced by QUE. This 

substitution is evidenced in written documents and varies 

geographical ly. In Spanish {Castilianl, QUI disappeared from lhe 

written language around the 13th and 14th C. In some dialects (for 

example Rioja Baja, Castilla Del Norte) 1t ceased to be used earlier 

than in others CMurcia>. 
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!t seems that the Nominative survived !onger in Spanish than in 

Portuguese but th1s fact does not seem to support the hypothesis 

that Portuguese Subject QUE comes from the Nominative. 

4.2.2 The conjunction QUE 

After having discussed the probab!e origin of the Portuguese 

Relative QUE, we shall look retrospectively at its homophonous 

subordinating conjunction QUE, which can introduce, for instance, a 

clause which is the Object ar Subject of a matrix Nerb: 

(67)a)Gostaria [QUE você ficasse). 

D. O. 

'(J)-would like-that-you-stayed' 

• I wish that you could stay' 

' A b) E melhor [QUE voce fale logo). 

SB. 

' (I Ui s-bet ter -that -you-say (Sub j, ) -soon' 

'It is better i f you say it soon.' 

This multifunctional particle is used in various types of structure 

_j,n Portuguese, such as comparative constructions ELE Ê HAIS ESPERTO 

(DQ) QUE INTELIGENTE 'He is more clever than intelligent' oras part 

of complex conjunctions such as AINDA QUE 'although', SEMPRE QUE 

'whenever', and has been considered by Romanists to be the result of 

a conflation of the Latin conjunctions QUOD, QUIA and the pronominal 

form (/ndefinite/Relative/lnterrogativB) QUJD. Thus, while the 

Relative QUE is a coalescence of Case, Gender and Number within the 

interrogative/relative system, the conjunction QUE is also a 

convergence of different forros. The relevant aspects of this merger 

will be treated below. 

QUOD in GL introduced complement clauses to affective verbs such as 

GAUDEO, DOLEO, MIROR: GAUDEO QUOD VALES'\ am pleased that you are 

well'. Verbs of saying and thinking such as CREDO, DICO, SCIO 

required the Accusative+ infinitive construction as in the classic 

eKample CREDO TERRAH ESSE ROTUNDAM. Volitive verbs such as VOLO, 
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ROGO, JUBEO were construed with UT: VOLO UT MIHI RESPONDEAS 'I uant 

you to answer me'. The popular language innovated in that the saying 

and thinkine setiGs of verbs also admitted QUOD complement clauses, 

therefore, CREDO QUOD TERRA EST ROTUNDA, Verbs of volitf.on n·si5ted 

this replacement longer CBourciez, 1867: 122). QUOD i:. believed to 

be initially tha Accusative neuler uf the Relativa 
li li ,, 

( <V.-,;;,nanen 

(1968:254); Bourciez C1967:122ll. 

QUJA ~as usc·d initially to subordinale C2\lsal expr~ssions and turned 

out to be the major compl0ment clauso conjunction ifter the 3rd C 
''" ,, AD, taldr.g the place of QUOD (Vaananr;n (1967: 255ll. Beth QUIA and 

QUOD replaced the Accusative+infinitive construction. 

According to V~~n~nen (op.cit.l QUJA was reduccd to CA bcfore 

consonants as attested in Old Spanish, Old ltalian, Sardinian and, 

~1e shall add Old Portuguesa, cdthough in the Old Port.uguase 

documents analysed here il occurs preceding both consonanls and 

voweJs, Before vouels a hypothetica! QUI is postulated which, Jater 

merged with QUJD, would give the Romance QUE. ln Hodern Portuguese 

CA wns replaced by QUE. 

(68) CL 

QUIA 

VL 

IQUI 1-V 

ttQUA 1--C 

(69l Havede-vos por preso, 

O.Port. 

QUE 

CA (a! so in 

O It.; O 

Sd. ) 

M.Por-L 

QUE 

CA nom queremos que aqui molrades 

1 Have-yourse!f-as-arrested-that-not(we wanted~that-here-(you)die-

porgu~ se os cristaos em vos topam ••• nom havedes defenson. 

because-if-the-christians-in-you -meet- -not-<youlhave-defence' 

'You are arrested, as we don't want th&t you should die here, 

because if the christians find you, you don't have any defence. 

(14th C, PMH: 251) 
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The interrogative QUJD started being used as a conjunction after the 

5th C AD (Bourciez (1867;278)). Thus, QUID, usually used in 

questions: QUID CREDiS? started being employed in the answer: CREDO 

QUJD, taking the place of QUOD. 

According to Meyer-LÜbke (1923:633 ff) QUJD gradua!ly replaced QUOD, 

and the fact that QUIA had lost the final -a before vowels, becoming 

QUI, reinforced the confusion between the tvo, ie. QUJD and QUOD. 

Still Meyer-LÜbke says that O.Fr. QUED. O. lt. CHED, Prov. QUE2, 

point to a Latin origin QUJD, but like many Romanists he did not 

commit himself to one of these possibilities but rather quoted 

Jeanjaquet !1894J, who claimed a multiple origin for the Romance 

QUE: a crossing between QUI, QUIA and QUDD. 

To summarize the possible origins of the Portuguese QUE it seems 

reasonable to say that it was the fact that both QUOD and QUIA were 

used as subordinating conjunctions (with only a difference in the 

type of clause each one governed, ie. QUIA+ lndicative and QUOD+ 

Subjunctive) 1 which acted as a trigger for Q.UID replacement. In 

addition, since QU!D became a conjunction and due to its phonetic 

sirnilarity to QUICA), a further contribution was made to the a!ready 

existing convergence, which culminaled in the Romance QUE. 

(70) VL 

QUOD <Conj.) 

QUI (A) (Conj.) 

QUJD (Jnd./REJ./lnt.J 

Port. 

QUE ( Con j. ) 

lt is interesting to note that Mattoso C~wara (1972:160) seems not 

to include QUI<Al among the probab(e etyma of the conjunction QUE: 

"In Portuguesa, as in other Romance languages, the whole Sljstem of 

subcrdinating conjunctions was profoundly remodeled. The most 

important fact to note In this connection is the appearance of the 

particle QUE 'that', homonymous with the Relative pronoun QUE, as 

the subordinating conjunction par excel !ence ( O HOMEM QUE VEJO 'The 

man that I see'; DIGO QUE VEJO 'I say that I see'). The principal 

cause of thfs was a Joss of pronominal meaning suffered by the 
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neuter indefinite-interrogative pronoun QUID and its coalescence 

with neuter Q.UOD, a strictly relative forro. Secondal'i ly, there uas 

the convergence in phonetic evolution of the cornparative partfcle 

QUAH and the conjunction QUOD. Out of ali this there arose a 

roultifunctional particle QUE, used in the most varied sort of 

phrasal structures." (Mattoso C~mara (1972:160)). 

Although QUE is used in the same way as the Latin conjunction QUOD, 

ie. as a complement particle, it seems clear that Portuguesa QUE 

could not have QUOD as its fmmediate proto-form, because this 

development would not be plausible in phonetic terms. On the othcr 

hand, both QUI (A) and QU!D are phonetically plausible sources. 

y -CL 1 and e merged into a single vowel lei both in stressed and 

pretonic positions in VL and in final unstressed position in Dld 

Portuguese. The quantity was no longer distinctive in VL and O.Pt. 

The voHel /e/ of O.Pt. has undergone further developments in boCh 

Brazil and Portugal. In Portugal final unstressed /e/ became /a/ and 

in Brazil /i/. This reduction is explained by the articulatory 

weakness of the proclitic position that QUE assumed in VL. According 

to Mattoso Cgmara (1972:35l " the vowels of proclitics act both as 

the unstressed initial vowel of a phonological word and as the 

unstressed particle itself." This is exactly the development that 

can be claimed for QUE. 

( 71) L a t i n 

QUID 

QUI (Al 

QUE /e/ 

O. Por!. Eur. M Port. 

QUE /e/ QUE /&/ 

4.3. Relative clauses with QUE in Old/Hiddle Portuguese 

Br. M.Port. 

QUE I i/ 

The form QUE, the 'universal relative' 1 the form used for the 

majority of syntactic functions in Portuguesa is historically a 

result of the conflation of the Latin Relatives/lnterrogatives as 

far as the categories of Gender, Number and Case are concerned, and 

is homophonous with the conjunction QUE, which ia also a development 

trom the Latin QUID/QUJA. 
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According to the general romance tendency of Case loss, ellmlnation 

of the Neuter and reanalysis of the category of Number, the richly 

inflected Latin Relative/lnterrogative Pronoun system developed in 

Portuguesa into a system consisting o f an unmarked QUE 

(morphological Jy) for the major syntactic functions; a Jess frequent 

QUEM accompanied by a Preposition for !ndirect Objects and Nominal 

Complements; a marginal CUJO, (-A,-DS,AS> for Possessivas and 

Q(S)/A(Sl QUAL, QUAIS, for Non-Restrictive Relativas. 

This system has been reorganized throughout the centuries so far as 

the distribution of QUE/QUEM is concr:rned (Se e Chap. 3). 

Morphologically speaking, Portuguesa QUE has been left with no 

formal uay of showing the anaphoric relationship which holds between 

the Relative and its antecedent compareci to Classical Latin where 

the Relativas agreed in Gender and Number with their antecedents. 

Examples of varied syntactic relativized positions extracted from 

the 14-th and 15th C texts are given belaw. QUE is lhe general form 

irrespective of the form of the antecedent. as regards Gender, Number 

and of its own syntactic function in the Relative clause, 

(72> a) Outrosy diserom que por quanto as causas QUE a todo! los 

NP SB 

[-animatt?] 

'Also-(theyl said-that-as far as-the-things-that-to-all the 

poboos perte(n)cem, e DE QUE todos sentem carego e cuiydado, 

lO 

people -belong- and of-that-aJJ-feel- responsibility-and-care 

devem ser chamados a ello pera com seu acordo e comselho 

' (theylshould-be-cal led-to him-for-with-his-approval-and-advi~e 

se fazerem. 

oneself -to be dane' 

'Jt was also said that as far as the things that belong to the 

""' co~nity and about which ai 1 are concerned they should be cal led to 
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hiw for with his approval and advl.ce. to be dane.' 

b) E himdo assy seu caminho, chBgaroru hum dia a oras de vespera 

'And-going-then-their-~ay-lthey) arrived-one-day-at-times-of-vesper 

a par dhuum legal' QUE clta.mam N~liva, QUE som (dez) legoas do Porto. 

pp DD SB 

[-animate) 

neaJ·-of-a-plac0-thHl-(they)caJl-N- that-is-ten-miles-of O Porto.' 

(14th C, FL:lSl 

'And going on their way, they arrived one day in the aflernoon in a 

placo that is called Neh•v., that is ten miles frou O Porto.' 

c) •• , E! H:ey Dom Ferna.nJo e a Raynha sua molher per cartas de 

'The-l<ing-D. F. and-lhe-Queen-his-uife-by-letters -of 

rogo fa~iam casar contra sa vontade assy molherGs veuvas 

plea-made-i..o marn'-against-their-wil l-in this ~-:ay-~o.•omt>n-lddows 

(, .. ) nom semdo esses COM QUE casavom pertencemtes pern etlas 

NP 10 

[+animateJ 

not-being-these ones-with whom-Ctheylmarried-suitabl0-for lhem' 

(14th C, FL:S.) 

'TfL 1'0 J!.P. a~d 1k q.wu, l,; "'/" PÍdid ln"/!M" tifo di,- ;0 _,,"";-~ 

'YJM<-"f--ikk- ,.J;/f' ~ klt<> )re-"C 1wr-s-uU;..ú& > 

d) E dEpois dhuum bom espaço (,,,) fal lou thuuml cidadaao 

NP 

'And-after-of-a r,ood-time- spoke 

A QUE 

lO 

disto era dado carego e disse ... 

-a-

to whom-of thls-was-given-charge-and (he)said' 

[+animatel 

ci ti zen 

(14th 

(14th C, FL:19) 
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'And after- some time a citizen to ~1hom the char-ge of lhis was given 

spoke and he saíd ••• ' 

e> Senhor, porque nos mostraste em como fezassemos egrejas 

NP 

[-animatel 

'Lord -why- us-{you)showed- in-how-(ye)builded-churches 

EM QUE te louvassemos e seguíssemos? 

Loc. Comp. 

in which-lwe}-you-worshipped-and-followed' 

(14th C, PMH I :247> 

'Lord, why did you show us how to build churches in which we could 

worship and followyou? 

Model'n Portuguese sho\..'5 t.he same characteristics of Old/Midd !e 

Portuguesa as far as QUE-Relativas are concerned. The use of QUEM in 

Headed Relativas i.S treated here as an innovation in the process of 

Relativization but this does not scem to have affected QUE-Relatives 

as such. 

4.4. Relati11~ clauscs uith Resw-;:ptive p,ronouns in Old Portuguesa 

and Old Spanish 

Relativa clauses with resumptive pronouns are not attested in the 

corpus under analysis in this work. Neither the Modern Portuguesa 

texts nor- the older texts registered this type of clause. lts 

existence in older pcriods of Portuguesa and Romance in general is 

however attested elsewhere.~ 

According to Bourciez 11967:276) Relativa clauses exhibiting a 

resumptive pronoun {demonstrativel existed already in Early Romance 

("Phasa Romana Primitiva"). He attributes their existence to the 

indeterminacy of the atonic •QUE, a form resulting from QUECMJ, 

QUJD, QUAE. The examples given are: ~Homem QUEM ego beneficiun E! 

feci" IFormulae Merowingici et Karolini aevil 'Tha man whom did 
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him a faQoUr'; noe Grimaldo, QUEM E! sustulistl sua uxore" 'De. 

Grimaldo, to whom you got his wife' <Formul3e Senonenses). 

"''" Vaananen 11967:2531 cites the same expressions dated from 341 AO 

. " and classifies them as "Anacholut1.a <CLI IX 10, Calabria 341 ADl. 

The same type of e~pression is documented In Dld Spanish and Old 

Portugucse. These constructions have been interpreted as resulting 

from the conflation of the Relative QUE and the particle QUE which 

led to the appearance of a pleonastic pronoun as a.way of clarífyíng 

the anapl1oric relationship with the antecedent the overt signalling 

of 1-1hich h<Hl been lost (Cf. Bourciez (1867:470l). For O. Sp. the 

e~ampli? given is DOS PERROS QUE SE LOS HABIA VENDIDO UN GAN/>Dl':E_O 

'Two dogs that a herdsman had sold them. • 

Maurer Jr. 11959:220) attributes the appearance ~f such expressions 

to the reduction in Latin of the Relativa pronoun declension and to 

the difficulty in using the resulting forro QUE with a preposition. 

The Relativa would thus have been reduced to a simple particle which 

introduces the Relative clause. According to him, these 

constructions are pan-Romance, have a popular Latin origin and are 

predominantly typical of the medieval pt:'riod. 

Diez ( 187'2.: 380l asks the question whether it WQõ possible to 

distin-gu..i.sh between the Conjunction and the Pronoun. The case 

relation, which i' not expressed by tl1e QUE, i' clarified !ater in 

the sentence by a Personal pronoun. The examples given are mostly 

from the 15th/16th C.: LAS FLORES QUE SUS HAYORES FAVORES SOl~ 

QUEMADOS 'the f\owers that their (whoseJ best qualities are burnt' 

!C. Gen. 218); QUE DE HOMERO A c(THARA PARA ELES 50 COB!~O 'For '<Jhom 

I only ~Jish Horner's zither' ILus.l; UN VALLE QUE TODA COSA EN EL ME 

DABA GLORIA 'A vale thal ever)•thing in it gave me glory.' 

Heyer-L~bke (1923:702) also mentions this structure: when the 

Relativa ctause begins with QUE it is 1mpossible to express the 

relation holding between the Verb and the Relative, unless by means 

of a Preposition. To avoid this ambiguity an atonic Personal pronoun 

expresses it \ater on in the sentence. E.g. A ESTO ME RESPOND!O CON 
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ESCUSAS QUE YO LAS TUVE POR BASTANTES 'To that he answered me uith 

excuses that I. took them as enough'. 

Epiph~nio Dias (1918:281) says that the replacement of the Relative 

following a Preposition A QUEM by QUE and a Personal pronoun 

QUE ••• LHE is typical of informal speech- and old Jiterary texts. 

For Jdlio Moreira (1907:37) the Preposition is omitted next to the 

QUE and appears, expresslng the same syntactic relation, at the end 

or in the middle of the Relative clause and accompanied by a 

Personal pronoun. Cf. in sentenccs like· O HOMEM QUE EU FUI COM ELE 

'The man that I went with him' instead of O HOI1EH CQH QUEM EU FUI 

'The man with whom I wént'; O NAVIO QUE ELLA VEIO NELE 'The ship 

that she carne in it' for O NAVIO EM QUE ELLA VEIO 'The ship in which 

she carne'. 

The conjunction QUE is thus understood as a merger between QUID and 

QUICA). The Relative QUE ,on the other hand, seems to be the result 

of a conflation of the unsl~essed accusative QUE(M) and the neute~ 

QUID/QUOD. There is no evidence that the Latin nominative QUI 

survived in Portuguesa as it did in Spanish. The first dated 

documents ( "Auto de Pa~tilha" and "Noticia de Torto"l of the 

Portuguese language are from .the 12th C and do not register any 

occurrence of QUI. The development of the literary !anguage is 

relatively late in Portugal, its first manifestations starting with 

the 'Cancioneiros' around the 13th C, whereas the Spanish "Cantar de 

Mio Cíd" dates from the 12th C (1140). Neve~theless, by the time QUI 

appeared in Spanish documents ie. in the 12th C, Portuguesa already 

had wrltten manifestation, but QUI did not appear in these 

documents. There seems to be no evidence in favour of postulating a 

nominativa origin for the Portuguesa non-oblique QUE (section 3.3l 

In the same way as the conjunction QUE is a merger between QUID and 

QUI<Al, the Relative QUE can be considered to be conflation of the 
" unstressed accusative QUE(Ml and the neuter QUJD/QUOD. 

From a phonological point of view, Modern Portuguesa QUE can be 

eithet the Relative ptonoun or the homophonous conjunction whtch is 

used in varied types of constructions, as mentioned above. This 
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categoria\ ambiguity has boen troated or at Jeast mentioned in 

Romance Linguistics/Philology since the last 

<1872:378ff); Jeanjaquet <1894, apud l~eyer-L{lbke 

V~~n~nen <1967:2541; Bourciez <1967: 1221; Haurer 

century. (Cf, Diez 

{1923:633 ff1); 

Jr. <1951:168); 

Perlmutt.er 0972); Kayne (1976l; Le1eovre <1979); Lemle <1978); !(ato 

(198il; Rivero (1980,1982), although so far as Portuguese is 

concerned no attempt has been ruade to discuss the issue on the basis 

o f diachronic evidence. The confusion seems to date back !J, the Latin 

period. QUOD as a conjunction is believed to be a deve\oprnent of the 

neuter Relative QUOD used after volitive verbs or ·in constructions 

such as PRAETERO Q.UOD 'the fact that, in what ... is concerned'. This 

observation does not clarify our discussion of the Portuguesa ~UE, 

however, since Latin QUOD was rep\aced by QUJD in its evo\ution to 

Portuguesa and QUl!Al/QUJD are taken to be the hypothetical 

ancestors of the conjunction QUE. lt serves, houever, as an 

indication that the categoria! confusion batween comp\ementizers and 

Relativa pronouns remounts to the Latin period, if not earlier. 

The dispute is by no means new for non-Romance languages too, 

special ly for English: lhe nature of the English THAT has been 

discussed since Jespersen (1924, apud Auwex-a (1985)), folloo!cd by 

roany other linguists of different orientations and beliefs, for 

example Lightfoot (1979:314) and Romaine (1982). Roroaine 11982;63ff) 

postulates that the subordinator ?at replaces lhe Relative particle 

~e in Middle English. At the same time the Modern English Relativa 

pronouns WH!CH, WHO, etc.are assumed to have come from interrogativa 

forros such as H\.JA, HWILC. She recognizes that there are actually two 

issues at stake in this discussion on the nature of the English 

THAT: ~what a TRUE Relative pronoun isff and ffwhat a TRUE Re!Rtive 

Clause is" op.cit. :58). 

The distributional pattern of the Portuguese QUE is, at first 

glance, easi\y discernible: the conjunction Cor Cowplernentizer) 

appears in cornp\ement clauses like C67a), where it is undoubtedly a 

subordinaling conjunction and ha~no reterent; the Relative pronoun 

appears in clauses such a~ (73), and is supposed to refer back to an 

a.ntecedent. 
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(67al Gostaria QUE voc6 ficasse. 

'l wish that you cou\d stay." 

173) O livro de QUE falamos está esgotado. 

'The book that we talked about is sold out.' 

Sentence types C74) and 1751 and to a lesser extent <1) 1 have, 

however, given rise to arguQentation on the nature of their QUE, as 

shown in section 3, 

<74) Essa i a rua QUE ela mora. 

'This-is-the street-that-she-lives' 

'This is the street where she lives.' 

1751 O rapaz QUE Marcelo trabalha com ele ~ compet~11te. 

'The-guy-thaL -M. -works- with-him-is-competent' 

'TI1e guy that Marcelo works with is coQvetent.' 

' (ll O secador QUE ela ganhou e verde. 

'ThE hairdryer that she got is green.' 

Jt is the Q.UE found in structures wldch correlate with the conccpt 

of a Restrictive relative clause ie., which have a head a11d a 

restricting clause (as 73, 74, 75) which gives ri se to this issue, not 

the homophonous conjunction found in Complement clauses like (67al. 

The rough dichotomy QUE CCompl/ QUE (Rei. pr. l may be refined. It 

seems that there is a variation in the types of Relativizers which 

can.occur in Relative clauses. A new status could be claimed for the 

QUELsome Relative clause types which are not registered by the 

traditional grammar of Portuguesa. A RUA QUE ELA MORA' 'The slreet 

where she lives', for instance, has an adverbial Clocative) meaning 

and is interpreted by the native speaker either as ONDE ELA HORA 

'where she lives' orEM QUE ELA MORA 'in whlch she lives'. QUE in 

C75l is as invariable as the conjunction QUE : it does not ínflect 

for Gender or Number, is not preceded by a Preposition and there is 

no formal indication of its syntactic. function in the clause. lt 
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cou\d in this ca.s;~ be identified ""i th the Comp I ementi zer, 

Nevertheless,. as we have seen in section 3.3, whatever the rule 

postulated to account for the absence of a Preposition ·,) this type 

of cl~use, ie., Preposition Deletion or Prepos1tional Phrase 

Deletion, native speakers always recover the correct Preposition 

from the context. QUE seems thus to have a referent A RUA, as ~e! I 

as r. syntacUc funcUon and it vould be inadequate to claim tha.t it 

serves only as a complement particle. 

Sentence {75) represents another type:. in addition to the QUE, there 

is a resumptive pronoun ELE foi lowing ~he preposition COM which is 

connected to O RAPAZ in the matrix clause, We have been assuming 

that it is co- reference <.•i th an nntecedent that distinguishes a 

Relative pronoun from its homophonous conjunction. In the casu of 

(75J, however, two interpretations seem to be equa\ly possiblc: 1) 

QUE has no referent at ali and is identi f ied wilh the 

comp\ementizer, as the anaphoric relaticllS are held by the PP COM 

ELE; 2J Beth QUE and the PP COM ELE are anaphorically related to the 

antecedent and QUE is identified \-Jith the Relative pronoun. However, 

it seems to have no syntactic function. 

QUE appears to be more "pronominal" in some contexts than in others. 

Exarnples of the type <75) would be on one end oJ the scale: in it 

QUE is almost empty of any pronominal meaning. Jt seems to l1ave a 

referent but it is doubtful whether it plays a syntactic role ín the 

sentence. 

QUE accompanied by Prepositions would be at the other extreme: it 

has a referent and its syntactic function is ov~rtly shoHn by 

the presence of a preposition. 

5. Concluding Re~.t.arks 

In view af the origin of the Relativizer QUE and the Complementizer 

QUE, Hhich was discussed in the preceding sections, the existence of 

Relative clauses with resumptive pronouns in older periods of the 

language and in Early Romance, and the analyses previously suggested 

for Portuguesa oblique and non-oblique Que-Relativas, the following 

comments are in arder: 
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Relative pronoun has lost its Case, Gender and Number infla~tion 1 

becom1ne in this respect as invariable as lhe Comp!ementizer QUE, 

does not necessarily mean that the resulting forro QUE is devoid of 

any pronominal meaning. QUE in Modern Portuguese can reter to any 

type of antecedent as regards hlumber and Gender. Both 

Nasculine/Feminine and Singular/Plural inflection ~;hich appear in 

other pronouns in Portuguese as, for example, with Possessives, do 

not exist in the case of Relatives. A distinction 

[+animate]/[-animate) has been develop~d in the Romance pronominal 

systems and this developrncnt is evidenced by the restriction of the 

form QUEM to [+a.nimate) antecedents (see Chap.3 ), but QUE itself 

has remained unaltered ~<•hatever its antecedent, uhether 

[+anicatel/t-anirnatel. The Case inflection has also been replaced by 

olher mechanisms such as the use of Prepositions in some of the, 

traditionally termed oblique cases and QUE is neutra! in this 

respect. 

Jt is clear that QUE lost the signalling of these categories but not 

the anaphoric relati~~hip which it (or its ancestor) 

held with its antecedent. As we discussed above 

cumulati\1 ely 

there are 

alternativa analyses for the only case that would be reasonably 

accounted for by a Comp analysís, ie. oblique Relatives with 

resumptive pronouns. It is therefore not conclusiva that OUE has 

become a Complementízer in these cases. In the others, its 

inlerpretation as a Complementizer is even !ess evident. 

lt is also clear that Relatives with resumptive pronouns are not an 

innovation of tl1e Modero Romance languages as they are attested in 

earlier periods of Portuguese a.nd Spanish and Early Ror.1ance. 

Nevertheless the fact that they existed in Early Romance does not 

also necessarily mean that the form QUEM which thcy show in Early 

Romance, for example, has no :referent. In other words, the problems 

which a synchronic Comp analysis poses for this type of Relativas 

appears to be the same for tfodern or Old periods of these languages. 

b) There is no evidence that a Comp Deletion rule 1s or was 
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opera tive for non-obl i que Portuguese Relatives, The form QUI is not 

reglstered iri Portuguesa ~s it ls in Spanish and one cannot say that 

its disappearance led to the appearance of the Complementizer QUE. 

Dn the other hand, the reorganization of the Relative paradigm in 

terms of the animacy of lhe referent, ie. QUE being restricted to 

[-anlmateJ anlecedents in oblique positions, which is claimed by 

Rivero to have taken place in Spanish after lhe 14th C, did 

not occur in Portuguese. QUE in Portuguese still refers to both 

[+animateJ and [-anirnate} antecedents in both obl i que and 

non-oblique positions {See Chap.3l. 

Based on the fact that after that time oblique QUE-Relativas only 

occur vith t-animate) antecedents, Rivero supposes that when QUE 

refers to either [+animatel or [-animaleJ antecedents Cie. in 

non-oblique positions l it is not the Relativa. The regularized 

pattQrn as regards the features of the antecedent which is claimed 

for oldique Relativas is therefore broken by non-oblique ones: QUE 

refers to any antecedent. Since it does not distinguish the 

antecedent lhe solution 5he proposes is to 

Complementizer. 

c}Aspreviously discussed i t seems that 

consider it a 

there ace other 

characteristics of Relative ~ronouns which we take here to be more 

relevant to this discussion than simply its ser1sitivity to the 

features of lhe antocedent. Among other reasons the fact that non

oblique QUE fulfills a syntactic function in the Relative clause 

<Subject or Direct Objectl and the fact that it is linked to Cor 

represents) an antecedant NP seemsto be sufficiant to reject a Comp 

analysis for Portuguesa non-oblique Relativas, 

d} A rule of Daletion in Comp wou!d ba in our view adequate for 

Portuguesa only in tha cases of Preposition Deletion as discussad in 

3.3. Jts formulation and justification ~ould need a detailed study 

of Preposition Deletion in Relativa clausas in older periods of lhe 

language toa, a task we do not undertake here, 

We suggast that a Hovament rule would account for ali the cases of 

Relativization in Portuguese, for oblique and non-oblique positions, 
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for formal and informal 

seems to be available 

pronouns. In that respect 

registers. An alternative Comp 

for oblique Relatives with 

no conclusive argument seems 

analysis 

resumptive 

to have 

emerged. The possibility of multiple synchronic analyses CHankamer, 

1977) suggests that a syntactic change is in progress. We haven't 

been able to find any evidence for the completion of this change. lf 

Rivero's assumptions for Spanish are correct, then Portuguese and 

Spanish are in different stages in relation to an hypothetical 

initial stage: if a rule of Deletion of the Relative phrase in Comp 

is at ali justified in the history of Portuguese it would apply only 

in cases of oblique Relatives with resumptive pronouns. This would 

lead one to postulate it as optional, while in Spanish it is assumed 

to have changed from optional to obligatory. 
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NOTES 

11 See ]':ato (1981) for the Resumptive Pronoun s trate gy in 

Portuguese. Also and specially, Tarallo (1983) for a detailed 

di:Jcusalon tboth synch1onic and diachr-onicl of relativization 
~ 

slrategies in the Spoken Brazilian Portuguesa of Sao Paulo. Special 

attention is given to both the Resumptive Pronoun and the PP 

Chopping strategies, 

2l Details irrelevant to lhe present discussion will be omitted from 

lhe diagrams. 

31 See Cohen (1981) and Tara! lo (19831 for Preposition and /or 

Prepositional Phrase Deletion. Tarallo's (1983) diachronic 

discussion has the PP Chopping strategy as its main focus. 

4l Although in a low percentage, Tarallo's (19831 data testi fy to 

the existence of this type of construction from the 18th C onwards. 
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CHAPTER ~ 

QUE!i CLAUSES 

1. QUEM Clauses in Hoderli Portuguese 

In Modern Portuguese the form QUEM occurs both in headed and 

headless Relative clauses. In headed relatives i t must be 

accornpanied by a preposition and must refer to a [+humanJ 

antecedent, as in {11: in headless ones it may or may not be 

accompanied by a preposítion and is also invariably interpreted as 

[+humanJ, as in (2) and (3). 

(1JalA aluna A QUEM demos 

[+humanl 

o pr$mio se sentiu orgulhosa, 

'The-student-to whom-Cuelgave-the-prize-herself-felt-proud' 

'The student to whom we gave the prize felt proud of herself. • 

bl A aluna A QUE demos o pr~mio se sentiu orgulhosa. 

[+human] 

'The-student-to-which-(welgave-the-prize-herself-felt-proud. • 

'The student to whom we gave the prize felt proud of herself.' 

(2) a) Não temos A QUEM A dar o premio. 

[+humanJ 

'Not-(welhave-to-whom -to-give-the-prize. 

'We have no one to whom to give the prize.' 

b l Não temos ' A QUE dar o pr~mio. 

[-humanJ 

'Not-{we)-have-to-what-(we)-to-give-the-prize.' 

'We don't have anything to which to give the prize.• 

<3) aJNão vi QUEH chegou. 

[+humanl 

'Not-(J)saw-who-arrived.' 

'I didn't see who arrived.' 
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bl Ngo vi O QUE chegou. 

t-humanl 

'Not-(i)saw-what-arrived.' 

'I didn't see what arrived.' 

h ' 
By comparing 12lal and C3Ja) with their counterparts with QUE/ O QUE 

(2Jbl and (3)b, 1~hsre no antecedent is overtly realized, it becomes 

clear that in anteccdentless constructions such as these QUEM is 

interpreted as [+huma.nl, and QUÊ/ O QU'[ as [-humanl. 

When an overt antecedent is present, as in 11a,bl both QUEM and its 

antecedent must be [+humanl, otherwise the sentence is unacceptable, 

The use of QUE in the same context is perfectly acceptable, however, 

as in (1 b). An antecedent specified as [+humanl can, thus, be 

encoded by QUEM or QUE, but not the reverse, as far as QUEM is 

concerned, ie., its antecedent must be [+humanJ. 

QUEM occurs also as an interrogativa pronoun, as in t4l, and i s 

understood as [+humanJ in this conlext too. In this case the 
A 

[-humanl counterpart of QUEM without a preposition is O QUE, which 

is a stressed fo1·m, as in (4cl. Prep+QUE, also str-essed, which would 

be expected to be the [-human] counterpart of PREP+QUEH is, however, 

not merely in oposition to the (+human) form Prep+QUEM. lt expresses 

purpose as in (4d). 

(4)a) QUEM chegou? 

'Who arrived? 

' cl O QUE chegou? 

'Yhat arrived?' 

. 
bl Para QUEM sao essas flores? 

'For whom are theae flowers?' 

h 

dl Para QUE são essas flores? 

'For-what-are-these-flowers' 

'What are thcse flowers for?' 

lt is probably worth paying attention to the fact that, in Hodern 

Spoken Brazilian Portuguesa, headless constructions such as the ones 

in (4) have a less formal or colloquial variant, as shown in (51, 

whereas headed constructions such as (1a,bl don't have such an 

alternative strategy. 
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(5)a) QUEM que chegou? 

'Who-that-arrived?' 

b) Para QUEM que 8io essas flores? 

'For-w~om-that-arp-these-t!owers' 

'Who is it that has nrrived? Who 1.s it tha.t these flowers are for?' 

' c) O QUE que chegou? ' d) Parêl. QUE que " sao essas flores? 

'What-that-arrived' 'For-what-that-are-these-flowers' 

'Uhat is it that has arrived? What is it that these flowers are for?' 

The sa1~e ls not possible for (1), 

(6)a) •A aluna a QUEM que demos o pr~~io se sentiu orgulhosa. 

'The-student-to-whom-that-(we)g2ve-thc-prize-llerself-felt-proud.' 

lt folloHS fron that thai. QUEM is [+humanl in ali the contexts in 

which lt occurs in Modern Portuguesc. Uhenever a [+humanl antecedenl 

ís realized anda prepo.sition accompanies it, QUEM can alternate 

with QUE, ie., in this context QUE is not the [-humanJ counterpart 

of QUEl'l. 

!f no antecedent is real:'ized, ie.,either in lntflrrogativc:s or in 

Headless Relativas, Q.UEH may a!ternate \dth QUEM que, and 

Prep+(!UE!1 wi th Prep+QUEl1 que, and the form QUÊ o r ' O QUE 

to be interpreted as its [-human] cou~terpart. 

When it refers to an ovort antecedent, as in (1), there are two 

requir~ments for its occurrence: a) lt must be lhe objc:ct of a 

preposition; bl lhe antecedent must be [+humanl. (7al i s 

unacceptable hecause there is no prGposition accompanyinr; QUEM, and 

<7b) because, in addition to the absence of a preposition, it refers 

to o. [-humanl antecedent: A ESCULTURA. 

(7) a> ~A alunr:. QUEM chegou do exterior não é essa. 

[+humanl 

'The-student-wllo-came-of-the-abroad-not-is-that.• 

b) n A escultura QUEM demos 

[-huma.nl 

o prêmio 

'The-sculpture-whom-<weJgave-the-prizelto> 
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em tr~s dias. 

l.n-thrce-days.' 

c)~ A escultura A QUEM demos o pr~mio foi feita em três dias. 

'The-sculpture-to-whom-(welgave-the-prize-was-made-in-three-days.' 

We assume here that (1) comes from a structure Jlke (8), where Wh 

Movemsnt has taken place and left a trace in its place of origin. 

!8> NP 

NP~' 

1t:J .. f"A 
[<Uhl ~p "-,~ 
/\ I' a QUEM i (nos) 

v ~p p 

I /'.:. ' ·demos o premio tj 

(2J ?,nd (3), nevertheless, do not fulfill the requirements mentioned 

above , as there is no antecedent which QUEM could be referring to, 

and if QUEM is [+humanl in these cases, it has apparently no 

dependence on,a [+humanJ antecedent. 

As we said earlier, both <la) and bJ are possible with an overtly 

expressed [~humanl antecedent, but if the antecedent is not 

[+humanJ, the resulting sentence with QUEM is ungrammatical, as in 

(7cJ. There is thus a clear link between QUEM and a [+humanl 

anlecedent, whenever there is one, ie., QUEM is obligatorily 

interpreted as [+humanJ in this context; it also seems to be the 

case that QUEM without an antecedent is [+human1. 

Sentences (9) from Modern Portuguese are instances of the (+humanl 

interpretation of QUEM. Notice that they have no antecedents. 
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(Q) BJ As notlcios PARA QUEM ligou nos &!times dias, 

[..-humanl 

depois da 

for- who- phoned-in-the-last- days -after-ot-th8 

reforma econ~mica, N sao igualmente ruins. <1986,VEJA,12th Marchl 

reform-economic -are- similarly- bad. 

'The news lgiven) to whoover phoned in tho \ast thtee days, 

the economic reforfu 1 is equally bad,' 

after 

b) Como o decreto não 
A 

preve uma regra PARA QUEM trabalha 

[ .,_ human l 

'As-tha-decree -no'l -predict -a- rule- for -who-

nessa base, os patrões nao precisam mudar nadv. lidem) 
' 

-works 

in-this-SJ.hE>me- the-emrloyers-not-need-to change-anything.' 

'As lhe act does not predict a rule for whoever works under this 

scheme, the employers don't need to change anything.' 

Two analyses appear to be possible for sentences líke (2) ar.d (3): 

CU, for example, can either be described as in (101, for which an 

antecedent position dominated by an NP is proposed in the underlying 

structure but is not realized on the surface slrtlcture; or as in 

(111, in which there is no intermedíate NP between the verb TEMOS 

'\.!e have' and lhe complement sentence S' and no 

whatsoever. 

( 10) Não temos 
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<ll> Não temos co~~ 

5 
I 

/p 
a. QUEM NAVP 

I,~ (nos> 

v ~ pp 

da~ Ó \ ""' 
A 

premio t; 

TER (v,l 'to have' seems to take both sentential and NP complements 

as in <12). 

(12a) Não temos[~pdinheiro.] 

'Notlv.e) have money.' 

'We don't have maney' 

bl Nio tenho[u· do que viver]. 

'Not< I) have of what to I ive' 

'I don't have anything to live on' 

lt has been argued for Spanish <Plann, 1980:110ff.) that sentences 

with QUIEN, which is cognate with the Po1·tuguese QUEM, as in 121 and 

(3), are best anaJyged as NPs. Spanish QUIEN sentences seem to 

differ depending on the tense of the verb in the embedded clause: in 

tensed QUIEN constructions, QUIEN originates as the Subject of the 

embedded clause, whereas in inf initival QUJEN constructions, QUJEN 

is generated either as the object of the verb or as the object of a 

preposition, as in the examples below. 

(13) Aplaudirá'n a quien !legue primero. <Tensedl (DO) 

'They will applaud the one who arrives first.• 

<Plann, 1980:110) 

~ in <13) is· a Direct Object and the prepos i ti on which 

precedes it is considered to have been inserted before a [+human) 

Object and thus not to form ~art of 

requirements of the embedded verb. 

In the follbwing examples the embedded 

the subcategorization 

verbs are in the 

in!initive, and there is a preposition accompanying Quien. 
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{14)a) Maria no tiene de g\Jien fiarse, (In f;) 

'H. doesP'l,;Yt. have anyone to rely on. • 

bl Marfo no tienecon quien dejar los nifios. (lnf.) 

'tlario doesn't have a.nyone with \!hom to leave the chi!dren.' 

c) Eu la! ia no tiene a quien contar sus penas. { I nf. l 

'E. doesn't have anyone to tell her woes to.' 

"Furthermore, the infinitiva! QUJEN construction seems fuI I J' 

aGceptable only if it occurs in a ncgative matrix sentence, and then 

only as the complement of a lirnited cl~ss of matrix verbs, namely 

HABER, TENER, ENCütHR/-1R ... " (Plann, 19130:124). 

As evidence against considering (13) as a Relativa clause vithout 

antccedent (ie. against the S' analysisl it is argued that the Quien 

construction beh~ves like an NP, namely,that it can be the Subject 

of a passive sentence, as in <15), and can also be the object of 

prepositions like SOBRE and CONTRA, which subcategorize for NP 

objec~s but not for sentential objects, R.s in {16). 

' (15) Quien !legue primero sera apia·udido. 
p 

'Uhoever arrives first will be a~lauded.' 

{161 Tiene mucho Ódio contra guien le !leve la contrá'ria. 

'He bates (Jit.has much hate against) uhoever contradicts hlm,' 

<Plann, 1980:116) 

Therefore, (13) 1s analysed as a relative form whose anteced~nt NP 

does not occur ovortly in the surface structure. 

Our Portuguese e>:amples C2l and <3) seem to fali into these two 

classes: (2) is an infinitiva! QUEM construction and (3) 1 n tensed 

QUEM construction: in <2> A QUEM cannot be the Subject.lt seen:s to 

be a ch~racteristic of infinitiva) Portuguese constructions not to 

l1ave an overt Subject but rather to have it deleted under identity 

with another Noun Phrase in lhe matrix clause {Cf. Quicoli,1982>.In 
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{3) QUEM is the Subject of a tensed clause. 

Jt seems that the QUEM clause in <3) also behaves like an NP, in the 

same way as the Spanish sentence {151, as it can be the Subject of 

an aclive sentence like (171. 

{17al Quem chegou não quis comer. 

'He who arrived didn't want to eat.' 

In the same way as in Spanish, tensed QUEM clause~ can be lhe object 

of prepositions like CONTRA and SOBRE: 

(18lalNão quisemos falar CONTRA QUEM chegou nem SOBRE QUEM 
~ 

na o 

'Not-(welwanted-to talk-against-who-arrived-nor-about-who-not 

chegou. 

arrived.' 

'We didn't want to talk either against these who arrived nor about 

these who didn't. 

Plann argues that infinitiva! QUJEN constructions with no overt 

antecedents are also NPs, based on lhe fact that this type of clause 

shares many prope;ties with infinitiva! QUJEN constructions with 

lexical hcads lwhich are undoubtedly NPsl. There are two types of 

infinitiva! relativas with lexica! heads in Spanish, those in which 

the relativized NP is the object of a verb, and those in which it is 

the object of a preposition. These properties are summed up below: 

(iJ ~lf the relativized NP is the object of an infinitive, the 

matrix NP may not be [+definitel: 

<I 11.34lAna no tiene~ningun abrigo}que ponerse. 

l•el J 
'Ana doesn't have any coat to put on' 

This is not so if the relativized NP is the object of a preposition: 
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U1!.3:·il Ana [no tiene (["i tln}\Já'piz cone! quP firmar e! 

no pude encontrar~ e! 

coni.>'ato. 

contr;:ct.' 

'Ana ~doesn' t have~en 

l cculdn' t findi 

one?renci I with vhich to 

the5 

sign th9 contract.• 

<19) l'iatri>: NP 

liDef. 

R e 1. I~P 

<---- Obj. inf. 

<Plnnn, 1980:.129) 

"<ii) \f the rclatlvized NP is the object of an infinitive, the 

lilatrix NP may not be the subject of a sentence, eíther active 

or passive: 

(i!J.35){Un libra (lf que !eerl)ha !legado por correo. 

'A book to read has arrived by mail.' 

Again this is not so if thc r&lativizfid NP is the object of a 

prepod ti on: 

(IJJ.3G){Una maleta en la qus mete1· los libras} ha !legado por 

correo 

'A suitcfl.se in which to put the books has arrived by maíl.'" 

(id.ib.p.128/9) 

<20> J1atrb: NP Rei. NP 

* Matrix Sub.<---Obj. inf. 

Natrix Sub.< Obj. prep. 

"(i!i) lf the relativized NP is the object of an infinilive, the 
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matrix NP may b~ the object of only à limited rllass of verbs, 

namely HABER, TENER, ENCONTRAR ••• , which must occur in a 

n~gative matrix sentence in arder for the result to be tully 

acceptable: 

<111.401 No/~1 hab(a (nil un libra que leer. 

'There was (notl <evenl a book to read.' 

But this is not so if the re!ativized NP is the object of a 

preposition: 

<111.411 No/~ hab{a una bolsa en la que guardar los libras. 

'There was no bag in which to keep the books.' " 

(211 Matrix NP Rel NP 

Neg. HABER ••. <--- .Qbj. in f. 

HABER., .and < Obj. prep. 

other vb. 

(id.ib.p.1291 

As the restrictions on infinitiva! QUJEN constructions are shared by 

certain infinitiva! relativas with Jexical heads Cthese ones being 

considered as NPs), Plann concludes that the former type, tco, is an 

NP. 

Let' s 1101-1 see how our- Portuguesa sentence (2) behaves according to 

these cri teria. 

(21 Não temos A QUEM dar o pr-~mio. 

As we have pointed out earlier, <21 has an infinitiva! QUEM clause: 

~m dar o pr~mio , and QUEM is alsc the object of a prepo~ition 
u .. u. 

: A,1is required by the subcategorization of DAR, which takes both an 

NP and a PP. (2J seems then to be in accordance with the three 

characteristics summed up below for Spanish:(al the matrix NP 

appears not to be definite, which seems to be permitted by (i) above 
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{but se<~ section 5.2.l; blit suems th;ü can 

act as the Subject.. of a passiva sentence, as in ~~U-~.!_2_l?_!:.HE1io 

foi di'scutldo 'To who(m) to give the prl.~e was discusscd' ~ cl it can 

occur elther with the same v0rb TER in nn offirmative constJ·uclion, 

as Te~s a que~_Q_~-~'---~rniQ or with F< different ver-h such as 

ACHAR : We conclude tl1ot the 

dependent clause in (2) is also an NP as it behaves Jil:~ an 

infinitiva! headed Relative, 11hich is tnl NP. (2) can bc p:naphn;sed 

as (22l, whe:re a [+humanJ lcxical e.ntccedent is in the ant~ cndent 

position: 

<22l N5o temos uma (nenhuma) pessoa A QUEM dar o prS~io. 

'Not-(uel-have-a-(Rllyl-person-to-who~-to Cive-the-pl-ize' 

'We dcn'l have "nyone to whom to give the prize.' 

Taking thesc criteria into consideratio~, structurs (iOl- 11l1ero an 

NP which is not realized on the surfacc ic postulatod for nntcct·Jent 

posllion- would appear more adequate Lo account for 12> than !11l. 

2. QU~M/QUE Clauses in Old/Hi~d!e Portus~000 

In gene>ral, the use of QUEM is vcry restricted in OUi' texts up to 

the 17th C. I t appears only •~ithout an antecedo11t and 

preferably not accoQpanied by a prepo~!tion. This ic exemplifiPG in 

(23) and (24). 

(23a) Andando sempre por real estrada, nunca dGsviou a nonln:;~z,. 

'Going -always-thrGugh-royal-road -never-the>devi8ted-to-2ny 

contra ira parte, como quer que nom ,mynguou QUEM mordesse sua gr2.nde 

contrary- part- how-ever-that-not-lackod-who- bit(Sub.>-his-great 

fama com dentes de raivosa inveja. (14th C, FL:2) 

fame-with-teeth-of-angry-envy, 

'Beha.ving a!ways in a honest way, (he, the king) never deviated to a 

wrong path. However, there was no lack of those who bit his great 
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farne with angry envy.' 

b) ••• Has a,u!:! mandasse QUEM recr.<besse os Jogares e Jogo lhos 

'But-tthat-Chelsent -who-received -the- places-and-soon-to them-

entteg2,riam ... C14th C, FL,p.i6) 

Ctheyl(would) give-them-back.' 

• •.. but that he should send who reccived the places and they would 

give them back to them ... ' 

(2/l) ••. que por homra da dita cidade lhe pediam por met'ce 

•,,that-by-honour-of- the-mentioned-city-them-Ctheyl2sked-by-favour 

qtle os seu~ sellos encoQCndasse A QUEM -sua merce fosse 

that-the-his-seals-Chellehouldlord2red-to whoô-ltis-will-~as 

com tanto que fosse natur3.ll da dita cidade ... 0 4th C, FL:5/6) 

providcd-that-Chelwas-born -of-the-mentioned-city.,,• 

'That for the honour of the mentfoned city Cie., Lfsbonl,they were 

asking him a favour, tha.t his seals he should arder f rom whoever 

he ~anted, provided that this person was from Lisbon ... ' 

QUUl in (23al is the subject of MORDESSE 'bit' and in {23bl of 

HECEBESSE. MAJI!DASSE normd.l!y takes an accusativc-object as 

comp 1 ement (se e se c. 4 l. 

Coroparing antecedentless QUEM sentences fcund in tl1is period between 

the 14th and 17th C with Modern Portuguesa which, as it has a!ready 

been shown, possessas at !east two types of QUEM clauses <with and 

without antocedentsl, and where QUEM, even if not always referring 

to a [+human) antecedent, at least includes this feature in its 

lexical specificat.ions 1 l.t may be asked how [.t-hurnan)/[.t-anl.mai:.el 

Nouns could be relativized in Old/Middle Portuguesa, since no ~UEM 

wlth an antacedent appears in our texts up to lhe 17th C. Looking 

into the rest of the Relativa clauses, now excluding the ones with 

QUEM, we find that uhenever a [+humanl Noun was the anlecedent of a 
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Relative Clause, th•• relative which appeared was QUE, not QUEM, ns 

ohown in 12Sl. 

(25al Este grande e muy honrrado senhor, mais exccllcnte dos reis 

'This- great-and-most-honourable-sir-more-excellent-of-the-kings 

que em Portugal reinaram, foy Gempre bem fiel catl1ollico em guisa 

that-in-P. 
9· 

- rclited -was-alvays-~ell-faithful -catholic-in rnanncr 

que ~qtllcllo qut? no principe mais esplaT1dece, sabre r, dereita ffe, 

that-~·hat-that-in thc-prince-more-shineE -kno11ledge -right-faith 

era em ol compridaE1ente, sendo me .. devoto da preciossa Virgem, 

[+humanJ 

was-in-h2-long- (helbeing-much-devoled-of the-precious-Virgirl 

EM QUE auja singular afei?om e deva?om. (14th C, FL:2l 

in which-!helhad- singular-affection-and-devotion.' 

''fhis gr~at and most honourable Sir, the prime among the kings who 

reigned in Pol'tugal, was always é.\ faithfull catholic so that t~hat 

shines most the princes as knowledge and faith, he h2d toa much, 

being!hel much devoted to lhe precious Virgin for who(ml he had 

singular devotion and affection ... ' 

bl, •• o primeiro que per e! la emtrou em ci~a de seu cava! lo foy 

'tl1c first-thal-by-she-entered -on -of-the-·his-horse-was 

aquell ardido e famoso fidalgo DE QUE em cima he feita r.Jencom ..• 
' 

[+humanJ 

that-ardenl-and-famous-gentlomen-of which-above-is roade-reference.' 

(14th C, FL:22l 

' ... The first person who onle~od <the cityl on his horse ~as that 

ardent and famous nobleman who was mentioned above ... • 

The possibilities o f occurrence o f QUEM/QUE wi th/~d thout 

antecedents are summarized in (26l. 
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(26) Old/tliddle Portuguene Q.UEt'l/QUE CUp to the 17lh C.) 

1- \..'I 'fl-í ANTECEDEN'f 

Antec. 

[-humanl 

[+humanl 

2.-\i l THOUT f1NlECEDENT 

Antec. 

Rei :SB/DO 

QUE 

QUE 

R e I : SB/DO 

QUEM 

Obl.Func. (PPl 

Prep+QUE 

Prep+QUE 

Obl.Func. CPPl 

Prep-i-QUEM 

Notice that no examples of QUEM with an antecedent were registered 

in our sample up to the 17th C. QUE is the unspecified form with 

reference to both the features of the antecedent, [+humanl or 

[-humanJ, as well as the presence/absence of a pr-eposition in this 

period of time from the 14th to the 17th c. From that time on, 

ho~ever, QUEM with a (+humanl antecedent appears in our data, but it 

is always accompanied by a preposition. 

According to the exposition given above it vould appear that from 

the 17th C onwards the use of Prep+QUEM Cundoubtedly [+humanJ or 

[+animate)l was extended soas to include clauses with [+humRnl 

antecedents also, resulting in a Relative clause structure with an 

overt [+human] antecedent in vhich Pr-ep+QUEM is the !ndirect Object, 

~s required by the embedded verb. 

Nevertheless,although QUEM with a preposition co-occurs with a 

[+humanl antecedent, QUEM alone, without a preposition (but with an 

antecedent) still does not occur in the 17th C texts, and in fact 

does not in Modern Portuguese.The position which should have been 

occupied by QUEH wilhout a preposition and w!th a [+hurnanl 

antecedent in table (26) has not been filled Csee table (27>). 
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<27) Middla/ Modern Portuguese (17thC-*20th.C> 

1- WITH ANTECEDENT 

Antec. 

[-huma.nl 

[+humanJ 

{+human] 

2- \IITHOUT ANTECEDENT 

Antec. 

Rei :SB/DO 

QUE 

QUE 

R e l : SB/DO 

QUE~ 

Obl. Func. CPP> 

Prep+QUE 

Prep+QUE 

Prep+QUEH 

Obl.Func. CPPl 

Prep+QUEJ1. 

Compared to QUE, which is not now Cin Modern Portuguesel sensitiva 

to features of the anlecedent and has not in fact ever been, QUEM 

has turned out to be a specialized forro, sensitive to [+humanl 

antecedent in headed Relativas. 

lt would seem to us, thus, that thére has been a change in the 

Jexical properties of the members of the relativa paradigm, which 

now includes QUEM in a position previously occupied only by QUE, i e., 

accompanied by a preposition and referring to a [+humanJ/[+animaleJ 

antecedent. Jf QUEM in Relative Clauses with antecedents is always 

the object of a preposition, it fol lows that it cannot be a Subject 

or a Direct Object and that it is restricted to syntactic positions 

thal can only be filled by PPs. 

3. Drigins of Portuguesa QUEM 

In lhe evolutlon from Latin to Portuguesa the Relative/)nterrogative 

pronoun 5ystem suffered drastic changes.Among these is the loss of 

Case Marking, which the whole Nominal system underwent, both Nouns 

and Pronouns. This has had innumerable consequences for the Syntax 

and Morphology of the descendant languages. 
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From a highly devefoped system consisting ot 6 cases in Class1cal 

Latin, Vulgar Latin and the Romance Janguages have been left with 

the Accusative, eventual ly morphologically without a marker as such, 

and fulfilling various syntactic roles in the Romance sentence, such 

as Subject, Direct or Jndirect Object, Adverbial Complement, etc.; 

and with some scattered relics of other cases such as Dative and 

Genitive, as attested, í'or instance, in the Relative Pronoun system. 

ltalian and Proven~al have kept the Dative CU} (!t. A CU!, Pr. CU!l 

and Spani;,.h and Portuguese have maintaíned the Genitive CUIUS (Sp. 

CUJO-A, CUJOS,-AS; Port. CUJO-A, CUJpS-ASl. 

(28) Relatíve Pronoun 

a> Classical Latin 

Sg. M 

Nom. QuT 
-Gen. c u 

Dat. c u 

Acc. Quem 

Abl. Quõ 

bl Vulgar Latin 

H/F 

Nem. Qui 

Gen. Cuius 

Dat. Cui 
/ 

F 

Quae 

u s 
l . 

Quam 

Quã 

Acc. Quem/Que(m) 

c) Vulgar Latin 

Qui!Quae 

Quid<lnt.) 

Que(m) 

Qui(a) 

N 

Quod 

Quod 

Quõ 

Pl. H 

Qul 

Quõrum 

Quibus 

Quõs 

Quibus 

Kodern Portuguese 

Q U E 
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Quae Quae 
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d) Hoder-n Portugue!>>' 

Que (a\\ ayntactic posiUons, wl.th any antecedenU 

Cujo-a(-os, -asl(possessiv~) 

Quem CObl. Func.~ [+human] antecedents) 

O Qual, A Qual, lOs Quais, As Quais) <Lat. Qua\is 

L~aving aside the possible ancestors of the Portuguese QUE lol us 

turn our discussion to the origins of the Portuguesa QUEi'í, Two 

aepncts will be undur consideralion i1ere in connectioi\ with QUE11: 

first, its phonologlcal evolution from a L~tin ancestor QUEM 

(stressedl; secondly the way the agreement between the Relative and 

its antecedent was madc in Latin, considering brief\y for lhat 

purpose the inflections of Gender and Number that the J.atin Rel2tlve 

Pronoun c2rried cumrhd a ti v e I y wi th its Case I nf I ection. 
~ 

3.1. Phonologi.cal Ancestor af. the Portuguese P.UEI·l 

Portuguese QUEM, pronounceà /kê'j; in Braz i I anà /kâ'.j; in certa in 

areas of Portugal 1 <Lisbon and Coimbra} has its origins in the Latin 
J 

stressed QUEM. Stressud and unstressed QUEM coexistsd in LDtln: 

while unstressed QUEM merged with QUI, QUAE, QUID and QUJA, 

cu!~inating in the Portuguesa QUE- fol!owing the general 

elirninating the final -m, the Acc.ISg. ending- stressed 

tendenc" of 
I ' 

o 

QUEt1 bad a 

differcnt development. The final -m has been lost as a conson~nt but 

its nasality was preserved and transferred to the preceding vo~el .. " 
lei, which developed i.nto a diphthong /ej/, giving Jkêj/, Spanish, 

Sardinian and Roumanian also possess forms derived from tl1e J.atin 

stressecl Q.UEI1. 

(29) Latin Pott. Sp. Sd. Roum. 

I 
v 

QUEM (stressed} QUEM QUJEN (Q.Sd.lken cine 

qui 

QUE(M} ' qu 1 (a> QUE QUE kl c e 

(unstressedl quid 

quae 
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Fragmentary·!ntormation ~n the develcpment of the Latin otrcssed 

form QUEM is found in traditional manuais of P.omct.nce l;~nr;u<~ee~;. lt 

is gonerally mentioned that 

the Rel&tive/ lnterrogativ~ 

Q.UEJ1. 

the stressed Latin 
J 

QUEM differed from 

<:.ccusative íorm of 

tl1at of unstrcssed 

I ,, 
Bourciez (1967:242) alludes to the stressed accusative QUEi1, which 

playod an important role in thc lberian Peninsula ;.:nd had a 

difforent evol\lt:ion frolfl untresscri Q.UEI;, 
J 

mentions the same for stressed QUEM. 

(.1 D~l-i :202) 

Said /di (1971:108) refers to the stressed naturo of th12 Portugue~;e 

QUEM in opposition to the unstressed QUE -and alGo R~YR that ~U~f\ has 

its origin in lhe accusalive of the Lutin relativa/ intorro2alive/ 

indcfinite pronoun QUI, QUIS. 

According to Mattoso 
A 

Cama r a (1972:98) QUEI1 "rehdned tlH.' nasal 
~ 

closurr; since it occurred in utterances in which a certaip D.I:!Ol'il"i:. of 

stress was placed on lhe pronoun " and adds that "the restricticn of 

QUEt! to peoplo is explained by the fact that em~·llasiG vas noro usual 

in the case of a person." 

.5 
This QUEM is thus, the phonological ancer::tor of "lhe Portugm~_,c QUEt\ 

which appears in Relative clauses (accompanied by a _preposiUonl, 

Frce Relatives and lnterrogative clauses (Direct and lndir~ct). 

3.2. Agreerocnt bet\:'een the Relative Rnd it!> Antecedent 

3.2.1. Case 

Regarding the agreement between the Relative pronoun &nd its 

antecedent the aspect relevant to the present discussion is that in 

Lat1n the Relativa agreed with its antecedent in Gender and Number, 

bul not in Case, depended on the syntactic function that the 

Relative itself had within the Relative clause. So it is that QUAM 

in (30) is fêminine and singular like its antecedent F!LIA, but 

unlike FILIA it is accusative. 
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C30) Filia QUAt-1 vixi. •• 

'Daughter-whom-{1)-saw 

Nom.X Acc. 

Sg. =Sg. 

F em. =F em. 

As is \Jell known, QUEM was Accusative masc./sg. in CL snd 

accusative/masc./fem./sg. in VL. In its evolution to Portuguesa the 

final -H has dropped, via -N in VL and nasalisation of the preceding 

vowel in ruonosylables, as in IN> EM ;;};; ' "' NON >NAO /NAW/ and 

QUEM>QUEM /k~J/ CWilliams (1873:101). Regarding this one may ask 

whether the nasality present in the Portuguesa QUEM could not be a 

relic of the Latin accusntive marker -M. In phonological terms this 

seems to be plausible, but this would imply that QUHí may 

Direct Object. Although it is true that Direct Object is 

on l y be 
"I one L the 

functions that QUEM can have in the Portuguese ~entence, it appears 

also to be true that Direct Object is its more constrained function 

in both Old/Middle and Modero Portuguese. As will be shown in 

section 4, th~ basic function of QUEM appears to be that of Subject 

in H8adless constructions, and lndir t Object in Headed 

constructions, in ali the stages of the la;.uuage analysed. 

Accor-ding to Meyer--LIJbke (REW, 1972:575) the Object function which 

QUEM had in Latin only survived in Logudorese, whi Je in the other 

Romance languages which employ QUEM, it is also used as a Subject. 

The syntactic distribution of Portuguese QUEM will be treated in 

detail in section 4. 

Expanding this aspect one must point out that QUEM with an 

antecedent never occurs as a Direct Object or Subject in Old/Middle 

and Modern Portuguesa, This can be easily checked in table <27) and 

in section 4.This appears to be the situation in the 17th C and is 

stil I now. Antecedentless QUEM, however, appears both as a Subject 

and as a Direct Object, as in the dependent sentences below (Nodern 

Portuguese) and the same use 1s registered in earlier periods of the 

language. 
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(31)a) Não vi . ' ' QUEM voce esta procurando. D.O 

1 (J) didn't see who you are lookingCfor).' 

/ A 
b) Ja sei QUEM voce aprovou. D.O 

1 (!) already know who you approved.' 

c) Adivinha QUEM su vi hoje. D.O. 

'Guess ( lmp.) who J saw today.' 

d) Não vi QUEM coBeu o bolo. SB .. 

'(J) didn't see who ate the cake.' 

e) Não sei QUEM viu QUEM. SB./0.0. 

' (I} don' t know who saw who . 

QUE is completely devoid of any signall ing of case, 10hich is in 

accordance with the general Romance tendency of loss of Case 

Marking. As it has been shown in this work, from early times in the 

Portuguesa language QUE has fulfilled any syntactic function in the 

Relative (Jause. The Latin mechanisms of Case Harking have been 

replaced by other analytical processes such as word arder and the 

use of prepositions as a way of establishing the syntactic relations 

within the Portuguese sentence. 

3.2.2. Gender/Number 

One of the attested changes in the evolution of the Latin Relative 

pronoun system to the Romance languages is the loss of the feminine, 

as in this example from the CJL,V 5933 (apud Bourciez, 1967:95): 

<32) Filia QUEM reliquit ... 

'Daughter-whom-he-left' 

QUAI1 should be used instead of QUE11, if it were to agree wHh FILJA, 

which is feminine, but the masculina QUEM is used instead. In this 

example, the form QUEM clearly includes Feminine Gender, testifying 

to its absorption by the masculine form. 
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The neuter was eliininateq in Vulgar Latin partly because the formal 

mar!1ing of Gender had always been weak, the neuter singular end~ngs 

being in many cases similar to the masculine singular ones and the 

plural desinences, in many cases, to the feminina singular ones. !n 

genen~.J it has eventually disappeared from ali 

!anguages, especially in Nouns. 

the Romance 

The Portuguesa pronominal system has kept some relics of the neuter, 

however. Demonstrativas, for example,· have an explicit neuter form 

derived from the nominative-accusative of the neuters of Latin 

!STUD, IPSUM and JLLUM! ISTO, 1550, AQUILO!=tACCU+ILLUl 

sub$tantive use. Among the indefinites ALGO 'sometl1ing' is also 

derived from the neuter ALIQUOD (via the replacement of the 

*kwi-theme of ALIQUIS, by *kwol. 

The Portuguesa Relative/lnterrogative pronoun system didn't keep 

grammatical gender distínctions. So far as QUE is concerned no 

flexionai or Jexical gender marking has remained from the Latin 

system .The relativa QUE is not marked at ali, neither for Gender, 

Number nor Case. 

Although the category of grammatical gender didn't survive in the 

Interrogativas and Relativas there exists a distinction between 

[+humanJ/[-humanl or personsa-1/impersonal or [+animatel/[inanimatel, 

which is revealed in pairs such as QUEM/QUE 'Who(m)/which,what'; and 
/ 

also in the Portuguesa Indefinite pronouns ALGUEM (( ALIQUEH, Acc. 
/ 

of ALIQUISl /ALGO (( ALIQUODJ 'Someone/something', NINGUEM (ne(cl+ 

QUEM> /NADA (<REM NATA> 'Nobody/Nothing', with cognates in many 

Romance languages: Sp. QUIEN/QUE; ALGUJEN/ALGO;NADIE/NADA .fr. 

QUI/QUE, Roum CINE/CE; Jt,NIENTE/NULLA (Cf. Jordan y Hanoliu (1972 

vol 1:220 317> Hattoso cli:mara(1972;82/98}. (See (33) below>. 
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(33) [tf.nioatel/Personal/ [-Anirnate1/I~personal/ 

[tHunanJ Pronouns [ ~Huean} Pronouns 

Port. Qur;.m Que 

A J guém 111 go 

' Ninguem Nada 

Sp. Quien Que 

AlguiGn AI go 

Nadie Nada 

h. Qui Que 

Roum. Cine C e 

According to 1'-fattoso C~mara (1972:96) "the masculine -ferninine 

accusative QUEM was restricted in Portuguese to the 'personal' 

gender (only human beings)"' 1 which also manifests itself in the 

' ' lndefínites ALGUEM, NlNGUEM. For descriptive purposes he considers 

-EM in QUEM as a desinence as well as in the other indefinites. We 

shal l return to this point in section 5. 

QUE does not show any marking for Gender nor Number, being itself 

completely neutra! in relation to these categories and referring 

back to any type of antecedent: singular, plural, masculine or 

feminine NPs as in the sentences below~ 

(31~ al Aprovamos e confirmamos todollos privillegios,liberdades 

'<We)approve-and-confirro- ali the- privileges- freedoms-

baoncc: hussas, foros e costuaes .•• QUE ataa aqui ouveram. 

good-uses- -and-habits- that-until-here-(3rd.p.pi.Jexisted. 

(15thC, FL:B> 

'Ye approve and confirmai I the privileges, freedoms, good uses and 

habits that until now have existed.' 

In (34a) QUE refers to a masculina and plural complex antecedent. 
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bllis uulhcres QUE so inscreveral!l para o carc:o não terí{o 

'The women-lhat-themselves-applied -tor-the-post-not-Pil! h~ve 

chance a I guma. (20th C.) 

anj' -chance. 

'The women who have applied fpr tl1e job wil I not have a~y ct~~nce.' 

In (34bl Qup refers to a feminina and ['Jurai antccedent but is not 

marked for either Gender nor Number. 

cl O carro QUE RicCJ.rdo comprou r/ bem velho. {20th Cl 

'The car that R. bought is prolty old.' 

In (34c) QUE has a masculine and singuiar antcccd(:nt, ulJJ lo in (3L~dJ 

it refers to a feminina and singular NP. 

dl f; menina QUE João sonhou tínha oll~os azuis. 

'The girl that J. dreamt (ofl had blue eyes.' 

QUEt1 sim i lar to QUE regar-ding Grammatir;2.l Gender 

(nn.scul ine/feminine) and Number, i e., i t does not mar!: ill1Y o f thes(~ 

two categories whatever its ant('cedent is: mascul~nc/fr~mini.ne; 

singular/plural. ll i5, however, oither restricted to l+llumanl 

antecedents in Relativa clauses with overtly realiz0d le~ical 

antecedents or is interpreted as such in headless constr•JctiollS, in 

the \-I<J.Y described above, In headed relél.tives it is restrictcod to the 

function of lndirect Object, that is to say it is alw;;.ys thc objoct 

of a preposition. 

ReturninG now to the Prep+Que~ construction it would B.ppear 

plausible to say that this construction, which is attested wlthout 

an overt antecedent in our data up to the 17th C (but a!Sl• with a 

[+humanl overtly realized referent from that ti.ne on), has been 

extended to RCs with [+human] antecedents: the feature [+huGanl of 

the antecedent being, thus, repeated and made explicit in the 

already [+humanl/f+anlmateJ fotm QUEH. In th1s way • more 

regularized paradigm in respecl to the feature [thumanl seems to 
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have ernerged: [+humanl NPs are no Jonger restricted to take a 

neutra\ form such as Prep+QUE in the RC but can count on the 

possibility of taking a [+humanl/[+animateJ Relativa form, ie., 

QUEM, always with a preposition. 

QUE has remained unaffected by the features of the antecedent, 

whatever these might be. lt remains obscura, however, why headless 

QUEI1, 1r1ithout a preposition, which was undoubtedly [+humanl ar, at 

least, [+animatel, has not been extended to Subject and Direct 

Object functíons with [+humanl antecedent NPs (see table 27), in the 

same way as its counterpart Prap+ Quem has been extended. ! t i s 

clear, therefore, that in addi tion to having a (+human] antecedent 

QUEM must also be accompanied by a preposition to occur in RCs with 

overt antecedents. 

4.Syntactic Distribution of QUEM 

The distribution of QUEM varies in our data according at least to 

two factors: the presence/ absence of an antecedent preceding the 

sentence in which it occurs and the presence/ absence of a 

preposition accompanying it. Regarding the presence of an antecedent 

we observed that t,eaded constructions appear from the 17th century 

texts onwards, not before. Regarding the presence/ absence of a 

preposition, prepositionless QUEM appears in both periods, ie., from 

the 14th 16th century and from the 17th century on, as a Subject, 

and Prep+QUEM also occurs as an lndirect Object in both periods, in 

both cases with or without an antecedent. As a first approximation 

their distribution could be summed up as in (i) and(ii). 

(i) 14th~16th century texts (inclusive) 

Antecedent -Prep +Prep 

QUEM CSB> 

Prep+ QUEM < 10) 
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(ii) 17th c. tsxts 

An-tecedent -Prep +Prep 

QUEM <SB) 

Prep+ QUEM ( 10) 

[+ human l Prep+ QUEM (!0) 

At first sight it appears that the only difference between the 

constructions ~ith Prep+QUEM in the two periods is that in the 17th 

C. it co-occurs with a [+human] antecedent while in the preceding 

period it is antecedentless. A closer look at the data shows, 

nevertheless, that, in (i), the prepositions ;;hich appear contiguous 

to QUEM satisfy the subcategorization requirements of the matrix 

verbs and are better descdbed as Prep .. , t QUEM .•• J; and that, in 
s• 

(ii>, Prep+ QUEM can be described either as Prep .. [QUEM ••• l -with 
S' 

the preposition outside the dependent clause- oras tPrep +QUEM .. , l ,. 
- with the preposition inside the embedded clause, as its verb 

subcategorizes for PPs. Prepositionless QUEM also shows a different 

distribution as shown below. 

4.1. 14~16 th CENTURY 

4.1.1. QUEM as Subject of a Hatrix or of a Coordinate Clause 

QUEM functions as the Subject of a matrix clause in sentences like 

(35), In these cases its antecedent also seems to be a Subject, 

forming, thus, the pattern SB/SB. 

(35) a} E assy concludindo o que primeiramente disse: QUEM vyr 

'And-thus-concluding-the-that-firstly-(1 said: UHO<ever)-see(Fut.) 

estes bees suso dictos e folgan1a que se desta manha 

these- goods-above-said-and-pleasure-that-one-from that art 
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segue, e outros muito!':: que mais podermll dizer so tal for 

derives-and-others-many-that-more-can(fut.l-say-lt-such-ull! be 

gue lhe perteera , bem tem razom de a muyto dezeja_r. 

that-to him-app!ies-we!!-(hel has-reason-of-it-rnucll-desir.·C!nf.) 

115 th c, DD:9l 

'And thus concluding what I previously said: WHOCEVERl se~~ these 

above rnentioned goods and the pleasure that derives from tht:m, <f,nd 

many others that they can talk about, if they havc the cl1anco to, 

(hel has reason to 1~ant them Cie., to'havo good riding skills).' 

bl Mas QUEM grande vontade tever e de todo esta bem souber, ~e 

'Bu t -l-'HO ( eve l' l - grea t- w i I I- h a v e (fut. l -and-of -everyth in g -we I I -l:uü\1 

<Fut.) 

nom for desaventurado nas bestas. com razom mais poder[JSO 

not-is<Sub. l-unlucky-in-the-beasts-with -reason-more-püllerful-

sera que os outros pera as aver e governar . 

will be-(thanl that-the-others-for-them-to have-and-to couern. 

C15 th C,DD:12) 

'But the one who has great will( ie who is detorminedl and l:now!: 

everything about this <ie, the way of treating a horse) if he is not 

unlucky with the horses,will certainly be more powerful thnn the 

others for having and riding them.' 

c} Nas QUEM se quiser guardar em toda! las ditas causas 

'But -WHOCever)-himself- want- guard-in-all-the-said- things-

que derribam pera deante, tenha sempre consigo avysamento 

t h a t- f a I I- f o r- f orwar ds- h ave -a I ways -w i th -h imse I f -warn i ng-

e, como a besta fezer, aperte as pernas,e firme os pees , ..• 

and- as- t-he beast-does-tighten-the -legs-and-firm-the-feet.., 

<15th C, 00,23) 
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'But IJHO(everl wants to prott>ct himself from all those rnentiont>i:l 

things that make you fali forwardslie from the horse) should beware 

himself and according to what the horse does, should tighten tlte 

legs and firm the feet ... ' 

QUEM has no overt antecedent in these examples. This being so the 

sentences ih which it occurs can be classified as Free Relativas: 

one of the characteristics of this type of construction is the lack 

of an overtly realized antecedent. HirschbÜhler and Rivero 

(1981:607) 1 for example, give the following def.inition: "A free 

relativa is a construction where the first constituent is a 

WH-phrase." At this point there may appear to be no cogent reason 

for postulating an empty NP as the antecedent of these clauses as 

shown in (?·L·), where NP is empty and QUEM appears under COMP a f ter 

Wh-movement. The postulation of an antecedent teven empty) is 

nevertheless compulsory, if we are to rnaintain that their pattern is 

SB/SB, lt is not clear either whether these QUEM should be 

interpreted as definite or indefinite. We shall relurn to these 

points !ater. 

C36l Possibleur....{e<]jlr..gstructure of (35bl, 

VP 

~s 
mais poderoso sera.--

'A 
NP ~ """ 1p VP 

t, ~ 
-V NP 

o I A 
grande vontade o tever 
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4.1.2. QUEM ns Subject ot t.he e&beclded clause 

QUEM · is also a Subject in sentences (37). 

<37a) E movendo seu caminho pe~a lia, os homeens boons de Vil la Nova 

'And-moving-their-way-toYards-there-the-men -good -of- Vila Nova 

de Cerveira ... sabendo corno elle tomara 

o f-C. -knowing-how-he-took-

por forya Viana e o Castelo 

by-force- V. and the-C. 

de Neiva,que eram fortes, temendo-se de hir sobre li es, manda~on-

of-Neiva-that-were-strong-fearing himself-of-go-over-them-sent-

lhe pedir gue o nom fezesse, ma; que mandasse 

to him-to ask-that-it-not-didCPast Sub. l-but-that-ChelsentCPast Sub) 

QUEM recebesse os Jogares e logo lhos entregariam. 

~ho-received<Past Sub) the p1aces-and-soon-them-to him- Cthey wouldl 

give. 

<14th C.,FL:16) 

'And goi.W·g on their way there,the good men from V.N.de C .... knowing 

that he took V. and the Castle of N., which were strong, by force 

fearing that he would come over themCie over V.N. ), sent someone to 

ask him not to do it, but that he shou1d send (someone>WHO should 

recelve the places, and soon they would give them to him.' 

b) Ebem creo que se vosa alteza aquy MANDAR QUEM 

'And-He 11- ( 1) be I i eve-that- i f -Your .H i ghness-here -send <Fut. Sub. ) -who 

mai5 antreles de vagar ande. que todos seram tornados ao desejo 

more-among them-s I ow I y- goes- tha t-a 11- <w i 1 1) be-changed- to the-wi li 

de vasa alteza. 

of-Your-Highness 

(16th C.,PVC:13) 
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'And I believe that if Your Highne~s sends somsone who goes more 

slowly D!f•onr,: t.hem Ue. who stays longer- vith the 1nd1am} 1 th;ü ali 

ui! I be changed to Your Highness's will (ie. they will be converted 

lnto Christiunity),' 

The difference betwec-n {37al and the sentenccs i.n (35) is that in 

(37al QUEM seems to be simultaneously the Direct Object of the 

matrix verb MANDASSE {v. Handar) and the Subjcct of RECEBESSE 

(v,Receborl, while in (35) it functions as the Subject of the VER 

'to ser;'; TER 'to havo' and QUERER 'to l~ant'. l1ANDAR in <37al and bl 

means 'to scnd lsornebodyl' and subcategorizes for NP. lf this is 

taken into consideration, we can then 'say that the ambiguity between 

Direct Object and Subject that Quem exhibits could be due to the 

absence of an overtly realized cornplement to MANDAR. !f this is 

correct (37al would have the pattern OB/SB. RECEBER normal ly 

subcategorizes for NP and PP, although in (37al only an N? 

complement appears. AND~R is an intransitiva verb. 

C38al MANDAR: V ,-+[-NP J b) RECEBER: V, +[-NPJ 

'to send' 'to receive' 

c) ... MANDASSE ( (~J [[QUEM;) [t; recebesse [os Jogares] ]]] 
tJP 14' s•corw S tJP 

According to these subcategorization facts both matrix and dependent 

verbs take an NP as a compleruent. lt is clear that the 

subcategorization of RECEBER is satisfyed by OS LOGARES 'the places' 

but it is not so straightforward what the NP complement of MANDAR 

is, as said above. !f an empty NP is postulated as the complement of 

nANDAR, (37al would be described in the sarne vay as a Headed 

Relative clause is, but without an overtly realized antecedent, as 

the bracketing in (38cl shows. 

lt is not so straightforward what the NP complement of MANDAR is, 

however, because QUEM seems to be concomitantly the Direct Object of 

HANDA$SE, thus, satisfying its subcategorlzation requircments, and 

the Subject of RECEBESSE. It is also important to notice that the 

Subject of RECEBESSE and the Object of MANDASSE have the same 

referent or, in plain words, 'the person who vould be sent' is the 
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same person 'who would receive the places'.· 

In Mddern Portuguesa the verb MANDAR is used with various me~nings. 

Jt can ruean 'to give orders' and in th1s case it is intransitiva: 

(39) Quem manda aqui sou eu. 

'lt's me who gives the orders here' 

Jt can also ruean 'to give orders to somebody' and in this case it 

subcategorizes for PP: 

<40l Ele manda em todo mundo. 

'He gives orders to everybody' 

b) Mandar: V,+[-PPJ 

•to cive orders to' 

Jt cam also mean 'to send', and in this sense it requires an NP and 

a PP: 

{41)a) Marinalva mandou uma carta para a amiga dela. 

'M. sent a Jetter to a friend of hers.' 

b)Mandar: V, +[-NP-<PPll 

'to send' 

A slightly different meaning is 'to arder' as in <42l: 

(42al 11andei que calassem a boca. 

'(Jl-ordered-that(they} {shouldl shut up (the mouthl' 

'I ordered them to shut up.' 

b) Mandei que as crian~as calassem a boca. 
1 (1)-ordered-that-the children-(should> shut up<the mouthl.' 

'I ordered the chlldren to shut up.' 
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cJ Mandei as crianras calarem a boca. 

'(!') ordered the children to shut up C the mouthl.' 

lt seems that in C42al and bl MANDAR takes sentential complements: 

[que calassem a bocal and [que as criansas cal~ssem a bocal, 1~hich 

are introduced by the complementizer QUE. Jt is not clear, ho\Jever, 

ho'<~ to a11alyse {42cl. Can we say that it is similar to (42al and bl 

in which S' itself is the complement of 11ANOAR? Or is it the case 

that AS CRIANfAS is at the same time the Direct Object of MANDAH and 

the Subject of CALAR? AS CRIAN~AS is undoubtedly the Subject of 

CAL/1REH <inflected infinitiva] forro) as shown by the agreement 

belween them C-EM- masc./feDi., pl. endingl. 

Jt seems to me that MANDAR in (421 subcategorizes for S' not for NP. 

As can Le checked in (431 the strlngs marked 1[ ] do not function 

l ike NPs, i e., cannot be the Subject o f a passive sentence z:nd are 

better ana!ysed as Ss, as shown by the diagrams in (441. 

(43al ~ Que calassem a boca foi mandado. 

bl * Que as crian!as calassem a boca foi mandado. 

cl * As crian~as caiarem a boca foi mandado. 

(44al 

calassem a boca 
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bl 

yÀvP 
(eul Â ( "s· 

mandei À 
(oMP "5 
+h) A 
que NP VP 

Á. À 
as co- / ""' 
anqas V NP 

calassêm A 
a boca 

cl 

NPÀVP 
,jul Á 

v/ " s• 
mandLi 

Returning now to example C37a) frorn Old Portuguese it seems that the 

meaning of MANDAR in that context is 'to send', not 'to arder' and 

as such it takes an NP as complement not a Sentence as in the 

preceding examples. The issue is now turned in another direction: if 

it is correct that MANDAR subcategorizes for NP in C37al would QUEM 

be its complement ar is there any other candidate for it? (37al can 

be paraphrased as in (45). 

C37a) .. ,Mandasse QUEM recebesse os legares e logo lhos entregaria ... 
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' ' (45l ••. manda&se ALGUEM QUE recebesse os legares ... 

• , • (hel s·ent -SOMEONE .who -received-the places' •.• 

..• '(hel (shouldJ send someone to receive the places ••. ' 

' One possibility is to consider (451 a RRC with ALGUEM in the 

antecedent position. !f (451 is similar to C37al QUEM would also be 

in antecedent position. Compare C46J to (471: 

(46) 

(471 

A 
NP VP 

cl\el ~~ 
V NP 

mandasse A 
NP 5' 
I, À 

a l guem; (,_ "" 
COMP S, 

qlue, ~~p 
I À 
t, / '\. 

V NP 

recebesse ~ 
os Jogares 

A 
NP VP 

ce\el ~ 
V NP 

mandas~e ~ 
NP S' 

qJem; A 
Tp À 

v 
I 

)~ 
recebesse 

NP 
os~ares 
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In (46J QUE is e Wh-word generated B9 lhe Subject of S1 and then 

moved lnlo COMP by Wh-movement, leaving a co-indexed trace behind. 

In !47) QUEM is generated as the Direct Object of t1ANDASSE and both 

the Subject position in 51 and Comp arG empty. No roovement has 

taken place. Another possibility isto leave the antecedent position 

"' empty, as noted above, as an antecedenlL not overtly realized in 

(37a). This would, on the one hand, satisfy the subcategorization 

requirements of MANDAR and, on the other, describe the fact that 

QUEM has no overtly realized antecedent. 

C~llP 

~p 
[.;.\.Jhl 

I 
quem; 

À 
r/\ 

V N P 

receblsse ~ 
os Jogares 

We shall return to this point in section 4,4. 

4.1.3 P~ep ••• [OUEH .•• l 
S' 

Prep ... [QUEM ... l is found in sentences lil:e (491. ,, 
(49al ••• quando a besta sobe per algua cabida muyto alta, •.. he boa 

',, .when-the-horse-c1 imbs-to -some-h i 11-very-high-.,. is-good-

encolher as pernas, apertandoas, e levantar os pees atras, 

to contract-the-legs- tightening-them- and-to raise-the-feet-back 
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e corpo dereito; c a faz parecer que passa por lugar 

and-body-straight-because-1t-makes appear-that -passes-through-place 

' muyto mais chaao do que he, segundo a esperiencia bem mostrara 

much-more-flat -than-it-is- as- the-experience- ~ell-lwilllshol! 

A QUEI1 o provar. 05 th C,DD:24l 

to WHOieverl-it-lwilll try IFut. Sub.), 

•,,,when the horse c!imbs up a very hi.gh hill it is convenient !for 

the riderl to contract and tighten the legs, to straighten the body 

and to raise the feet backwards, becauSe it gives the impression 

that Cthe horsel passes through places much more plane than they 

are, as the experience will show to whoever wants to try it.' 

bl .. e despois Co Índiol retornou as contas A QUEM i has deu. 

'and after-Cthe lndianl-returned-the beads-to-whom-to him them-gave' 

(16th C. ,PVC:3l 

' •. and then Cthe lndianl returned the beads to the person who gave 

them to him.' 

The rnatrix verbs in (49) s·ubcategorize for NP and PP so that the 

preposition A which appears before QUEM must be interpreted as part 

of the matri~ verb subcategorization requirements, belonging to the 

matrix not to the embedded clause. QUEM thus appears at the same 

time to be the Subject of the dependent clause, as it was in (37al, 

and the lndirect Object of the matrix clause, as required by 

RETORNAR. The sentences in (49) are of the type 10/SB, and in terrns 

of category, PP/NP. 

(50) a) mostrar: V,+[-NP-PP1 b) r-etornar: V, t[-NP-PPl 

'to show' 'to return' 

cl provar: V,+(---NPJ dl dar: V, +[--NP-PPl 

'to try' 'to give' 

Although in (49bl both matrix and dependent verb take a PP 
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complement, demanding both the same pr-eposition A, it is clear that 

the prerosition A ~hich precedes QUEII only satisfies the 

subcatego:rization requirements of RETORNAI{ provided that the PP 

complement of DAR is filled by an item other than QUEM, ie., by LHAS 

<=LHEiASl. C51bl is ungrammatical if we consider lhat A QUEM is the 

rosult of Wh··movement of the embedded PP: the embedded PP A ELE has 

not becn moved to Comp and it is not co-indexed with the (boxed) 

empty NP which is tl1e anlecedent of the whole relativo con~truction 

and consequently has not met the requirements for t~h-movemft'Bft to 

tako place. lt is co-indexed \~ith the Subject of the matrix clause. 

(5lbl l< ••• o {ndio .... retornou as 
' 

contes o[ [~,)[[AOUEM) [t·l has.deu]]] · 
I'(Jff' S'< 0 n~ 5~.' I 

(51bl ••• o indio~ •• retornou ;~s contas A[[~.) [ [ QUEMJ [t; lhas. deu]}) 
J rrvP• s'~o~<P t ~ 1 ; • 

One of tl1e important facts about C49a,bl ís that the prepositíon A 

is not generated \Jithin S' but belongs to the matrix clause. Thus, 

(52a) is a11 adeguate description of thern not <52bl, and the analysis 

is as in (53). 

(52al ••• Prep ..• [QUEtl.,. J 
S' 

riênciE". 

' mostrara 

bl 11 ••• [Pr-ep Quem ... J 
S' 

v 
I 

provar 
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bl _)ZP~VP 
o/ Índio; ~ v/; ~PP 

retornbu as con- Â 
tas, ( ~NP 

a 

NP 

p; 
C MP 

I 

S' 

r 
[ +Wh J N 
I 

quem; t1 

Taking these new facts into consideration, the distribution of QUEM 

is now as in (54), for the period 14th-16th C. inclusive: 

<54) Distribution of QUEH 14th C-416 th C (inclusive) 

a) Coordinate Clauses 

Antecedent 

~ (SBl <NPl 

Q U E M 

Prep 

-Prep 

bl Hatrix/Dependent Clauses 

Matrix 

Antecedent 

~ <D. O. l <NPl 

~ ( 1.0. l <PPl 

Q U E H 

Prep. 

-Prep 

Prep ... [Quem •.• ) , .. 
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The edstence of an empty node as a complement to 

sentence types cla~sified in (54bl (ie. the 

the verbs of the 
"i' antecedent L QUHD 

suppfied us with a descrirt:ion that. might account for the synt.actic 

potential nrnbiguity of QUEM in these types. (54) shows that QUEM is 

always a Subject in the erubedded clauGe but that its antecedent in 

the matrix clause hss a function which is nppropri;;~te to the 

grammatlcal category raquired by the subcategorization of the matrix 

verbs: Hhen the verb de:nands an NP, for example, this t~P can be 

Direct Object; when it demands a PP, this PP can be an lndirecl 

Object. 

\!hen a constituent is not overtly realized, as the DOs and lOs in 

our examples,its adjacent constituents are set in a contiguity that 

otherwise would not occur, ie.if the wissing constituent was 

realized. In this \Jay A + Q_UEM and 11!-tNDASSE+ QUEM 1 for example, have 

been set side-by-sído, and it. seems to us that ít is this forced 

linear proximity which might have given rise to ~mbiguities such as 

the ones found in our sampling. 

4. 2. i 7th CEtHURY 

4.2.1. QUEH as Subject of a Katrix or of a Coordinate Clause 

QUEH appAars as the Subject of a coordinate clause in lhe following 

examples: 

(55) QUEM malfadado foi em a cura, sempre lhe dura. 

'Who -unlucky-was-in-the cure-always-to him-takes long' 

'Whoever was unlucky in the cure, takes a long time for him to 

recover. 

(563.) Vos sois sÓ QUEH me podereis valer. (17th C, CB) 

'Thou -are -only-who-me-can- help' 

'You are the only person who can help me.' 
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N b) A Raynha dc.,o Gaste! la ainda esta em Z'ellanda, que nao he 

'The-queen-of- C. -st1ll-1s-in-Z.- -that-not-is-

das couzas mais facis do mundo, o sahir destas partes 

of the-things-more-easy-of the-world-the-leaving-of those-parts 

do Norte, QUEM em ella se acha prezente. (17th C, CBl 

of the-North-who-in-it-himself-finds-present.• 

'The Queen of Gaste! la is still in Z., because it is not the easiest 

thing in the world, for whoever finds himself there, to leave the 

North. 

cl ... e algumas vezes em uma quinta sua tomava li?Ões de esgrima 

' .•. and-sometimes-in-one-farm-his-took-lessons-of-fencing-and-

e passeava em um cavalo, como QUEM se preparava para ir a pra~a 

rode-in-a horse-like-WHO himself-prepared-to-go to the-quarters 

do mundo. <17th C, GPR:114l 

of the world.·-

' •• and sometimes he had fencing lessons and rode a horse on one of 

his farms, like someone ~ho ~as preparing himself to go to the 

quarters of the world Cie. for whatever could happen to him in th:e. 

world>.' 

The same comments regarding the presence of an antecedent empty NP 

as in 4.1.1 are in arder here. QUEM is a Subject, 

antecedent <SB/SBJ. 

4.2.2. QUEH as Subject of the Embedded Clnuse 

and " soL i ts 

In the following sentence, QUEM is the subject of the embedded 

clause but seerns to be also the Direct Object of the matrix 

ver h CDO/SBJ. 

(57.) Vos não tendes aqui QUEM com caractere o procure. <17th C. ,CB ) 

'Thou -not-have-here-who-with-determination-it- search' 
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'You don't have anyone here who looks for il wilh delerrnination.' 

TER usually takes an NP complement in Hodern Portuguese and 

slternatlvely in some cases subcatcgorizes for a following Senlence, 

In Middle Portuguese it took an NP as complement, as can be seen in 

(58), In lhe same way we suppose that it subcategorized for Sentence. 

(58al ... [.a penna grande} gue tive ... <17th C, CBJ 
r r 

... 'lhe great sorrow that I had' ... 

bJ ... tenho [[razãoJ E [del[rme queixar]]) <17th C, CBJ 
l'fi'P fp P Jo'pS' 

'(J) have-reason- of-me-to comp!ain' 

'1 have reason for complaining.' 

cl ... tenho [[tudo] [o que me pode dar cabal salisfaç~o ... ]], 
r"Pr'f S' 

' ... i have everything that can give me complete satisfaction' 

<17th C, CBJ 

In <591 TER takes a sentential complement: 

<59al Eles 
N 

na o tem do que falar. <Mod. Port. J 

'They-not-have-of what-to talk' 

They don't have anything to talk about' 

bl Eles nSo tem de comer I de beber. <Mod. Porl.) 

'They-not-have-of-to eat I of- to drink' 

'They don't have anything to eat/ to drink. 1 

TER is ,thus: 

(60al 

Returning to (57) we can ask now: what complement does TER take in 

this case, an NP or a Sentence ? lf it takes a sentential complement 

then its structure is as in (61), where QUEM has no antecedent 

whatsoever: 
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-(61) 

!f it subcategorizes for NP 1 then there are two alternative analyses 

as in the case of (37al: either QUEM is in the antecedent position 

and COMF is empty, ar QUEM is in COMP and the antecedent position is 

empty (Cf, Rivero 1964 for details on Head and Comp proposalsl. 

(62al 
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b) 5 

NPAVP 
vJs A 

V · NP 

~~ 
{ ~S' 

9 A 1 

COMP S 

rp ~ 
[Whl NP VP 
I I 

quemi t1 

om caractere o procur _ 

Description 162a) presents QUEM as lhe Direct Object of TER, COMP 

and Subject of S1 being empty 110des. In <G2bl the antecedent 

position is empty, QUEJ1 is under COMP since it originated as the 

Subject of S1 and moved into CONP by Wh-movement. A trace 

co-indexed with QUEM is left in its place of origin. In both 

structures the subcalegorization requirements of the matrix verb are 

satisfed, the only difference being that in one case the NP is empty 

anà in the other it is filled with lexical material. The same 

potential ambiguity as wa.s discussed regarding the QUEM in the 

preceding period appears to exist in <57): QUEH seems to conflate 

two syntactic functions: Direct Object of the matrix verb and 

Subject of the embedded one (NP/NPJ. 

4.2.3. Prep+ QUEM constructions 

4. 2. 3. 1. Prep ••• [QUE/1 .•• l 
S' 

Thls type appears only once in the 17th century sample: 

(83J A este tempo me lembrou que o outro disse A QUE/"i I he 

'By-that-time-me-rerninds-that-the-other-said-TO I.IHO(NJ -to him 

perguntou porque n~o trazia armas de lt no e.,, 

asked - why- not-brought-guns-in the evening' (17th c, GPR: 127) 
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'By tbat time it reminded me what the other said to the person who 

asked him why he didn't bring guns in the evening' 

Beth matrix and embedded verbs take NPs and PPs as complements: 

(66a) dizer : V, t[-NP-PPJ b>perguntar : V, +[-NP-PPl 

'to say' 'to ask' 

The preposition A before QUEM is part of the subcategorízation of 

DIZER not of PERGUNTAR as PERGUNTAR has LHE as its PP complernent. 

Prep is, thus, outside the embedded.clause. As in the sentences in 

(49l the antecedcnt NP in <63) is part of a PP but the Wh-phrase is 

an NP <PP/NPl; in terms of syntactic function (63} is also similar 

to (49a,bl: the antecedent PP seems to be an lndirect Object while 

the Wh-phrase is a Subject,falling, thus, into the pattern (Ü,Ij)/SB. 

It is important to point out that the Wh-phrase in {63) has 

originated as the Subject of the embedded sentence and not as its 

lndirect Object, because there is no co-referentiality between the 

lowest PP A ELE and the antecedent of the Relative construction. A 

ELE has the same referent as O OUTRO • the other', which is the 

Subject of the main clause. The highest and the lowest PPs 

<PP,/PP2 l have the same preposition A, but one cannot say that 

one of them (the lowestl has been deleted under identity for two 

reasons: first, because the@ it accompanies is not co-referential 

with the antecedent ~ and has not consequently been preposed by 

Wh-Movement in arder to meet the necessary conditions for this 

Preposition Deletion to take placej second, 1t is also implausible 

that PP ha~ been moved into Comp position Jeaving a co-indexed trace 

behind, which would 'ive the status of a resumptive pronoun to LHE, 

because although the prepositions ln both PPs are identical, tbe NPs 

they introduce are not co-referential. Dn the contrary, Prep. A+ NP 

ELE have been converted in to the obl i que pronominal form LHE, and 

this is co-referential with O OUTRO (Subject of 5 1 ). 
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NP 

(631 is not the same as either the French sentence 166al or its 

Portuguesa (enlirely acceptablel transJation C6Gbl. 

C66al J'ai donné ce livre A QUI tu avais fait allusion. 

'I gave this book to whom you alludedltol' 

(HirschbÜhler (1976:139) 

" ~ b)Dei este livro A QUEM voce fez alusao, 

•1 gave this book to 11hom you ai Juded (tal' 

In these, both matrix and dependent verb take PPs as complements. 

Th~ difference between the sentences in (66} and (63) is that in 

<661 the Wh-phrase and its preposition seero to have originated as 

the lndirect Object of the embedded clause having being shifted into 

Comp by Wh-movement, as shown in C67l, whereas in <63l it is the 

Subject of 5 moved into Comp. 
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ln this case the moved preposition A could either have been deleted 

under identity or assimilated by the preceding A. PP 1 is thus 

entirely identical to PP 1 not only in categoria! and functional 

terms but is also co-indexed with it. A QUEM Cor A QU!l would in 

this case be ambiguous between the 10 of the matrix clause and the 

one of the embedded clause. There is no possibility here of ·QUEM 

being interpreted as the Subject of the emb~dded sentence as in (63J 
A 

as its Subject is VOCE (or TU 'you'J.This latter type only occurs in 

our data in the 18th C bui is classified as 10/10 (PP/PPl. 

4.2.3.2 (Prep+QUEN ••• l ,. 

Another 'new' type of Prep+Quem construction appears in the 17th C 

texts in addition to the one ... Prep ... [QUEM ... } already discussed. . ,, 
ln this new type Prep+Quem is a constituent of the embedded clause 

functioning as the lndirect Object of the embedded verb and 11l~e the 

... Prep ... [QUEM ••• l type it has no overt antecedent. Examp!e <68) 
S' 

can be interpreted as having a Direct Wh-Question clause: 

<681 Faltando-me el rey aqui[A QUEM e 1 de buscar]) ,. 
'Failing-to me-the king-here-to whom-sha]J(!)-of-seek(Fut. Sub.) 
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'As the king isn't here who shall 1 ask.for help?' 

07th C, CB> 

The nature of CG9> is not so clein, houever: 

<69} , . ,em ocaziÜes de tão manifestos perigos, como aos que aqui 

'· .. in-occasions-of-so much-evident--dangers-as-the-ones-that-here 

estou exposta, sem ter [ A 
S' 

(]Jam-exposed-uithout-having-to 

QUEM recorrer] ... 

whom- to recur to(infl. inf.l ... ' 

(17th C, CBJ 

'In dangerous times, such as the ones I am exposed to now, c!ithout 

having anyone to recur to ... ' 

In both examples CGBJ and (691 A QUEM is the lndirect Obj0ct of the 

embedded verb and the preposition A is generated within the embeddcd 

clause. The matrix verbs subcategorize as in (70) and those of the 

dependent clause as in <711: 

(70l al TER: V, +[·-r:7J bJ FALTJ;R: V, t[···-PPl 

'to have' 1 to be absent' 

<71l RECORRER: V, +[~PPJ b) BUSCAR: V, +[--PPJ 
to recur to' 'to seek for' 

FALTAR is different from TER in that it is not strictly the matríx 

verb here of which the indirect question is an argurnent and do~s not 

take an NP as a complement as TER ~oes. Jt foi lows from this that 

while C69) may or may not have an NP <empty or notl in antecedent 

position 1 {68) has no antecedent whatsoever, which is in a.ccordance 

with its lnterrogative nature. Although apparently similar regarding 

the presence of Prep+QUEM, both being the 1.0. of the embedded verb, 

(68> and (69> bring to light another point which must be taken into 

account in the description of Headed Re!atives, Free Relalives and 
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Interrogativas: namély that with regard to the presence/absence of 

an overtly r~alized antecedent, Free Relativas and Interrogativas 

appear to be similar, ie, both Iael< an antecedent in opposition to 

Headed Relativas. Despite this apparent sirnilarity the nature of the 

interrogativa constructions differs from that of the Free Relatives 

in that in Interrogativas the referent of the pronoun is reaJJy 

unknown to the speaker and is, therefore, more indefinite than it is 

in the case of Free Relativas. 

Another difference is syntactic in na._ture: it is gene>ally assumed 

that interroga tive complements behave_ l ike sentences whi le relativas 

share syntactic properties with Nouns. 

4.2.3.3. fPrepi-QUEH.J with a [+human) antecedent 
S' 

In the period from the 14th-16th C no occurrences of QUEM with 

overt antecedents have been registered in our data. This type is 

found in the n:th c. texts and onwards and is characterized by the 

presence of an antecedent which is [+humanl and by the !act that 

[Prep+QUEM ... l functions as an lndirect Object o f the subordinate 
s' 
clause in alI the cases attested. Sentences in <72J have a Headed 

Restrictive Relativa whose Wh-phrases are lndirect Objects (PPl and 

whose antecedents are either PPs, as in <72a,bJ or NPs, as in 

<72c,e). 

C72a> Quase semelhante aO REI GENTIO A QUEM disseram os or~culos 

(+human} 

'Nearly-similar-to the-king-heathen-to whom-said-the oracle-

que ... <17th C, GPR:119J 

t h a t. .. ' 

'Nearly similar to the heathen king to whom the oracle said 

that,,, • 

b)E foi maiores casas com UMA DONA A QUEM 

(+humanl 

'And-(it)was-that-(theyJtook-bigger~houses-with-a-woman-to-whom 

que tomaram 
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deram 
'0 o nome de mae .• ,• (17th C, GPR:l23) 

(theylgave-tha-name-of-mother ... ' 

'And tl,en it happened that they moved into a bigg~r house 1;ith a 

woman whom they cal led mother ••• • 

cl Sois PESSOAS DE QUD-1 se pode fiar. C17th C, GPR:130l 

[+-hu;nan} 

'(Thou) art-people-of-whom-one-can-trust 

'You are people one can trust.' 

d) Neste lugar ' h a DO 1 S MANCEBOS, um A QUEM amo, 

[""humanJ 

'In this-place there are-tiJo-gentlen,en- one-to \>'hom-1 lc.-ve-

o outro A QUEM aborre~o •.. ' C 17th C, GPR:130) 

the-other-to whom-(1) hate ... ' 

'In this place there are h1o gentlemen, one who J leve and onc: 11lW I 

hate ... • 

e) ... me pareceu que ele era o-que minha ama 
,, 

nD..o amava 

.. • CTo) me-Citlseemed-that-he-was-Cthelone-who-my-lady-not-Joved 

e O OUTRO COM QUEM já' falara uma noite, quer i<' .••• 

and-the-other with whom-already-Cshelhad spoken-one night-wanted •. ' 

!17th C, GPR; 132l 

•.,, Jt seemed to me that he was the one who my Jady did not love and 

the other, vith whom sJ-.e had already spoken one night, the one she 

I oved ... ' 

Four of the embedded verbs in {72) subcategorize for PP: 

(73a) Dizer: V, +[ NP- PP J 

'to say' 

b) Dar: V, +[ NP- PP l 

• to give' 

d) Amar : V, +[-NP} 

'to lave' 

e) Falar : V, +[--NP- PPJ 

'to talk to' 
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c) Fiar: V, +t PPJ 

'to tru-st' 

AMAR has a prepositional complement here. Jt usually subcategorizes 

for NP but whenever the Direct Object of AHAR is [+humanl a 

preposition A appears before it. Jt is worth paying attention to the 

fact that ali the prepositions in (72) are generated within the 

embedded clause, not outside it as in previous cases. Comparing 

these sentences with the headless ones, lle shall see that the 

question of whether or not an empty NP should be postulated as the 

antecedent to the Quem clause does not apply for the sentences in 

(72) since their antecedent is overtly. realized. Let us compare 

(72cl to (691: 

(72cl Sois PESSOAS DE QUEM se pode fiar. 

(69l ... em ocaziÕes de tão man'ifestos perigos, como aos que agui 

estou exposta, sem ter A QUEM recorrer .. , 

PESSOAS i s 

antecedent 

antecedeilt 

the 

o f 

o r 

antecedent o f IDE ,, 
IA QUEM recorrer]? ,. 

that it h as 

possibilities are shown in ~74): 

(74a) 

QUEM o e pode f i ar l bul what i, 

I' i t the case that it h as an 

no antecedent whatsoever? 

<74al would be the description of an Jndirect Question. 
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The dist[ibutional pat'Lern of the QUEH <.:lz;.usr<!J is, thus, n01.': 

(75) Distdbution of (!ue1.1 in :lh~ l7th C tc:::ts ;;nd onL~:u-rl.G 

aJ Goo~dinate Glau~cs 

Q U E 11 

Cil Antecedent Prep. 

~(SB.)CNPJ -Prep 

b) Hatr-ix/Depend'--"-llt Clauscos 

liatr-ix 

/lntccedent 

(JiJ ~ <DOI/(I~PI 

( ii i ) ~ (JQ)f(pp) 

<1 v) ~ <lOl/CPPl 

(v) r/J <DOl/CNP> 

(v i ) [+humanll~~} 

Q U E J; 

Prep. 

-Prep 

Prep •.. I QUEM •• J ,. 

[Prep QUEM ••• l ,. 

(Prep ,. QUEM ... l 

[Prep QUEM ••• l ,. 
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Matrix /Coord. CJ. 

SB. CJ..Wl 

Ecb. Gt. 

SB. <NPI 

SB. (NP> 

lO. C?Pl 

10. (pp) 

10. <PPl 



t 
(v) is a 'new' type of Sfucture where pp satisfies the 

subcategorization reguirements of the embedàed verb. In type (111>, 

PP satisfies the subcategorization requirements of the matrix verb. 

But lhe surface string of (v) is not different from lhat of type 

(iiil: both types have a preposition contiguous to QUEM. The 

analysis only differs in that in the earlier type PP satisfied lhe 

subcategorization requirements of the matrix verb. This reanalysis 

was rnade possible by preposilions satisfying either verb, as in 

(ivl. Although this type only shows up in our data in the 18th C it 
~ p 

is pres URDSed by the existence of (v). <vl demonstrates that the 
" L 

reanalysis has in fact occurred, since it shows PP only satisfying 

the subcategorization requirements of the embeàde.d verb. \Je have 

here, then, a classic case of syntactic reanalysis adsing ftorr: 

ambiguous sentences in which the preposition cou!d be assigned to 

eithet verb. (Details when type Civ) is discussed). 

4.3. 18th-~20th Century 

Ftom the 18th C texts onwards the pattern of occurrence of QUEM is 

as follows: there is a headless Ptep+Quem type whete PP seems to be 

ambiguous between the Jndirect Obj~ct of the matrix verb and the one 

of the embedded verb, a decisive type to our analysis·, hE-aded 

relatives with QUEM with a [+humanl antecedent are present in this 

period toa, but there are two cases in which QUEM refers 

anaphorically to [-human] antecedents being apparent counter 

examples to the assumption previously made that QUEM is' either 

[+hurnanJ itself, i e., has this feature included as part of its own 

Jexical specifications, ar that it can only accept [+humanl 

antecedents. Examples of the types of sentences found in this period 

are given belo~. 

4.3.1 QUEM as Subject of the Coordinate Clause 

In this type the sentences are simply juxtaposed and QUEM is usual ly 

the Subject of one of them. lf an empty antecedent is postulated for 

it, it wi li belong to the same category as the Uh-phrase; in ou r 

examples their function are also the satr:e, as in <76l(5B./58.). 
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A 
(76a l QUEM V? ' a mim, ve a meu pai. CSMC, 18th C:3G8J 

Who -sees-to me-sees-to-my-father' 

Vho(everl sees me, sees my Father' 

4.3.2 QUEM as Subject of the Embedded Clause 

(77J Buscavam a ver QUEM chamava tão a deshora e como 

1 CTheyJsearchead-to-see-who-called- so out of time-and-as-not 

respondiam logo se tarDavam ao coro. 

CtheyJanswered -soon-themselves-returned-to the-choir.' 

(SHC, 18th C:381l 

'They Cthe nuns) searched to see who called so out of time(so late) 

andas (they ie.,who was callingl did not answer soon they Cthe 

nuns) returned to the choir,' 

C78J is sim i lar to (77): 

<78J ..• e dois oficiais ociosos, com a farda desaper-tada sobre o 

' .. and-two-officers-idle- with-the-uniform-loose- over the-

A 
estomago, conversavam, esperando, a ver QUEM viria. 

stomach- chatted- waiting -to-see-who -would come' 

(EQ., 19th C:39J 

' ... and two idle officers, with their uniforms !oose over their 

stomachs, chatted, waiting, to see who would come.' 

VER seems in principie to subcategorize for NP and S, as TER does. 

In (77l and (78l it seems to demand an NP complement; if this is 

the case, this NP is empty, as in the case of <57), and <77> and 

<7Bl classified as DO./SB. CNP/NPJ. 

(57) VÓs não tendes aqui QUEM com caractere o procure. 

'You don't have anyone here who looks for it with determination' 
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4. 3. 3. Prep+QUEH Con<} ·::.ructions 

4.3.3.1 Prep ••• [QUEM ... J Constructions 
s' 

' (79) Perdoe essa massada dada A QUEM ainda esta doente 

( PV, 19th C:111) 

'Forgive-this-nuisance-given-to who-still-is-sick' 

'Excuse me for this nuisance to someone who is still sick.' 

Regarding the preposition, (79) and (~0) show the same pattern, i e,, 

in both the preposition A is generated outside the embedded clause. 

The watrix verbs DAR and EXPLICAR subcategorize for PPs. Both are 

1,0/SB.CPP/NPJ.The same is true of (81). 

(80) ..• Mas se quero expl ic~-1 o A QUEM me 
1 ••• But-if-(])want-to explain -it- to who- me asks 

entao não sei CFG,20th C:28l 

then-not-(1) knów. 

'But if I want to explain it to someone who asks me, then 

know (ie., ho~o.• to explain iU.' 

interroga, 

don't 

(81) ... (os há'bitos) serão tais que mo ti vem devoqão A QUEM 

'··· <the habits)will be-such-that-(they)motivate-devotion-to who 

os vir e se edifique A QUEM as olhar. <SMC, 18th C:393J 

them-see-and-one -edify -to who-them-see' 

'··, Cthe habits ) should be such that they motiva te devotion in 

who(ever) sees them and that who<ever) sees them (the habits or the 

nuns who wear such habits) gets edified.' 

MOTIVAR takes an NP and a PP as complements, but EDIFICAR takes only 

an NP. According to this the preposition A after EDIFICAR seems to 

have been inserted in the same way as the preposition A after AMAR 

fs in <72d). 
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72 I' I h a' d · b ( dl .este ugar o1s mance os, um a quem amo e um a quem 

aborrece. 

' 
4.3.3.2 [f~ep+QUEMJ constructions 

s 

(821 is the headless Prep+Quem Ctype ivl already mentioned in the 

previous section. lt is different from type Cvl in that there are 

two co-referential PPs, one in the embedded and another in the 

matrix clause: it is the case of (621 and (66) (already seenl and 

the dependent verb is tensed. This is' the case in which the lndirect 

Object satisfies the subcategorlzation requirements of both embedded 

and matrix verbs. 

(821 Bem sabeis que A QUEM Christo deu as chaves, entregou as 

'Well-<lhoulknow-that-to whom-C.- gave-the-keys -lhelgave-the-

ovelhas. (18th C.,SMC:381l 

sheep.' 

" 'You know well that to whom Christ g~ve the keys (hel (alsol 

commended the sheep.' 

(821 is described as in (83l. 
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(83) s 

.NAvP 
Chrllto ~ 

v/ ~~ ~PP, 

dL a~m'/~ 
í ~p 
0 N05' 

o , 
~ 

COMP 

I 
PP, 

!e I e) 

NP PP2 
I I 

entregou B!õ t, 

ovelhas 

As in (66), the rnoved preposition A could either be analysed as 

being deleted under identity with the preceding preposition A or as 

having been assimilated by it. There is total identity bet..·een the 

involved categories PP,/PP 2 , As these PPs are co-referential and 

lhe antecedent is empty, A QUEM can be ambiguous between the 

lndirect Object of ENTREGAR or the lndirect Object of DAR. 

verbs demand a PP. 

Both 

Here we have the possibility of a reanalysis. As the PP also 

satisfies the subcategorization requirements of the embedded verb, 

we may no1• expect constructions in which it ONLY satisfies these, as 

in type (v), which is an innovation in the 17th C, The existence of 

(ivl, ie., of Ss like (82), made the reanalysis possible. 

E~amples of [frep Quem .. ,] clauses with [+humanl antecedents are 
' given beloiJ. T\Jo occurrences of this type with [-humanl antecedents 

were also found in the 18th C.This type presents no restrictions 

ellher on the syntaclic function of the antecedent and of lhe 

Qu-phrase nor· on their categoria! status. (84al and c), for example, 
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are Predicative/10. CNP/PP); !84d) is D0./10. INP/PP!. lt requires, 

nevertheless, a [+humanJ/[animatel antecedc~nt. 

' (84a) Senhor, a esse homem avistei em uma Jegua e tomou a vereda 

[+humanl 

' Sir- to- this-man-(J)saw -in-one-Jeague-and-(heltook-the way 

para o Norte, e suponho, pelos ap:·essados passos que levava ser 

to-the-North-and(J)suppose-·by-the-quick-paces-that!helbrought-to be 

esse mesmo POR QUEM me perguntais. 

[-+humanJ 

this-the same-for who-me-(youlask' 

('18th C, NMP:306J 

'Sir, I saw this rnan about three miJes from here and he wPnt 

northwards and I suppose by his quick paces that he is lhe one you 

are asking me about.' 

PERGUNTAR subcategorizes for NP and PP Cas in (63)), In the case of 
ct 

(84) the preposition is POR 1 in C63l[is A. 

bl Cheguei a Lisboa e de meus pais fui bem recebido como filho 

[+hurnanJ 

' (I )arrived-to-L. -and-of.-my-parents- (I )-was-we!Jcome-1 ike -son-

DE QUEM j{ esperavam grandes fortunas e 

of-whom-already-(theyl-expecteà-great -fortunes-and-credits 

para sua casa, pelos famosos brios com que me 

for-their-house-becaus~ -of-the famous-pride-with-which-me-

viam ostentar. tNMP,lBth C:309J 

ttheylsaw-show off.' 

'I arrived in Lisbon and was welcomed by my parents, Jike a son,from 

who they already expected great happiness and honour for their house 

for lhe obvious pride with which I showed off.' 
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' c) E a pessoa DE QUEI'l lhe fnlei. (EQ_,' 19th C:56) 

[-t-humanJ 

'lHe) is-the-person-of-whom-to you-(JJ talked' 

'He's the person l talked to you(aboutl.' 

' . ' dl Sendo ;·ssim, so se pode ~xpl1car por uma das duas hipotcses s 

Being-so-only-itself-can-explain-by-one of-the-tvo-hypotheses 

ou o Conde teve ao servlgo um jurista A QUEM 

[+human] 

either-the-Count-had-to-his-service-a-jurist-to whoC~l lhel 

encarregou de ordenar o material, ou.,. 

arder- of-to order-the material-ar..,' C 20th C, 1PMH:ft6} 

'Being so, lthe mentioned fact> c2.r. only be explained by one of the 

two hypotheses: either the Count had a jurist 11hom he ordered to do 

the ordering of ll1e material, or ... ' 

The two uses referred to as occurrences of QUEM with a [-humanJ 

antecedent could be justified by snying thal these are act~al ly used 

in a metaphorical sense and therefore should be understood as 

[+humanl, if the context in which they occur is taken into 

account. In this sense they are 'exceptions uhich justify the rule'. 

In ac!dition, one might perhaps Dlso consider that in (85a) the 

referent of QUE11 is not hhuman] but [+animatel. Comrie (1981:178) 

proposes a hierarchy of animacy whose components are, from highest 

to Jowest: human, animal, inanimate. According to this parameter 

AVES would, then, be classified as animal: OLHOS would be, in 

principie, inanimate, but, could, according to the conlext, be 

understood as animate, 

!f one thinks in terms of this hierarchy of 'animacy', one may 

perhaps account better for these apparently contradictory examples 

by s1mply saying that tt1ey may be higher or Jower in the hierarchy 

of animacy but that they do not reach the lowest levei of 

animacy, i e., inanimate. The distinction ma de between 

[+human)/[-humanl may well be replaced by a more general dichotomy 
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such as (animateJ/rinanimatel, since any (+hurnanl ar [animal] 

occurrences are redundantly [an1matel. 

(85a) Viam o verde no papagaio, o encarnado nas araras, o 

'CTheylsaw-the-green-in-the-parrot-the-red- in the-macaws- lhe 

amarelo em o pintassilgo e a este teor as mais aves COM QUEM 

[animatel 

yellow-in-the-goldfinch-and-to-this-way-the-more-birds-IJith vho 

a natureza repartiu suas galantarias. CSMC, 18th C:393l 

the nature-divided-her-gallantry.' 

'They sal·l the green in the parrot, the red in lhe macaws, the yellow 

in lhe goldfinch and in sarne way Cthey sawl the other birds with 

who(ml nature divided its beauties.' 

bJNão h~ olhos A QUEM parera bem uma Religiosa 

[animatel 

profana 

'Not-exist-eyes-to who-seems-well-a-religious(fem. lprofane,' 

'There are no eyes to who(mla profane nun looks good.' 

( id. ib. :3941 

lt seems to us, then, that the hypothesis that QUEM is invariably 

linked to the feature [+humanJ (ie,at least this is the state of 

affairs in Contemporary Portuguesel is insufficient to account for 

the described facts. We shall return to this point later on (sec. Sl. 

In this section we have confined ourselves to the observation of the 

strictly syntactic distributional pattern of QUEM. Regarding this we 

~ust notice that the same characteristics found in the 17th C texts 

are present in the !ater texts. Except for the feature 

[+humanJ/[animateJ of the antt?cedent, table (75)(p.j8',p is valid for 

the period 18th-720th C. 
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(f.'\6) Distribution of QUEM in the 17~:1-cC~·•-ct~e~>~t~s-:a~n~d;-:o~n~w~a~r~d,;::s------l 

(a} CoordinRte Clauses- Q U E H 

Antecedent Prep Coord. CL. 

(i ) ~(SB. l (NPl - Prep SB WP l 

{b) tlatrix /Erobedded Cla.uses 

Na tr iN Q U E li 

Antecedent Prep Embd. C I. 

(i il ~<DO.JCNPl -Prep SB.CNPJ 

( i i i ) ~(10. J/PP(=P+NPJ • Prep ••• [Quem .•• JSB. WPl 
S' 

( i v) ~ <lO. l/CPPJ +[Prep+Quem ••. J I O. (pp l 
S' 

(vl ~ CDO.l<NPJ +[Prep+Quem •• , l 
S' 

I O. ( P P l PPs 

(v i) [+humanJrPP> l +[Prep+Quem ..• J lO. <PPl 
S' 

CNPJ 

This table shows that QUEM has two basic functions in an embedded 

clause: Subject and lndirect Object. When the antecedent position is 

empty as in al and in Cil-Cvl, the subcategorization requirements of 

the matrix verb create an empty slot which the referent of QUEM must 

be assumed to fi!!: QUEM, which is a Subject NP in the embedded 

sentence in bCiil, for example, has also the necessary reguirements 

to be the DO. of the matrix verb, ie., it is an NP. In the same way, 

Prep+QUEM, which is the embedded lndirect Object in (iv) can also be 

the lndirect Object of the matrix verb as this subcategorizes for 

PP. The existence of this empty slot is what makes possible this 

'double reading of QUEJ1', i e., that the structure is transparent: it 

is the Subject of the lower sentence and the Direct Object of the 

higher, as in <11>, or the lndirect Object of either verb, as in 
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(iv). This interprql.ation i::; possib'te rdnce the two NPs ar PPs have 

the same referent. 

Type (iii) is rather opaque, however. Although the NP which i:. the 

Subject of the embedded clause, i e., QUEM, could also fi 11 t.he empty 

slot C=NPJ in the higher sentence as they are co-referential, this 

structure does not Jead to ambiguity as in Civl, QUEII in (ii!J is 

the Subject of the lower clause, never its Jndirect Object. Whenever 

the embedded verb demands a PP complement, this role is not carric:d 

out by QUEM, but by some other form. Thls type real ly does not Jead 

to misanalysis and tl;e creation of a new type, since, although QUEM 

comes into contiguity with a Preposition, the PP which should be 

co-referential to it has another referent, 

{53bl, This is the situation in (49bl, 

as for ~:xampla, pp, 

(49bl ... despois o Índio retornou as contas A QUEM LHAS deu. 

There seem to be tl1us at Jeast three requirements for a reana!ysis 

to take place: the existence of an empty s]ot· in the matrix cleuse; 

co-referentiality, anda 'complete matching' between the cat~Cgories 

involved, ie., the pertinent constituents must be 'matching' in 

terms of syntactic category and also in terms of syntactic functlon. 

!f these three conditions a·re correctly observed they would explain 

on the one hand why a reanalysis did not occur in type (iiil, :ít:o., 

as there is no categoria! and 'functional matching' between the 

relevant categories, and there is no co-referentiality, although its 

surface was similar to the type where reanalysis occurred; and on 

the other hand, why it did occur in type (ivl, namely due to 

'complete matching' and co-referentiality of the relevant 

constituents, ie., PPs. 

satisfies the subcategoriz2tion In type (v l Prep+Q.uem on J y 

requirements of the Jower verb: the innovation is PP satisfying 

these requirements in the embedded sentence. lt 

first with ~ antecedent and then wlth overt 

evidenced by type (vil. 
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Type (vi) has Prep+r~·.wm in e1~bedded clauses and in conjcmction with 

ovcertly realized [+animate)/(+humary) antecedent.s, which call be either· 

NPs or PPs. There is no obligntory categorlal or functional 

'matching' between the relevant constituents, but tl1ese must ba 

co-r0fer-::-ntial and must be 'matching' in terms of 'an',acy': 

whenever Prep+Quem appears in this contexl its antecedc11t is 

[ihumanJ. 

Jn view of the preceding syntactic distribution of QUEM we arP now 

in a position to reformulate table C27>- our first approach to the 

innovative use of Prep+Quem with [+animate]/[ihumanl antecedents in 

oblique Relatives. 

Table <27> suggests that Prep+QUEM !Jas spread to resume uvert 

ani r1:a te antecedents but tha t QUH1 (wi thout a prepos i ti on) h as not, 

This raises two questions respectively: how and why did Prep+Quem 

arise as a variant of Prep+Que influenced by a headless Prep+Quem, 

and how and why did thi not happen to headless Quem without a 

preposition? 

The first question is already part.ly answered: in purely syntactic 

terms surface Prep+Quem has been reanalysed as belonging to the 

embedded clause in structures like (i v): under this label Prep+Que~ 

three actual types were distinguished: 1) lhe one referred to a c 

Prep ... [Quem ... l 
s• 

in which Quem originates a c lhe Subject o f lhe 

embedded clause; 2) one in which Prep+Quer:~ originates a c lhe 

lndirect Object oi lhe embedded clause, but, tha t, a f ter 

\Jh-movement, is also interpreted as the lndirect Object of the main 

clause; 3) a third one in which Prep+Quem is unambiguously the 

lndirect Object of the embedded clause. 

The sur-face stdng of these three types was identical and only 

their analysis differed. Since Prep+Quem could be interpreted as 

belonging to the Jower clause toa, we can say that a reanalysis has 

taken place. Type {v}, where it is restricted to the embedded c!ause 

is, thus the 'actualization' of the reanalysis <Tirnberlake,1977}. 
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Our hypolhesis is that Prep+Quem which appe~rs in headed rclatives 

originates from a headless Prep+Quem. This change is partly 

sccounted for in structural ter~s: we've been able to see how 

Prep+Quem arised in embedded clauses with ~ anteceder•ts. How and 11hy 

it has ~pread to structures with [+humanl antecedents will be dealt 

with in the next sections. 

Ali thc.> information He've been <:<ble to collect about th'? syntactic 

distribution of QUE11 is summarized in 1871. 

In chronological terms table (87) presents two groups; before the 

17th century !Group J) and after the 17th century !Group l!J. In 

each of these groups tl1ere are two sub-groups: headed Relatives and 

headless Relatives. 

In group I oblique relativization in headed structures is restricted 

to Prep+Que. In the same period headless relatives occur with Quem 

(a)one) and Prep+Que~. As we have already seen Prep+Quern in this 

period is really 

between Prep and 

Prep.,. [Quem.,.] i e,, there is s• 
Quem, and Quem is a SubjGct NP. 

an empty nade 

In group 11 relativized PPs with [+animatel/[+humanl antecedents 

alternate between Prep+Que and Prep+Quem. This Sef?m5 to bc an 

innovation in this context. The only restriction is that whenever 

Prep+Quem appears its antecedent is [+animateJ/[+humanJ. 

In the same period QUEM occurs in headless relatives in the form of 

both Prep+Quem and Quem. 
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(87) QUEM CLAUSES 

TYPE F U N C T I O N I o f ANTECEDENT CENT. 

RC 58./0bj. ' Obl i que ' 
' ' ' ---- ----

inanimate que ' ' p • que I 
headed anima te que ' p • que 14th ' 

' to ' ' 

0CNPJ (SBJ quem CSBJCNPl* Ccoord. or matrixl 16th 

headless Q'CNPJ CDOJ quem CSBJCNPlll 

I ~PCNPJ C !Ol P ••• [quem] CSBJ CNPl* Gr. l 
5' 

! 

inanimate que ' p • que 
I ' 

anima te ' p • que ' que 

headed animrPPJ] ' ~ + 9uem CPPJ 17th ' ' 

CNPJ ' to 
i 

' I 
' ' 20th ' ' j 

01NPJ CSBJ quem CSBJ CNPH: Ccoord. or matrixl 

~CNPJ CDOJ quem CSBJCNPJ• Gr. li 

headless 0CNP)(I0l P ... [queml CSBJ CNPJ• ,. 
t>CNPJ CDOJ Cp+quemlCPPJCIOl • 
~<PP)(!Ol <18th CJ (p+queml CPPJ C JOJ • 

* matching 

I non-matching 
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4.4. 'fhe Head Propo;;al nnd the CDMP'prdposal 
• 

In additlon to the claim·that Free Relativas are constructions whose 

first element is a Wh-phrase, as defined, for example by 

HirschbÜhler and Rivero (1981), there is the assumpUon that Free 

Relatives aro 'matching', i e., their initia1 constituenl must be of 

the same category as the constituent that immediately dominates the 

clause, as in (88l CGrimshaw (1977), Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978J, 

Hirschb~h1er and Riverú <1981,1983l, Rivero (1984)). 

C88al 1'11 buy 11 d~p[whatever] you Want to sell.l 

bl 1 1 l 1 read [[whichever bookl you give me. J 
1-'r r r 

<Grimshaw 1977:5) 

Jf the Wh-phrase is an NP, as in (88l, the nade which irnmedi;::teiy 

dominates the clause must be an NP. In general terms "when the 

matrix sentence requires a category XP, and there is a Free Relative 

occupying the position of that category, the relative must havto ;o.n 

initial Wh-phrase of the categary XP.H (Hirscb~hler and Rivero 

<1981:607). 

One of the constructions classified as a Free Relative in the 

literature is the type whose characteristics fui fi I both cri teria. 

They are introduced by simp1e Wh-words which also appear in regular 

headed relativas, and they have no complementizers. Regarding thE:se 

two aspects, the Portuguese Relative consLructions discussed in this 

work would fali into this type, since QUEM is a \Jh-\.Jord which is 

also present in headed relatives and since no complementizers appear 

in our structures. In this respect, our Portuguese sentences 

parallel the Catalan and Spanish ones below, respectively: 

(89la} Qui diu . ' alXO 1 ment. 

'Who says that I ies.' CHirschbÜhler and Rivero, 1981:6071 

/ 
b) Quien bien te quiere te hara ! I orar 

'Who-well-you-loves-you-(will lmake-to cry' 

'Yho leves you will make you cry' 
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As far .as ~ubcategorization facts are concerned, however, our 

Old/Middle Portugues9 QUEM paradlgm presents severa! types other 

than merely the one registered in Rivero's (1984) paradigm for Old 

Spanish exemplificd in (89bl, in which the Vh-phrase is in a 

non-subcategorized position (ie.,Subject>. 

The crucial point of our analysis is the discussion of struclures 

uhere QUEt1 i.§_ in a subcategorized position, i e., o f types which 

saem to he absont from Old Spanish, at least as presented by 

RivoroC19B4>, 

Rivero, 1981), 

but present in Modern Catalan " CHirschbuhler and 

There have been t\JO competing hypotheses for the analysis of this 

type of Relativas: the "COMP Proposal~ and theNHead Proposal~. The 

Head Analysis was first proposed to account for the 'matching' 

effect: the matching requirements follm~ a·utomatically if the 

Wh-phrase is in antecedent position, since the head of the relative 

matches the features of the doroinating category under the X- Theory. 

Thus, under this Head Proposal (89bl would be analysed as in C90), 

<Rivero 198~: 84) 

Althaugh this proposal seems to be, in principie, sufficíent to 

describe structures like <89) it does not account for structures 

where a complementizer QUE follows the Wh-uord, as in Sp. QUANTOS 

QUE, CUALQUIERA QUE, etc. The Comp Proposal, however, accounts not 

only for both structures, but also for headed Relatives. 

Under the COHP proposal the Uh phrase is located either in 

antecedent position, namely if followed by a complcmentizer ar a 

relative phrase, or in COMP position, namely if there is no ather 

relat1ve ar complementizer, and the antecedent position is empty, In 

this way, a sentence Jike (91J is ana)ysed as in <92). 
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(DlJ Quantos qe la •;dieron esta sanctn razon todos a la gloriosa 

'A 11-who-.that-1 t- ( they) heard- thi s-hc. l y-·reason-a 11 'lo-the- g I o r i ous 

dizien su bendici~l B. Hilg.61Ba--b 

said-their-prayers 

'Ali who heard the l1oly reason said their prayers to thP Virgin Hary 

( 92) 'P 

NP s· 

I 
Quantos, COM~ 

I 
qe 

t 1 la udieron- tRivero 1984:101) 

A sentence like (89bl would then be analysed as in (93!. 

<93l NP 

NP~S' 
(e) ~ 

C~P . ~ 
1. 

Qu1en 1 

t 1 bien te quiere 

(Rivero 1984:831 

As we can see, an empty nade is postulated for the antecedent 

position when there is no complementizer, and the Wh-phrase is taken 

to be in COJ1P, as in (93). \Jhen both 1>-'h-phrase and Comp are 

realized, the Wh-phrase is in antecedent position and QUE is under 

COMP, as in (92) and (94). 

I 
(94lal Cualquiera que te escuche se convencera. 

'Whoever that to-you listen himself will-convince' 

'Whoever listens to you will be convinced.' 
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(Rivero 1984:841 

Rivero defends the correcteness of the COMP analysis for both Headed 

and Free Relatives taking into account matching phenomena and 

subcategorization facts. 

In terms o f subcategorization the COMP Analysis seems to be 

preferable lo the Head Analysis partly due to examples l i ke (95}, 

Under the Head Analysis (95) not only \/ould be non-matching but A 

QUI would be inadequately Jocated, as H is required by the 

subcategorization o f DIERDN not by FUERON. 

(951 Los dos varones fueron a aqui los votos dieron 

' The-two~ men- were -to-who-the-offerings-(they) gsve' 

'The two men were the ones they gave the offerings to' (8.5.446 c) 

(96al Head Analysis 

s 

VP 
I 

NP 
I 

Los dos fueron 

varones 

a qui 

s 

Uos votos dieron 
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Q6b) Cnmp Analysis 

s 

N~~~p 
]osL NAS' 
varones fueron J ~ 

CO !li' 
I 

!!:. 
a qm ~os votos dieron 

Compare (96a) to <96bl. Thus, the existencs of non-matching Free 

Relatives establishes the need for the Comp Analysis. I t 

seems that ali <o r almost ali) non-matching (and even the matching) 

examples citec! by Rivero (1984-) are in nonsubj%)tc:gorizetl positions, 

as Subjects, TOP or complements of 'To be'-. She consequentl_y 

assumes that the absence of non-matching Relatives in 13 century 

Spanish is a confirmation of the assumption that in subcategorized 

position, a Free Relative must be matching because it is the 

Wh-phrase in Comp that must satisfy the categoria! requirements of 

the ma in verb. Actual Jy her corpus fJ""orn Old Spanish does not show 

any examples of matching relativas in subcategorized position. The 

above mentioned assumption" that in subcategorized positlon a free 

relative must be matching" is based on analyses carried out for 
,, 

other languages th2.n Old Spanish, i e., for Catalan (Hirschbuhler and 

Rivero 1981>, Old English, Dutch and German <HirschbGldcr and Rivero 

1983) . 

In Janguages Jike German, Dutch, and Catalan, Free Relatives can be 

constituents of the embedded S', ie., the Wh-phrase is generated in 

the embedded clause and must be in Comp. <Hirschbnhter and Rivero 

1983, Groos and van Riemsdijk 1979). As the ruatching effects hold in 

these s1.ructures toa, the relative phrase must also fulf!l the 

subcategorization requirements of 

conclusion that the Comp position 

clause in certain respects. 

the matrix verb. This leads to the 
;'Í(( s«<-C<tl'i';_,•r;:.«lr<">; frj 1 <L~ 

is accessib!e to L of the m~trix 
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(97) is an eKample of this "açcessif-ility to Comp". 

(97lal lnvito qui has 1nvitat. 

'1-invite who you have invited' 

bl lnvito [ (e) 
t!P ~P 

[[[qui) 
~r COf'H' I'P 

[ has invitaUJJ 
' .. 

(Hirschbuhler and Rivero 1983:508l 

Jnvitar subcategorizes for a Direct Object NP, thus a Frt.e 

Relative with a Wh-phrase in initial position is grammatical as 

Object of invito lt is relevant that 9.l!.i 'who' in ( 97) i~ 

ambiguous between lhe Direct Object of invitc in the matri K 

clause, anel that of invitat in the subordi11ate clause. In this 

case the matching effect holds. not ofily between the categories 

involved (NP/NPl but also between the functions(D0/00), lt is, thus, 

a "complete matching". 

In terms of matching, as we have already seen, a Free Relative in 

subcategorized position must be rnatching, as in the above examples. 

In these cases, lhe \Jh-prase could, in principie, be either in 

antecedenl position ar in Comp, Since there are arguments in favour 

of the Comp analysis based on subcategorization facts, and there is 

also a proviso which would guarantee the matching effect,ie., the 

accessibility to Comp, the Comp proposal is preferable to the He:=.d 

Proposal. This seems to be the case o f Catalan and as wi J l be shown 

below, of Old/Middle and Modern Portuguesa too, 

Spanish. 

but nol of Old 

In non subcategorized positions a Free Relative may be matching or 

non matching. 

HowevE?r, although rarE?, Middle and Hodern Portuguesa appear to have 

non-matching constructions with in subcategorízed 

positions, and in these cases the material in COMP does not satisfy 

the subcategorization reguirements.of the rnatrix verb, but only lhe 

ones of lhe ernbedded verb. (ê9) is our identificational type. 

(69> ,, .em ocaziÕes de tão manifestos perigos, como aos que aqui 

agora estou exposta, sem ter A QUEM recorrer ... (17th C, CBl 
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(98) 

A 
TA 

Ceul I A . 
tec r S' 

~ c~~"s 

~''• ~ 
leu) { )p 

I I 
recorre:t t, 

(69) is clearly non-matching_and appears to be a counter example to 

Rivero's assumption that the material in COMP satisfies t h e 

subcategorization requirements of the matrix verb, whenever the 

relative lacks an antecedent and NP is in a subcategor!zed posilion. 

Riverol1984) does not include non-matching Free Relatives in her 

discussion as, according to her, this type is rare in the 13th C 

texts, but mentions it in a footnote (id.ib.p.100[9]), The exan:ples 

given an:: 

(i)"No tiene con quien hablar" 

'(He)-not-has-wilh-llhom-to ta!k' 

'(Hel has no one to talk to. • 

liil"Los servos non avien de que Jes fiziesen emienda" 

'The-servants-not-had-of-what-them-they-would-make-compensation' 

'The servants had no way to be compensated.' Fuero juzgo 28b 

No explanation is given for these non-matching Free Relatives in 

Rivero 11984) but it is suggested <Hirschb~hler&Rivero 1981bl that a 
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separate account of infinitiva! rel·at1ves is required in addil1on t0 

the general hypothesis a.bout subcategol'ization, and a possib\e 

relation between Free Relatives and lndirect Questions is also 

mentioned. 

Notice that if <691 is interpreted as an ordinary RRC Yith a lexical 

antecedent, i t wi \I be a\ so non-matchin.g, as there 
' 

15 a pp under 

COMP-the complement of recorrer fronted by Wh Hovement- and the 

roatrix verb ter subcalegorizes for NP in the same way as in the 

case where the antecedent is not realized. 

<99L •• sem ter f[uma pessoa) [[A QUEM· H- recorrer ti))] 
)fp~p j;• PP 1 5 

'without-having-a person -to whom-to recur (to) ' 

The embedded sentence in (69) is an infinitive construction: a quem 

recorrer . As such, its Subject is not overtly ~ealized but rather 

deleted under identity, ie. a rule of Complement Subject Deletion 

(Quicoli,1982l would have applied obligatori!y as the embedded 

Subject (eu'!') is identical to an NP in the matrix clause, which in 

this case is its Subject. According to Quicoli (1982:60} "just in 

thos~ cases where Comp!ement Subject Deletion has applied and 

deleted its subject will the embedded sentence be reduced to an 

infinitive." This seems to be the case of (691: the 1st p.sg. of the 

Present Tense is easily identified in the ending -u of ESTOU' I am'. 

The existence of this nonmatching type in subcategorized position 

is, however, of prime relevance to the present study because it is 

this type of sentence that reflects a reana\ysis of a 'matching' to 

a 'non matching' type. This type represents the 

the reanalysis, in terms of Timberlake (1977). 

actualízation of 

Although the defence of the Comp Proposal is not a purpose that we 

undertake it seems that this Proposa\ provides the Portuguese 

sentences wíth and without an overtly realized antecedent under 

analysis here, with an adequate description as it prer .. p.wses the 

existence of a nade in the matrix sentence whlch is required by the 

subcategorizatlon of the matrix verbs in our examples, the empty 

nade. This empty nade plays a decisive role in the process of 
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reanalys·l.s, explicating the subcafegorization relationships 1rhic~ 

would not be straightforward under the Head analysis. Ali our 

examples for which we have conjectured the absence of an empty 

antecedent NP can now be more precisely described with this empty 

slot. 

Typesl37al and (451 would be account~d for in the same way: 

(37a),,, mandasse Quem recebesse os Jogares e logo lhos entregaria. 

( 100) 

NAVP 
I A 

<elel ~ llP 

mandasse N~S' 
1, cAs r . I 

NP I 
, I 

t 1 NP 

I ~ 
recebesse os Jogares 

Examp\e C37a) is matching and is a case ~here the Free Relativa is 

in a subcategorized position, The material in Comp is, thus, 

accessible to the matríx verb. The matching is only in categoria! 

terms (NP/NPl as in terms of function the empty NP is a Direct 

Object while the NP in Comp is a Subject. 

' (45) ... mandasse alguem que recebesse os Jogares ... 
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( 1 o 1l 

_recebesse os I ogare: 

The same could be proposed for th~ sentence type exemplified by (57l. 

(57) VÓs não tendes aqui Quem com caractere o procure. 

( 102) ' . ~ Vos nao tendes [[ ll [[QUEM; l [t
1
·procure o com caracterelJl .. 

f'Pf' S'Coi'IP S 

The type ... Prep ... [Quem.,. J seems also to be properly accounted for 
S' 

by the same analysis, as in <103) for CBOJ. 

(80) Mas se quero explic{-lo A QUEM me interroga, 
N 

ent;:;o nao sei. 

(104) 

1P~VP 
(eul quero ~ 

v/ ~P ~P 
I PBO A 

expl 1car 0 ( "-

IA . r A 
1 

COHP S 

qu~o, ~ 
~p p 

t, 

me interroga 
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(80) is malching lc\..l O>JP/NPl, bul in lerms of funclion it is !0/SB. 

E)(ample (821 is also malching in categoria) and functional 

'rPJFP), (JDJioL 

terms: 

<BZ> Bem sabeis que a quem Christo deu as chaves entregou as ovelhas 

Ali -thes0 types are matching anà are also in a subcategorized 

posi tion. 

5. Other characteristics of QUH1 constru:..:tions 

5.1. Animacy 

In section 4.3.3.2. we discussed two examples (85a,b) which cou]d be 

considered as apparent counter-examples to lhe claim that 

Prep+Quem is always interpreted as [+humanJ. In fact, two different 

aspects to lhe guestion of 'animacy' of lhese 

be clarified: first, what is lhe 'state of 

constructions 

affairs' in 

should 

Modern 

Portuguese; second, what.. was 'Lhe situation in Old/Middle Portuguese, 

for Headed and Headless Relalives. This latter ,, important 

because, as will be discussed below, Pr-ep+Quem seems to have its 

referential scope restricted from [animatel in Headless 

constructions to [+humanJ in Headed ones, becoming, therefore higher 

in 'animacy'. 

Basic to our dicussion are both the syntactic reanalysis of 

Prep+Quem constructions discussed in section 4 and 

that the existence of '[+humanl antecedents' 

manifestation of a 'hierarchy of animacy', 

independently taken as relevant in 

the ,, 
which 

recognition 

a partia! 

h a; 

Janguage 

been 

change 

(Comrie 1 1981:179J 1 and which se~:>!lls to be involved in the change 

under analysis here. 

The fact that up to the 17th C Prep+Que was the general way of 

encoding obligue relativizatian in lhe case of overt antecedents, 
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either [-humanl or [+humanl appears to plaY a role in the present 

process of innovative change, toa. Being the only strategy for 

oblique relativization until that time, it appears reasonable to 

equate it here with the suriace syntaclic model for the transfer of 

Prep+Quem from Headless to Headed structures. 

In purely syntactic terms, Prep+Quem has been reanalysed 

belonging to the embedded clause, the reanalysis from (categoria!) 

'matching' <type i v) to 'non-matching' (type v) st.ructures being one 

of the aspects of the change. 'Matching effects' are irrevelant to 

Headed Relatives and in the specifíc case of Prep+Que constructions 

both types are found in our data: 'rnatching' and 'non-matching' 

ones. lt is nevertheless true that 'non-matching' Prep+Que is the 

dominant type in terms of frequency of occurrence in our data. So it 

is that Prep+Que relatives with NP antecedents, i e. , the 'non-· 

matching' type, are far more frequent than with PP antecedents (the 

'matching' type). 

( 104) Overt Antecedents 

NP (more frequent) 

PP <less frequentl 

Relative Forfll 

PREP+QUE 

PrepiQuem started being used as a variant of Prep+Que in one of the 

contexts in which this latter previously occurred, i e., with 

[+humanl antecedents. These [+humanl antecedentscould be either an 

NP which is itself part of a PP, or an NP ~o~hich is not dominated by 

a PP. Syntactic type <vl, ie., 9 <NPl/Prep+Quem, would then be 

sim i lar in structural terms to headed NP/Prep+Que, 

the latter the antecedent NP is overtly realized, 

except that in 

whereas in the 

former lhe antecedent NP is not. Taking only their categoria! 

structure into consideration, one may thus perhaps suppose that type 

(vl has been extended first to the regular (dorninant 1 unmarked) and 

structurally similar pattern NP/Prep+Que and then further to 

PP/Prep+Que, the marked one. Thfs would be in accordance wlth the 

claim made by Timberlake <1977:143) that "a change wi I 1 be 

actualized earller In contexts which are unrnarked <ar more naturall 

wlth respect to the change and !ater in contexts which are marked 
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(or less natural) with respect to lhe change". 

(105)~--------------------------------------------------. 

f} Antecedents Relatil!e Form 

(vl ~ <NPl Prep+Que~ 

Overt f,ntecedents R e i a tl v e Forr1 

NP Prep+Que 

pp Prep+Q_ue Prep+Que.W:: (2nd) 

lt is not clear, however, to what extent 'animacy', as an inherent 

feature of the form QUEM or of lhe antecedent, is involved in this 

syntactic change. 

lf we assume that Prep+Quem has spread to resume [+humanl 

antecedents on lhe analogy of its structurally similar 

})(NPl/Prep+Que, we might perhaps account for lhe oddity of the rare 

examples to be discussed below, where Prep+Quem has a [-animatel 

referent, along lhe following !ines: if lhe initial motivation for 

the spread ot the change is taken to be purely syntactic, the 

semantic specifications of the antecedent wouldn't really matter by 

lhe time Prep+Quem had been firstly extended so as to incluóe 

overtly realized antecedents. lt could enter either structure, 

[+humanl or [-humanl. 

Later on, due to the fact that QUEM was <and is) undoubtedly 

[+animatel in ali other contexts in the language such as Free 

Relatives, Jnterrogatives and the pronominal system, ít would have 

been restricted to [+humanl antecedents, by a process supposedly 

similar to what is traditlona!ly called 'inverse attraction' 

("attractio inversa"), preserving and enhancing in a more restricted 

way, the 'animacy' which was present in both QUEM and the 

antecedent. 
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In Latin the 'attraction of cases' was a phenomenon of quite 

frequent occurrence, but was 'marked' 

deviation from the standard rules. In 

and considered a 

the type called 

stylistic 

'inverse 

attraction' the antecedent of a Relative Clause is attracted to the 

case of the Relative when it is supposed to be in another case, 

appropriate to its function in the matrix Clause. 

We are àrawing a parallel between this phenomenon of 'inverse 

attraction' and the change under discussion here because i t is the 

antccedent in the present cxamples which seems to be attractcd to 

the 'animacy' of the RelativG, not the reverse. [+humanl anleceàents 

do not obligatorily co-occur with Prep+Quem, which is [animatel, 

since Prep+Que, which is neuter in regard to 'animacy' in this 

context, is also possible with this type of antecedent, But 

Prep+Quem occurs only with [+humanl antecedents. lt is in this 

sense that we say that Prep+Quem spreads its 'animacy' to the 

antecedE?nt or, in other words, that the antecedent is attracted to 

the 'animacy' of Prep+Quem. 

ln this sense too Prep+Quem with [+human) antecedents can be said to 

be 'matching', not in structura) terrns, as there is no necessary 

categoria! and functional 'matching' between the relevant 

constituents any longer, but now in semantic terms. This semantic 

'matching' could well be considered a •relic' of the previous stages 

'matching', serving ac a of the construction, ~<~here Prep+Quem 'WBS 

clue to its origin, i e., indicating that Prep+Quem in Headed 

Relative clauses comes from Headless constructions. 

Our initial hypothesis would therefore, have to be further 

specified. lnstead of assuming that Prep+Quem had spread to resume 

[+humanJ antecedents, one could propose that it had, in an early 

stage, started to occur with overtly r-ealized )e)(ical antecedents 

which, afterward5, were obligatorily restricted to [+humanl. 

In the preceding paragraphs we have postulated that although 

supposedly syntactic Jn origin the change under discussion seemed to 

include semantic factors in th~ mapping out of the consequences. 
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Another factor which also seems to be lnvolvsd in the spread of this 

change i.s phonological in nature, the relevant aspects of 1-1hich wi I J 

be menlioned in 5.2. 

!n our Relative clauses with overt!y realized antecedents !type vil 

two occurrences of Quem with a [-humanJ but [+animateJ antecedent 

werc found in the 18th C texts. Considering a hierarchy o f 'animac:•' 

it has been shown that these examples ar-e not really CúUlHer 

examples to the claim that Quem ís a [+animatel form but rather lhe 

signal of a diachronic change in the degree of 'animacy' which migf,t 

be in progress. 

These two examples, (85a,bl, occur side by side 1-1ith construc·~'.>Jns 

in wl1ich Prep+Quem refers to a [+humanl/[+animetel antecedent and 

which are attested from the 17th C onwards. Before that time, as . ' ' ' 
has already been shown, no. occurrence of f.rep+Quem]with or without ,. 
any sort of antecedent is registered in our data: in oblique 

functions only Prep+Que appears up to the 17th C texts. 

The fact that Quem could have a referent ]ower in the scale of 

'animacy' in Old/Middle Portuguese has been briefly mentioned by a 

few traditional historical grammarians of Portuguesa, such as 

Epiphânio Dias (1918:77). 

"92al QUEM, como simples pronome relativo, so se emprega anteced:Jo 

de preposi.1;;'o: no Português Moderno refere-se geralmente a pessoas e 

ainda a animaes e a coisas personificadas, mas no Portugu~s Arcaicc 

Hidio referia-se a gualquer antecedente: 

<i>Hum valle aprazível, A QUEM entra pello meyo um ribeiro." 

'QUEM, as a simple relative pronoun, is only employed if accompanied 

by a preposition: in Modern fortuguese it usually refers to persons, 

animais and personified things, whereas in Old!Middle Portuguesa it 

referred to any antecedent: 
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Hum valle aprazivel, A QUEt1 entra p~·lld rneyo um ribeiro 
• 

A- vaJe-pJeasant, to- whom-enters-through the middle-a small river 

'A pleasant vale, in the rniddle of which runs a stream of water.' 

A QUEM in this example refers to a [-animateJ antecedent: um vai !e. 

Said AliC1971~109l also gives & few examples of Prep+Quem referred 

to [-animateJ antecedents .His eKamples are mostly excerpts from OS 

' LUSJADAS (1572l: 

(iil Desta vaidade, A QUEM chamamos fama 

'From this vanity, to whom we cal! fame' 

(iiilEu sou aqueJle oculto e grande cabo 

am that occult and grand cape 

A QUEM chamais v~s outros Torment~rio. 

to whom you cal! ' Tormentorio.' 

CLus. 4,95l 

(Lus. 5,51) 

In (fi) A QUEM refers to VAIDADE which is [-animateJ and in (iii) A 

QUEM refers to "AQUELE OCULTO E GRANDE CABO" ~o~hich is ai so 

[-animate). Nevertheless, as this latter passage renders the speech 

of a mythological entity !Adamastorl, which is the personification 

of the Cape of Good Hope, and consequently possesses human 

qual i ties, the referent can we li be interpreted 
' [+humanl/[+animatel. As an epic poem, OS LUSIADAS conforms to the 

canons which ruled this literary form in the Portuguese Classicism: 

it is a mimetic re-creation or re-adaptation of the great literary 

models as Virgil's AENEID and Homer's ILIAD and ODYSSEY to a new 

theme. The metrics and the proper facts which inspired an epic poem 

were established by the Graeco-Roman literary tradilion, and 

mythological entities as Adamastor were a local 

the entities of Greek mythology. 

interpretation of 

GamÕes' examples date from the 16th C but Epiphânio Dias' 

dated. See table (106). 
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(6~) Prep+Que~a and <Animaey• 

a) Before th2 17th C 

Antecedent Relative in Oblique FuncUuns 

5 [ •humanl 1 
( [ -humnn) j 

[-aninate] 

b) F ror.:< the 17th C onwat'ds 

í[•human l} 

l[-human 

{ 

[-humanJ/[+animateJ l 
[+human)/(+animateJ j 

Prep+Que 

Prep+Quem Cex. (iiill 

Prep+Quo 

PreptQuem 

We may perhaps now understand better that <iil and Ciiil show that a 

change was under way in the hierarchy of 'Animacy' and that the fect 

that Prep+Quem had referents lower in 'Animacy' in earlier periods 

of the Janguage does not contradict the claim that it has bcen 

basically a [+animateJ form in the Portuguesa language. 

The use o f QUEM instead o f QUE in (i i) and (i í i) seems to be 

reasonably justified in the preceding !ines by the [+animateJ 

reference that can be attributed to them, but phonological 

related to stress appear to be at work in these cases toa. 

factors 

QUEM in (i) is sti ll in need of explanation, as versification cannot 

be invoked to account for it. lt refers to a (-animatel antecedent 

and there is no reason to attribute a [+animate) reference to 'um 

vale', 
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5.2. str·ess 

In section 3.1. the stressed nature and origin of the Porluguese 

Quem constructions was di5cussed,the conclusion balng lh~t 

Quem is a stressed form nol only in Modern Portuguese but that it 

also originales from a stressed proto-form. This would justify 

further the P.Xistence of (ii} and (iiil, as well as (i}. 

Thr! use of Prep+Quem in (fi} 8nd (iii) could be clue to the 
/ 

versification patterns Hhich ru!Gd 2pic poEr.;s lik~ OS LUSIAD,~.s. The 

verse used is the dec.;usyllable 1:!ith_str-ong br:ut.s on the 6th and 10th 

metr!c syllables. 
f,, • 

The foot used is ,ji-Htlblc v-/v-. ln the positions 

where Queni occurs, a stressed word is necessary not lo bx·eak the 

rhythm of the verse. lf QUE Has used instead, the desirablc effeGt 

would not be achieved because it is unstressed. Btlt QU~H is stresscd 

and fits perfectly itl this position, not because lhe antecedent is 

human or not human, but because a stressed word is n~2ded by thc 

metrics of the verse: 

/ / 

(iil D~s/tã/ vD."i!dá!dt:2',; a quem/ ch~/mâ/mÜs/ tã/i1lB 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

" (iiU Eu/ sou/ v - v a/que/le 
/ ' - v - ..., -o/cul/to e/gran/de/ca/bo 

(Lus. ~~. 95) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

/ / v_,.,_":- u-v-;-, 
Alquem/cha/mais/ vcs/ou/tros/Tor/men/to/rlo. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (Lus. 5, 51) 

<il Hum valle aprazivol, a quem entra pello meyo um ribGiro. 

The use of comma in (i) is the written signaJ ling of a phunetic 

pause, and in this positio11 the stressed form wou!d be more natural 

than the unstressed Prep+Que. 

The polnts brought up above, ie., that there micht be phonologica! 

factors involved in the transfer of Prep+Quem from Headless to 

Headed Relatives seems to be linked to an observation made by Said 

Ali <1971:108) for Hodern Portuguese in relatfon to lhe occurrence 
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o f the tonic form Q_UEt1 atter a preposi tion .;.ohen the antecedent is 

overtly realized, According to him there is a parallel between this 

tonic QUEM after a preposition and the fact that it is always the 

stressed form of the personal pronoun which ls used after a 

preposi tion, neve r the unstressed one. The unslressed personal 

pronoun 11E, for example, is never used with a preposition.Jf a 

preposltion is present, the form used is its stressed counterparl 

MIM as in: PARA MIM, DE MIM, COMIGO,etc. He adds that lha phenomenon 

is Iess general than it might appear, ho~-:ever, there i s 

another r<~Sstriction on Prep+QUH1: it only applies to people. I f 

Prep+QUEM applied lG inanimates Loo, then it would seem that the 

only factor governing the choice betwee11 QUE/QUEI1 a f te r ' 
preposition was stress. 

Anotl1er arguruent in favour of the existence of pho~~logical factors 

intervening in the choice between Prep+Quem or Prep~Que is based on 

facts about Preposition stranding in Modern Portugueso. 

In a transformational analysis, Modern Portuguesa is said noi to 

allow (see Ch.2 ) Preposition stranding in Re!ative clauses as in 

other syntactic en•)ironments), unless the pr-eposition is a tonic 

forro and has some lexical (as opposed to Grammatical) meaning, sue h 

as CONTR.l>, 'against';'SOBRE' about','on'; SEi1 'without'or 1o1h0i1 it 

conslitutes the last element of a Prepositional Phrase whose first 

element is tonic, like JUNTO in JUNTO <DEl 'by', A RESPEITO in A 

RESPEITO <DEl'about', PERTO in PERTO <DEl'near'. 

(44) Esse é o seu irmão que a sua " ma e morava JUNTO? 

'This-is-the-your-brother-that-the your-rnother-lived-together' 

'Is this your brotJ--1er that your mother 1 ived with? 

(107) O assunto que mais falamos Á RESPEITO foi a greve. 

'The-topic-that-more-(weltalked-aboul-was-lhe-strike' 

'The toplc that we talked more about was the strike.' 

This seems to indicate thal its stress is contribut!ng to QUEM being 

more acceptable after a preposition than the unstressed QUE. Add to 

this fact that the unstressed preposition is a!lowed to stay in its 
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place of orl.gin on\y when it is fo-llowed by a resumptive pronoun_

!.!hich is normally a stress~::d personal pr·onoun- as in OOBJ {se,;, Ch.2J 

(108a) * O homem que voâ falou DE nao chegou. 

'The-man-that-you-talked-of-not-arrive' 

'The man thal you talked about didn't arrive.' 

blO homem que voe~ falou DELE<DE+ELEl nio chegou. 

'The man-that-you-talked-of him-dld -not arrive' 

'The rnan that you taJked about didn't arrive' 

lt is clear that in Modern Portuguese PrepiQue~ is restricted to 

[+humanJ referents in headed Relative clauses. Speakers wil l a l~o.'ays 

interpret the sequence Antecedont+Prep+QueQ as [+hur~an] and 

recognize that it is higher in animacy than its counterpart 

Prep+Que. Evidence from our data led us to suppose that Prep1Quem 

co-occurring with [+humanJ ant.ecedents was an innovation, as it did 

not occur in earlier periods of the language li e., 14th-16th Cl and 

as another construction lPrep+Que) was used in the contexts where 

Prep+Quem ~ould have been expected. 

Until now three points have been raised in our discussion on the 

transfer of Headless Prep+Quem to Headed ones and the possible 

causes o f i t. Firstly we considered that the structur?l and 

functional similarity between f5 (NPl/Prep+Quem and NP/Prep+Que was 

what initiated the change, leading these two constructions to become 

free variants. The change would have operated thus firstly 

irrespectíve of the semantic features of both Quem itself, which was 

already [+animateJ by that time, and of the features of the 

antecedent. Afterwards, Prep+Quem being [+animateJ itself, lt 

started selecting only [+animatel antecedents, culminating in a 

higher leve! of 'animacy', allowing only [+humanl antecedects. All 

the apparent counter-examples discussed above could be taken as a 

reflection of this transitional stage between [+animateJ and 

(+humanl reference. !n this way, the fac.:t that Prep+Quem turned out 

to be restricted to [+humanl antecedents in H.odern 

Portuguese could only be interpreted as a consequence o f • and not as 

lhe cause, o f lhe whole change, as no semantic reason h a' been 

cogitated as a probable cause o f the change. We have been 

assuming throughout this discussion that Headless 
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Quem (and Prep+QuemJ i e,, as in lnt~'rrogalives and Free Relatives, 

' always had, since 

[+anirnateJ referents, 

earlier periods 

a!though this 

of the Portuguesa language 
p 

pres~UROSes that lts Latin 
• L 

preto-forro, lhe slressed accusative masculine/feminine <VLl 

interrogativa pronoun Quem, has been reanalysed in Portuguesa as 

[+animatel: a change lhat can only be infeTred from its consequences 

but cannot be dated and provecl. lt is certainly true thal many of 

the Romance Janguages show a formal distinction between [+animalel 

and [-animatel pronouns <see section 3.2.2. J, and Quem is one of the 

manifestations of this but it goes beyond lhe purpase of this ~ork 

to invesligale furlher how this specific change carne about. 1 l i s 

certainly suggestive lhat lhe Latin Masculina and Feminine genders 

are conside!'ed typically animate classes, with the Neuter being 

typically inanimate <Comrie, 1981:180), but it is undoubtedly also 

true that this distribulion is random because counter-examples can 

be easily detecled. 

Despile these problems we take this assuQption to be true. 

Secondly we considered that phonologica) factors such as stress 

could be íntervening in lhe change. But we couldn't specify at what 

slage of the whole process stress started being relevant and 

furlhermore whether or not it was the initial molivation for lhe 

change. 

In the next section we shall try to se-e if any semantic feature 

could be dete-rmining the spread of Prep+Quem from Headless to Headed 

slructures, because lhe only semantic aspect investigated up to no~ 

namely, 'animacy', has been considered a consequence nol a cause 

of the whole change. 

5.3. Definiteness and Specificity 

Lehmann {1984:293 ff) distinguishes two types of Free Relatives: one 

in which lhe nucleus is missing and anotl1er one in which lhe nucleus 

is pronominal. The firsl of these lypes manifests itself in 

Portuguesa in sentences like (1091. 
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(109al Senhor, OS QUE aqui ESTAM hoje, este dia 

'Si r -the ones!Masc.PJ.)- which-here-are- today-thl~-day-J 

Pl. 

vos faram VENCER. 

you rnake-(Fut.lto win. (PMJ-1 I, 14th C:241+l 

'Sir, the ones ~Jho are here today, will make you wín.' 

bl Senhor, os FIDALGOS que aqui estam hoje . , . 

'Si r - the-noblemen-who-here- are-today., .' 

In (109) the nucleus is missing and from the context one can deduce 

that it is [+animatel, as [+animateJ Nouns such as FIDALGO 

'nobleman' ç'r GUERREIRO 'warrior' fit in perfectly. 1109al can thus 

be paraphrased by (109bl. 

In (110al, however, it is not so clear that the nucleus has been 

omitted because in its only possible paraphrase-lllOcl- the form O 

seems to substituta for the nucleus and is not on)y a determinar to 

the nucleus,as it is in 1109al. 

~ (110al Pero os seus corayoes eram tam fortes e esfor9ados em FAZER 

'But-their-hearts -were-so-strong-and-wanting-in-doing 

o QUE cada um podia ... (14th C, PMH 1: 247l 

the-which -each one-could 

'But their hearts were so strong and wanting to do what each one 

could do .. , ' 

bl- Pera os seus cora9oes eram tam fortes e esfor9ados em fazer 

'But -their -hearts were-so-strong-and-wanting-in-doing 

o ESFORC~ que cada um podia 

Det Nucleus 

the effort-that-each one-could do . 

c> Pera ... em fazer AQUILO QUE cada um podia .. . 

'But. .. in doing what that each one could ... ' 
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Although (10~a) seerns to be a case of a Free Relative ~ithout 

nucleus (in Lehmann's terms>, the same is not so easily maintained 

for cases like (110a) where O ltself appears to be the [-an!matel 

nucleus. 

Comparing (109a) to (110a) one 

interpretation of OS QUE asjwell as 

O QUE seems to be determined by 

can see that the (+animatel 

the [-animatel interpretation of 

the semantic restrictions which 

govern the selection of the pertinen.t constituents: OS QUE- lhe 

Subject of ESTAR 'to be' and FAZER VENCER 'to make (s.o./s.th.) to 

win' as in (109al, andO QUE- lhe Object of FAZER 'to make', in 

Cl10bl, as there is formal ly nothing in these forms which could hava 

Jed tolhem being interpreted as animate or not. Generally, FARAM 

VENCER could take either a [+animatel or a [-animateJ Subject but 

this is [+animateJ in (109al, In Cllüa), however, FAZER requires a 

{-animatel Object, which is lhe type of complement it usually 

selects. 

The other type of Free Ralative presentad by Lehmann is 

characterized by lhe presence of a pronominal nucleus, which is 

~epresented in many languages by, or is at )east homophonous with an 

interrogative pronoun, which is as such indefinite. This pronoun has 

a double role in a Free Relativa: it is at the same time lhe 

Relativa which acts as a subordinator and the indetinite which shows 

the determinateness of the nucleus. 

Our Portuguesa sentences with QUEM without an overtly realized ante

cedent seem to manifest this type. QUEM is in lhe first instance an 

interrogativa pronoun and as such is 1ndefinite, as in C111l. 

C111a) QUEM chegou? 

'\.lho arrived?' 

b) Para QUEM sgo essas flores? 

'For whom are these flowers?' 

In Relativa clauses without antecedents QUEM can thus be considered 

an indefinite relativa, as it combines these two characterístics of 

being indef1riite and of having a subordinative function. 
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Sentences with QUEM Jike lhe ones ana!ysed in this work could thus, 

in typologica! terms, be c!assified as Free Relatives with a 

pronom.ina.l (and interna! l nucleus.This type is, according to Lehmann 

(198~: 299l, always indefinite and may be either [+specificl or 

[-specificl. 

ln this way, QUEM in a sentence like (37al,is taken to be the 

pronominal nucleus of a Free Relative construction and to be both 

[-definite) and [-specific], 

C37al ... Mandasse QUEM recebesse os Jogares e logo lhos entregaria,,, 

The Mood of the dependent verb indicates the specificity of the 

nucleus (or of the higher NPl of the relative construction, the 

correlation being that in general Subjunctive correlates with 

[-specificl forms and lndicative with [+specificl ones. In this way 

lhe referent of QUEM in (37al would be understood as [-specificl as 

RECEBESSE, the dependent verb, is in the Subjunctive Hood !Past 

Subjunctivel. In C77l it would be (1-specificJ as CHAMAVA is in the 

lndicative CPast lndicativel. 

(77l Buscavam a ver QUEM CHAMAVA tão a deshora. ,,, 

From these examples we can see that, although al~ays [-definiteJ 

QUEM can be either [1-specificl or [-specificJ' depending on lhe 

context in which it occurs. 

The choice of QUEM, i e., of a [tanimateJ Subject, seems to be 

determined by the verb CHAMAR, ~hich always demands a [+animateJ 
' Subject. O QUE <the [-animatel counterpart of QUEM would be 

unacceptable in the place of QUEM. 

' (1121 *Buscavam a ver O QUE chamava ... 

Being [-definitel and [+animatel (in both Old/Hiddle and Hodern 

Portuguesel in headless Re!atives, Quem seems, as such, to be 

selected by the ver h with vhich 1 t co-occurs, i e., by a ver h ~o~hich 

requires [tanimatel arguments. Apart fram that, it can be either 
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[+specificJ or [-spC'cificJ, which a.ppears to be also .determined by 

the verb but in lhis case rather by its Mood. 

The proper degree of determinacy of these constructions seems to be 

dependent on the context in which they appear. According to Lehmann 

(1984:312) the degree of determinacy of the higher Noun Phrnse in 

Free Relatives with an internai nucleus is idiosyncratic. 

~e shal 1 try thus to specify for Portuguesa what types of 

restrictions are held between QUEM and the verbs wlliclJ select it in 

terms of semantic features such as .Specificity and Definiteness. 

In general ai l occurrences o f headless QUEM found in our data seem 

to be [-definitel. [n this particular respect we are taking as valid 

for our Portuguesa data Lehmann's assumptlon that ali the Free 

Relative constructions with a pronominal nucleus are indefinite (or 

[-definiten. \Je suppose that the Portuguese OUEM derives from the 
' Latin interrogativa and stressed indefinite forrn QUEM, because, 

among other reasons, the Latin unstressed re\ative QUEM has merged 

with other forms such as QUID, OUIA, etc. resulting in the 

Portuguese QUE, and is thus not a plausible source for it. 

Considering that the QUEM which appears in our Free Relatives 

derives from an interrogative/indefinite pronoun, whose referent !s 

by the very nature of the construction unknown, th!s seems to be 

further evidence of the typologica\ assumption that Free Relatives 

with a pronominal nucleus are, in principie, indefinite. 

We take Lehmann's assumption to be superior to the analysis proposed 

by Piann (1980l, for Spanish, in which it is argued that the Spanish 

QUJEN constructions could be either [+definitel or [-definiteJ, 

depending on the context in which they occur. 

As an example of the [+definitel reading of QUJEN, she gives the 

pair of sentences below, claiming that, if A QUIEN can occur in the 

same context that a [+defin!tel formAL QUE (::::a+el quel can, 

consequently [+definite]. 
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( 13a l ' Aplaudiran A QUJEN I Jegue primero. 

'Tbey will applaud whoever arrives first' 

/ 
bl Aplaudiran AL QUE l legue primero. 

(I, E. A + EL ..• l 

They will applaud the one ~ho arrives first 

{Plann, 1980:110/ll 

Examples of a [-definitel interpretation of the QUJEN are also given 

by existential sentences such as (113). 

1113al No hay QUIEN te aguente. 

'There is not anyone who supports (can stand) you.' 

bl• No hay el gue te aguente 

'There is not anyone who can stand you' 

(Plann,1980:113/4l 

Both types (13l and (113) could be more adequately analysed, in our 

point of view, if both were trealed as having a [-definiteJ QUIEN 

further specified as [-specificJ 

AGUENTE are subjunctive forms. 

in both cases, as LLEGUE and 

We wil l assume therefore that the Portuguese QUEM which appears in 

Free Relativas with an internai pronominal nucleus <or without an 

overtly realized antecedentl in our data has lhe feature [+animate] 

and [-definitel as part of its own Jexical specification, i e. , as 

inherent features. !f this is correct further features would be 

necessary for any kind of differentiation that this form may acquire 

in particular contexts, and we take it here that one of these 

fealures is revealed by lhe oppositive pair [+specific]/[-speciticl, 

In addition to the subcategorization of lhe verbs presented in 

section 4 1 we shall try to specify certain semantic features of lhe 

NPs or PPs with which they co-occur { 1. e. the verbs) trying, 

whenever possible, to determine the Mood of lhe verbs employed. 
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As we consider QUEM to be a I wa.YE [+;wimatel in headless 

construcUons it fol !olo's that the chcdce of this tar·m iR Ü1 !'iÇjlfiF! 

e)(tent governed by the verb, in the sense that it 1s the verb which 

se!ects [+a.nimatel arguments for Subjects, and/or Direct /lndirect 

Objects. 

The feature (tspecificl/(-specificl on the other hand would relate 

to lhe verb in a different way: lhe Kood of the verb indicates 

whether QUEM is to be interpreted as [+specificl or not. 

It its un!ikely that the flSpecificityfl of a form can be defined as 

an inherent feature of it, since it seéms to be a contextua.! feature 

which appears as a consequence of certain other features. 

Specificity does not seem to be a feature of a Noun or a Noun Phrase 

which selected by the verb, in the case o f 

(+animateJ/[-animatel. lt seems rather to be correlated with the 

Subjunctive Nood. 

\.Je will try to determine b~low the correlation between the Mood of 

the relevant verbs in our Quem Clauses and the Specificity of the 

form Quem or of its antecedent. 

(114) 1. Coordinate Structures 

14th-16th century texts 

<35al ••• QUEM vyr estes bees suso dietas e folgan~a que se desta 

[ -Spec. l Subj. 

manha segue ••• 

{35bl Mas QUEM grande vontade tever e de todo esto bem souber .•. 

[-Specl [Sub.] 

{35cl Mas QUEM se quiser guardar em toda] las ditas causas que ... 

[-Specl Subj. 
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17th centur,,, texts 

(55J QUEM malfadado foi ém a cura sempre lhe dura. 

[+Spec.) lnd. 

(56bl , •• QUEM em e lia se acha prezente 

[+Spec.) lnd. 

18th-20th century te~ts 

A A 
(76> Q_UEM ve a mim, ve a meu pai. 

[+Spec.] lnd. 

2.EMb8dded structures 

14th-16th century texts 

aJ Quem as Subject of the Embedded Clause 

(37aJ ... que mandasse QUEM recebesse os Jogares e 

entregariam,,, [-SpecJ Subj. 

logo lhos 

(37b) ... se vosa alteza aquy mandar QUEM mais antreles de vagar ande 

(-Spec.l Subj. 

b) Prep+Que~ Constructions 

' (49al ... a esperiencia bem mostrara a QUEM o provar. 

[-Spec. J Subj. 

(49bl .•. e despois (o Índio> retornou as contas a QUEM lhas deu. 

{+Spec. l Jnd. 

17th century texts 

a) QUEM as Subject of the E:abedded Clause 
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(571 Vos não tende~·. aqui QUEM com l.:arãctere o procure. 

[ +spec. J lnd. 

b) Prep+Que~ Constructions 

(631 ... o outro dissG a QUEM lhe perguntou por que 

[+Spec) !nd. 

<68> ... a QUEM e i de buscar ? 

[+Spec. J lnd. 

(69) ... sem ter a QUEM recorrer ... 

[+Spec.J or [-Spec.J !i"lf. 

!Bth-20 century texts 

a) Quera as Subject of the Ernber.íded Clause 

(77) Buscavam a ver QUH1 chamava tão a deshora •. , 

[+Spec.l lnd. 

C78l, .. a ver QUEM viria. 

[+Spec. l lnd. 

b) Prep+Quem constructions 

" na o trazia armas 

(79l Perdoe essa massada dada a QUEM &inda esta doente ... 

[+Spec.J lnd. 

<BOJ ... Has se quero explict-Jo a QUEM mo interroga ... 

[+Spec.J lnd. 

<81) ... motivem devor~o a QUEM os vir e se edifique a QUEM as olhar. 

[-Spec.J Subj. [-Spec. JSubj. 

(821 Bem sabeis que a QUEM Christo deu as chaves entregou as ov~lhas 

[ +Spec. l lnd. 
1 
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In terms of specificity of the higher Noun Phre<se, ar of the 

re!attve ttself, our data ehow that in Coordin~te ~truotur~~ a 

[-specificl interpretation of the congtruction is only pogslble in 

1.he oldost h•xts examined, te., 14th-16th C texts. The other tvo 

periods (from the 17thC on) reglsterod only tokens of [+specificJ 

reference. In this particular case we are considering that the Mood 

of the verb in the coordinate clause ls defining the specificity of 

the Relative referent, as there is no embedded or dependent verb in 

these constructions. The Subjunctive Hood seems 1.o have been 

predominant in these constructions only before the 17th C, and seems 

to have given place to Indicative forms after that time. 

In embedded constructions the picture is neat for Quem as a Subject 

of the embedded clause (syntactic type ii: P CNPJ<DOJ/ NP<SBJ, where 

[-specificl interpretation seems to be the preferred form before the 

17th C, but [+Specificl after that time. For Prep+Quem constructions 

the picture is not so neat, however. See table (115). 

(!15) 5pecificit:y (in Free Relatives with QUE!D 

a. Coordinate Structures 

14th-1-16th c 17th c 16th-F20th C 

• 
[-Specificl [+Specificl [+SpecificJ 

b. Embedded Structu>es 

14th-HSth C 17th c 18th--:l:20th c 

a} QUEM as SB of the E~bedded Clause 

[-SpecificJ (+Specificl t+Specificl 
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b) P~epiQuem constructions 

Prep •.. [Quem ••• l 
S' 

[+Specificl 

(-Specificl? 

[Prep+QuemJ 
S' 

[+Specificl 

[+Spec.Jor [-Spec, J? 

[+Specificl 

[-Specificl? 

[+Specificl 

lt is interesting to notice that in both cases we suggested a 

[-Specific] reading for and also in those cases in which we've been 

unable to determine their specificity {marked in (115) with a ?), 

the embedded verb is either in the Future Subjunctive or in the 

lnfinitivl?, forms which are regularly homophonous in some 

conjugations. 

-& 
These two forms can be mistaken each for ~frfrft other in Modern 

Portuguese, especially as in (49a) and (81J, where the form of t11e 

dependent verb is ambiguous between the Subjunctive Future and the 

lnfinitive: PROVAR and OLHAR, resp_ectively. 

In a verb like VER 'to see' the same happens: the Futurc: Subjunctive 

VIR prescribed by the Traditional Grammar never occurs spontaneously 

and is fr-equently replaced by lhe Infinitiva! form VER ( it is the 

case of (81) in our examples), 

In the cases where lhe embedded verb was undoubtedly an Infinitiva! 

formas (68) and (69) it seems to us that the interpr-etation can be 

either: [+specificl or [-specificl. 

(69J is exactly syntactic type (v), which we considered to be the 

actualizaUon of the syntactic change (discussed in section 4). Ue 

conjecture whether this double reading in terms of specificity which 

this type allows would not be another mapping out 

consequences of the same change. 
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This investigation wou!d demand a· gcr-utiny of morpholOJicaJ ver·b 

classes in both Modern and Old/Middle Portuguese as wel! as further 

examinatfon of the semantic pr-operty 'specificily'. In this r-espect 

we assumed here that it correlates with verbal moods. This raises 

lhe question that, if the Mood of lhe verb is a\tered for instance, 

from Subjunctive to Jndicative does the specificity of the relative 

Cor- of the antecadentl change too? Or is it the change in 

specificity which determines lhe Mood? lt seems to us that factors 

other than Mood appear to play a role in the specificity of the 

referent, and that the Hood is an indicator ot Specificity rather 

than a determlnant. 

lt is not our intention to examine these issues further. ~Je wi li 

limit ourse\ves to lhe observations already made on the specificity 

of Free Relatives and we will not deal with the specificity of 

Headed Relative c\auses. 
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NOTES 

11 This type describes either cases in which QUEM is the Subject of 

a Coordinate or Correlative sentence or cases in which it is tho 

Subject of a matrix clause, 
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CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation l have investlgated certain aspects of the 

evolution of the Portuguese Noun Phrase in written texls from C14 

onwaíds. The two toplcs dlscussed, name!y the arder AN/NA and 

Relative Clauses are both realizations of the same basic substantive 

proceas of modificationtpredication to lhe Noun. lt is relevant to 

reinforce the fact that the analyses were governed by the data. Tl1ey 

have, thus, an empirical basis. 

1. The AN/NA arder 

In terms of linear modiflcation, within a word arder chan~e typology 

framework, a change in the pattern of Noun/Aà,iectivG order-ing has 

been identified in the Janguage around C18 <AIJ>NAl by means of a 

purely quantitativa analysis. 

change were investigated, 

Secondly. other issues involved in the 

this time taking in to account 

semantic1pragmatic features of the linear relation Adjective/Noun 

(Chapter 1), 

The analysis of the Noun/ Adjective or·der was, thus, car-ried out in 

two turns: 1) a quantitative analysis and 21 a qualitatlve analysis, 

each of which commc?nt below: 

1.1. The quantitative analysis 

Díachronically, in quantitative terms, the data showed a change in 

lhe linear positioning of the Adjective reiative to the Noun il 

modifies: AN was the predominant arder in our Portuguese texts up 

lo C18 and NA after that time. in this respect this study 

confirmed the general trend proposed by word arder change 

typologists for the Romance languages, which are believed to be in a 

half-way between an ideal ly consistent Preto- lndo-European XV type 

and an also ideally consistent VX Romance type. lnconsistencies such 

as AN/NA would be the sign of a drift towards consistency: the 

language would be readjusting its patterns to the new Rom~nce target 

arder VX, itself having emerged through the gradual elimina.tion of 

the Latin morphological case distinclions. Such inconsistencies 
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would then show that the NP is striving ~or 'realignement to the new 

VX type triggered by the change OV>VO. 

Our quantita~lve analysis showed a trend of decrease of A that is in 

keeping with the claim made by word arder change typologists that a 

l&nguage graduaily gets rid of remnants from an old general pattern 

that is being abandoned on ils way to achieving a new ideal type. In 

this sense, within a deeper time depth, going back to early Latin or 

Proto-lndo-European, AN could be the old type that is being left, 

and NA the new ideal type to be solidified. 

Anteposition has been magnified in the quantttative anaiysis, which 

Jed to the discovery of striking facts: two adjectives- BOM & 

GRANDE- monopolize Anteposition, in quantitativa terms, up C 18 

(Figure 8). After that time their frequency in A is not so massive, 

and other adjectives than BOM and GRANDE seemed to have taken over 

their role. Their high occurrence raised the question wl1ether this 

would be responsible for the high rate of A up to CIB. Tl1eir 

eKclusion fi'om Anteposition showed, however, that the general trend 

of decrease in A C Figures 9 and 111 has not changed. Despite this, 

the rear·cangement of the ledcal items 1.,rithin Anteposition, ie. the 

observation that BOM & GRANDE fel! into disuse whi !e other 

adjectives took ovec their role, seemed to reveal the way by which 

Anteposability of Adjectives has emptied over time. 

The decreasing pattern of the use of BOM & GRANDE !Figure Bl 

suggested that other factors might be invoked to account for lhe 

change, apar-t trem the teleological explanation 

arder change typologists. tried, then, to 

proposed by 

find out 

word 

which 

condltions Internai to the systems could supposedly account for the 

Anteposability decrease tendency. This was dane in the qualitative 

analysis commented below. 

1.2. The qualitative analysis 

The need of recognitlon of semantic adjectival classes for 

particular languages was demonstrated by Dlxon C1977l within a 

universalistic perspective. In typological change studies, Adams 
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(1977) made use of classes of adjectives in ·his discussion of 

adjective ordering and a change AN>NA was postulated for an 

Latin adjectlval class, namely, the possessive class. 

Latin 

early 

Our description of the adjective placement over time was also based 

on semantic classes ( Chapter 1 ). In this sense, certain 'classes' 

of adjectives were associated to Anteposition, others, to 

Postposition. Although the classes as such appeared not to have 

chant;ed over time in Anteposition- ie. they havt? been stable in the 

language since C14- a change within the 'subjective' c! ass lo' as 

observed. lt is our claim that this change, internai to this class, 

indicated the way by which the overal l tendency of Anteposition 

reduction was implemented in Portuguese and also points up how new 

changes might come about in the linear ordering of constituents 

within lhe Noun Phrase. Adams also postulated a change for a 

particular class of Latin adjectives. 

recurring in Portuguese. 

This process seems to be 

Attention must be drawn to the fact that our analysis does not 

confirm the claim Lehmannn (1972) and Harris (1978:59) made for 

Romance, but based merely on French. They claim that i11 Romance 

Anteposition would be proper of a small number of the most common 

adjectives~ "about a dozen in ali" (Lehmann, 1972b: 272). ·aur 

empirical analysis has demonstrated that this is not true for 

Portuguese. Although from C18 onwards NA has been definitely the 

preferred arder in our texts, Anteposition is by no means limited to 

a small number of the most common adjectives. !t is undoubtedly the 

case that there are some adjectives 'trapped' in Anteposition, as 

the Set Phrases discussed in section 4.3, Chapter 1, but this must 

be understood as the result of a change that took place within a 

class of adjectives. This change is headed by the adjectives BOM & 

GRANDE, within the 'subjective class'. In addition to these cases, 

there are classes of adjectives which come in A, and even in purely 

numerical terms, Anteposition is not, and has not ever been, 

restricted to 'a small number of adjectives'. Jt is, thus, in our 

view, a crude overgeneralization to assert that, in Romance, 

Anteposability of adjectives is liruited to a smal! number of 

adjectives. Portuguese data do not confirm this assertion, neither 
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does French, to thé' best of my know!edge {\Jaugh, 1977). 

1.2.1. The "emptying 11 of Anteposition and 11 Set Phr«ses" 

The emptying of Anteposition was explalned through the tate of the 

adjectives BOM L GRANDE. Based on this analysis one expects the 

Adjectives in A to lose meaning, to become !ess specific and 

eventually empty and be replaced by other ltems w·ith a more precise 

meaning. My analysis leads to the conclusion that the precise 

meaning of the adjectives in A cannot be inferred only either only 

from their own lexical, semantic and .linear syntactic properties or 

fr-om the JYf·opedies o! the Noun which they modify. In fact, it is 

the combination AN what matters. In addition, their meaning must 

be inferred from an interpretalion of the context/passage in which 

they occur. This can be seen, here, in the analysis 

BOM & GRANDE based on Dixon's "good for X" formula. 

Proposed for 

One of lhe consequences of this Anteposition emptying are the Set 

Phr&ses, In these the adjective became semantically so empty and 

tied to the Noun that it ended up as part of the latter. 

Another outcome is the existence in Modern Portuguese of pairs such 

as HOMEM GRANDE/GRANDE HOMEM in which the dependence between Noun 

and Adjective is maximized- GRANDE is froz-en in Anteposition and in 

Postposition with different meanings. According to our hypothesis, 

the split of GRANDE into two different meanings is due to an 

ambiguity created by a modification situation in which GRAt~DE- an 

adjective with a dimensional meaning- is preposed to a Noun that 

includes in its own lexical specifications the 'measurable' and 

1 gradational' features. Thus, some ti. me in the past history o f the 

language, GRANDE HOMEM must have been ambiguous between 'a man who 

is ta!l', where HOMEM could be 'measured', and 'a great man', where 

HOMEM could be 'graded'. The fixing Df the Adjo2ctive in either 

position, before or after the Noun, with a 'gradational' meaning in 

A anda 'measurable' one in P, was a way of resolving the amblguity, 

For other pairs, other features will emerge, although 'measurable' 

seems to be the necessar-y feature for this kind of reanalysls to 

take place. On the one hand, this analysis accounts for the fixing 
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of particular adjectives, with a particular meaning in a particular 

position within the NP, as in the pair GRANDE Hüi'iEM/HOMEM GRANDE 

&nd, on the othe!', !t eluc!dates why pairs like GRANDE PENNA/PENNA 

GRANDE did not develop a ditference in meaning wllh GRANDE preposed 

or postposed to the Noun. 

A ma1n point raised by this analysis is that changes in this 

particular aspect of Syntax in fact involve much more than the 

simple linea!'ity of the constituents concerned. The Syntax, 

Semantics and Pragmatics of some particular Adjecíives combined with 

ce!'taln Nouns Bl'e intersected and cannot merely be accounted for, 

diachronically, with the dismissal of one of these aspects. lt seems 

to be the case of "one of the diachronic processes 1-1hich typical ly 

affect lhe intersection of severa\ grammatical leveis" (Bynon, 1985: 

107J. Although appa1·ently thQ change produces. an effect on the 

linearity of constituents, mainly in the case of GRANDE HOMEM/HOMEM 

GRP..~lDE, their 'actualiz.ation' is not only linear: the ti.ghtening of 

the range of selectional restrictions between Adjective and NounJ 

evidenced b·,· the abo~·e cases, led them to be interpreted either as a 

semantic unity or two separate elements. 

These factors combined do not only account for changes 'A 

POSTERIOR!', but also point up how new changes might con1e about, in 

the linear ordering of constituents within the Noun Phrase. 

proposed analysis is thus predictive in the sense that the 

incidence of two adjectives, side by side with Joose meanings, 

The 

heavy 

that 

change whenever the context changes, provided clues as to how 

changes in this particular aspect of Syntax occurred in this 

particular case and may occur somewhere else. This analysis is thus 

both descriptive and predictive. 

2. The Restrictive Relative C\auses 

The ordering of the Relatlve Clause and its Noun has, howeve r, 

remainPd unchanged since the time of the older texts analysed, l.e. 

the Relat1ve Clause fol!ows lts Noun (N/RC). The relativizers QUE 

and QUEM, however, were proven to be undergoing a process of chanse 

related to relativizatlon strategies, As regards QUEM clauses, lhe 
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new syntactic type appears in our data from the 17th C onwards. In 

Chapters 2 and 3 changes involving QUE and QUEM inside the relativ~ 

c!ause were discussed. 

The status of the re!ativizer QUE either as a Complemenlizer or a 

Relative Pronoun or both is investigated in Ct1apter 2. As ~ matter 

ot t.:1ct, no 1nJisputable e•;idence wa.s found in favour either of a 

purely Comp\ementizer or RelRtive Pronoun nature of QUE in ali 

syntactlc functions. In Modern Portuguese it appears to be more 

'pronominal' in some contexts than in others: the QUE of the 

Resumptive Pronoun type would be on one end of the scale since it is 

almost empty of any pronominal meaning and it is doubtful whether it 

plays a synlactic role in the sentence; Frep+QUE would be on the 

other end of the scale, Jt has a referent and its syntactic 

functlon is overtly shown by the presence of a preposition. 

In synchr-onic lerms, ther-e are alternativa analyses ior· ali the 

strategies of relativization examined. This multiplicity o f 

synchronic analyses have suggested thal changes whích have not been 

completed yet are taking place in the relativization system, and, as 

a consequence, the issue called for a diachronic treatement. In 

diachronic terms the conclusion was that there has been a certain 

indeterminacy regarding the syntactic status o f QUE ai 1 blong its 

evolution. 

In reference to the changes analysed in Chapter 3 involving 

Prep+Quem construct.ions the following points should be stressed! the 

diachronic change and the extension of this change. 

2. 1. The diachronic change 

The basic change dealt with in this chapter is the emergence of the 

syntactlc type Jf+Ouem ... ] and its innovative use, flrstly in 

Relative structures with ~ antecedents and, secondly, in Relative 

structures with overtly realized antecedents, 

The type P+Cuem which existed in lhe first period of the language 
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analyssd, i e, from Cl4 to C16, was provon to be in fact · 

P.,, +[Quem.,, l, in which the form Quem has to 
s· 

Subject of the dependent clause. Only in C17 

be 

the 

analysed as the 

type [P+Quem ... ] 
s· 

appeared as such, with such an analysis. ll is thus, an innovation, 

especially when it occurs with overtly real ized (thumanl 

antecedents. Up to tJ·,at time, Relalive constructions with [thumanl 

overt antecedents co-occurred only with P+Que but not with P+Quem. 

Qur~m was restricted either to headless constructions in 

non-subcategorized positions or to headless p ••. t [Quem ... J 
S' 

constructions. 

This change has proved to be a process of reanalysis, in terms of 

Timberlake (1977), A main point in his approach is that the 

reanalysis is not observable in itself, but only by its 

consequences. In this sense two steps are recognized: the reanalysis 

itself, i e. 'the formulation of a novel o f underlying 

relationships and rules' which is made possible by the potential 

ambiguous character of surface output and 'the gradual mapping out 

of the consequences of the reanalysis', its 'actualization'. The 

'actualization' is meant to be systematic and governed by a number 

of linguistic parameters, which can be formalized as hi8rarchies. 

These hierarchies are supposed to obey one general principie: a 

change will be actualized earlier in contexts which are unmarked (or 

more natural) with respect to the change and !ater in contexts which 

are marked (or less natural) with respect to the change. 

In the case analysed here the reanalysis was made possible by the 

surface similarity between structures with P+,,, [Quem ... l ,. 
[P+Quem ... J (p. 172). In the oldest type, i e, Pt ... [Quem ... ) 

S' $' 
is invariably the Subject o f the dependent clause although 

and 

Quem 

i t s 

contiguity to the preceding preposition might lead to a mis 

analysis: one may suppose that the sequence P+Quem should be 

interpreted as belonging to tlle dependent clause, which is not. the 

case. [P+Quem .. l, which satisfies the subcategorization requirements 
S' 

of the eml.Jedded verb, is a type that only appears in our data in the 

17th C (cf. sentence (69», not before. 

This 'new' type shows that reanalysis has taken place. The existence 
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of a real!y ambisuo~s type: lhe one in which the sequence P+quem can 

satisfy the subcategorization both of the dependent and matrix verbs 

(sentence (82lJ made it possible. Through this type one may see that 

P+Quem can now satisfy the subcategorization requirements of lhe 

dependent verb, which is lhe envir·onment for the creation of a new 

syntactic Lype. 

Three factor·s appeated to be in,;olved in this reanalysis: a) the 

categoria! CPP/PPl and tunctional {10/IOJ matching between lhe two 

constituents concerned, as in type Civl Cex.82l Creanalysis from 

matching to non-matching typel; b) coo-referentiality that is he!d 

between these two PP's; c) the existence. of an E"mpty slot. This PP 

is shared by the two clauses, or in ott1er words, it simultaneously 

forms an argument of both verbs (Se e Bynon, 1985, toe lhe 

intersection of severa! gramm3.tical leveis in diachronic changesl. 

2.2. The extension of the chahge 

Now it comes into the discussion the actualizution c f the 

reanalysis. As said before, lhe actual ization is meant to be 

governed by parameters understood as hierarchies. In our case it 

seems that there is one of hierarchy of 'matching effects': the 

reanalysis took placa from '.matching' t.o 'non matching' slructures. 

P+Quem started being used as an 

firstly with ~ NP antecedents, 

argument of the dependent verb 

as e v i denc:ed by type (v l, a 

'non-matching' type, and after that with overt NP antecedents, 

a 'non-matching' type. 

also 

Once reana!ysed, the 'new type' has been analogical!y extended so as 

to resume [+human) antecedents. This change, as an analogical 

extension, increased alternation in the language (Bynon, 1977: 37, 

42J.So it is that an alternativa relativization strategy has emerged 

in the language from the 17th C onwards in addition to the weJ! 

attested Prep+QUE for Relatives with (+humanl heads. From that lime 

on it alternates with Prep+QUEM. 

These analyses touched the problem of 

Portuguese language in so far as both 
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positioning and PreP+Quem constructions the 

taken place after the 17th and 18th C. In 

changes seem to 

the tormer, the 

have 

data 

shm1ed a sharp decrease in A after the 18th century. Coincidentally, 

lhe chango involving Prep+Quem constructions presumably dates from 

the same period -after C17 and Clô- as indicated by the data. In the 

case of the relativlzer QUE one could not date any changes, as both 

lhe data and lhe indeterminacy of the analysis suggested that thero 

is an ongoing change involving the paradigm of QUE relativizers and 

the environments where they occur. Despite the latt.er, the analyses 

proposed here would subsidize a new p.eriodization of the Portuguese 

language in terms of Syntax, different from the traditional ones. 

Also the syntactic change Tarallo (1983l postulated for the 

Portu.guese pronominal system, in which the PP Chopping strategy of 

relativization is embedded, subsidizes a new periodization of the 

Portuguesa language as, according to his analysis, the PP Chopping 

slrategy was implemented in the language in the 19th century. 

lf the above changes are taken into account, then Modern Portuguesc 

would have had its beginnings after lhe 17th C not before, in terms 

of historical syntax. These analyses point to a periodization where 

the Modern Portuguese period would have its beginnings 

the traditionally accepted !6th century. 

la ter than 

The hypothesis put forward in this thesis is that diachronic 

processes cannot be accounted for only by 'one' framework of 

linguistic description. For one thing there seems to be always many 

particular 

although 

in 

the 

different forces at work behind language change, in 

lhe ones which apparently look purely syntactic: 

'r-esult' ot the change, or its 'actualization', is in many cases 

syntactic, as in the case of Prep+Quern constructions analysed in 

Chapter- 111, factor-s of different nature seem to be involved in 

change processes. lt seems to me that regardless of the theoretlcal 

fram~work ot synchronic description employed to account for the data 

in an analysls that tentatively traces linguistic development 

through succes:live stages of texts, such as the one carried out in 

this work, the diachronic processes in question transcend the 

synchronic analyses, and cannot be justified within one single 
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framework. In this s\-"nse, any framo1.JOrk used ;n tho description o f 

synchronic li.nguistlc stages in a o.•ork tho ma in goal o f which I, 

bagically dJachron!c, o c' rather, In a work lhat h as as a purpose 

pri1narily the search and description o f mechctnisms o f lingulstic 

changes, and secondarily their justiflcation and explanation, is to 

be understood only as a device employed for data description, s J nce 

in principie synchrnnic models do not make prediclions about 

\anguage change, andare not themselves 'models of Janguage change', 

Obviously, in order to reach the diachronic goal of such a task, the 

doscription must be as adeguale to the data as possible, not the 

other way round, and the choice of onl.Y one synchronic framework for 

data description could jeopardize tl1e chief diachronic goal. In my 

opinion, an adequa.te model of Janguage change is made available, 

historical linguists wil l have to deal with different models of 

synchronic analyses in their endeavour to describe and explain 

language change. 

With thís dissertation hope to have given a contribution to 

Historical Linguisi..ics in general and hopefully to have contr ibuted 

to an advance in th~ field of the diachronic syntax of Portuguese. 
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